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Abstract

This study explores the relationship between teachers' pedagogical stances and their use of ICT in classroom practice. Most previous research about ICT use in schools is quantitative and/or treats technology and teachers as independent of each other. Yet ICT practices do not exist without the individuals who use them and the contexts in which they are used. Very little is currently known about the sociocultural influences that affect teacher's implicit (rather than espoused) views on ICT in teaching practices.

In this study Twining et al's (2017) sociocultural framework has been synthesised with further literature foregrounding influences from Identity and the Self. This offers a new model - the Funnels of Influence - as a means to understand the ways in which individual teacher's pedagogical views come to exist and how they affect the use of ICT within their teaching practices.

This sociocultural study adopted a qualitative, interpretative method of enquiry. Between January 2018 and April 2019, data was generated in two primary schools in England. This consisted of two headteacher interviews, 21 teacher interviews and eight observations of teacher practice. Through the use of case study, three individual teacher’s espoused, intended and enacted pedagogical stances were probed, surfacing the many influences and revealing teachers' implicit pedagogical stance. The ways in which those teachers used (or did not use) ICT in their teaching practice were then unpacked by considering relationships between teacher’s pedagogical stance and enacted ICT practice.

The study exemplifies how different teachers who appear to be using the same ICT practices and who appear to be pedagogically aligned, can instead be enacting profoundly different practice. There are important implications for policy makers and practitioners who seek consistency within and across schools, and for those who seek to disseminate successful practices. Most importantly, the findings within this study emphasise the importance of researchers and practitioners looking deeply below the surface when considering ICT in teaching practice.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Professional Context

My interest in unlocking opportunities for children’s learning was manifest many years before I decided to become a teacher. My first master’s degree focused on music theory and analysis and awakened me to the precise detail within musical structures that can affect the way that we think, feel and act – often without us being aware of it. My thesis for that study explored the impact of different background music when played in the primary classroom. That study unleashed a passion for researching in-situ in order to apply research findings directly to practice, and so began a teaching career – founded upon a desire to research and apply findings in order to improve learning opportunities for children.

In the role of class teacher and then senior leader of an infant school in the South of England, I saw directly what a difference Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) could make to children’s learning when adopted strategically. There was a great deal of interest in how we used ICT in our school for extending children’s learning opportunities (e.g. Jewitt et al., 2010; Lee and Finger, 2010; DCSF, 2009; FutureLab, 2009), and in 2007 we won the first of a number of awards for ICT in teaching practices (Becta, 2009). The background to such use and the consequent interest was because it foregrounded the way in which ICT made it possible for children to do things that were previously not possible, or which were prohibitively complex for widespread adoption. For example, connecting children aged 4-7 online with family members on active Royal Navy service so that despite thousands of miles separating them, parents could have real-time, learning-focused, regular interaction with their children during the school day (Aubrey-Smith, 2007).

Subsequent professional roles – first as Head of Educational Development for an education technology company, and then as Head of Primary for a national schools network – gave exposure to a wide breadth of stakeholders concerned with ICT in teaching practices. This included children and families, teachers and support staff, leaders and teacher educators, policy makers and industry. All of whom had opinions about ICT; acknowledging in different ways the presence of ICT in our everyday lives and the mismatch with schooling. Furthermore, whilst there seemed to be a general consensus that ICT could be better used within teaching and learning, it was still the preserve of the enthusiastic teacher. I wanted to know what it was about ICT and its relationship to teaching practices that needed to be unlocked so that all children would be able to see the benefits in their learning.

Literature findings suggest that practices and experiences both within and beyond school influence the pedagogical stance of the teacher, and it is that pedagogical stance which
determines what the teacher enacts through the use of ICT in their teaching practice (e.g. Mumtaz, 2000; Underwood, 2009; Ertmer and Ottenbreit Leftwich, 2010; Selwyn, 2011).

There has been a great deal of research concerned with conceptualising the ways in which children’s learning experiences are impacted by the presence of ICT in teaching practices (e.g. Burnett, 2016; Gurung and Rutledge, 2014; Higgins et al., 2012; Collins and Halverson, 2010), and related to this, the conceptualisation of changing pedagogies in light of ICT (e.g. Luckin et al., 2012; Twining, 2002). Much attention has consequently been given to the role of system change in realising the perceived improvement possibilities offered by ICT (e.g. Fullan, 2020; Weatherby and Clark-Wilson, 2019; Hennessy et al., 2005). However, as Selwyn (2011) notes, teachers act as pedagogical gatekeepers to or for the children that they teach. Little attention has yet been placed upon the teacher’s implicit pedagogical stance (rather than their adopted pedagogies as seen through practice or espousal), and the role that these may play in a teacher’s use of ICT.

In seeking to understand the relationship between teacher’s pedagogical stance and their uses of ICT in teaching practices there is another pitfall; that what a teacher says is not necessarily the same as what they mean, or implicitly believe (Rogers et al., 2005). Therefore, to ask teachers directly what they consider to be the relationship between their pedagogical stance and ICT is fraught with three difficulties. First, it would require the teacher to be able to identify and articulate their pedagogical stance; something which is not often spoken about (Pajares, 1992). Secondly it would require them to relate that to ICT; which is more often discussed in terms of practice and pedagogies, rather than pedagogical stance (Burnett, 2016; Selwyn, 2018). Third, in order to understand an implicit pedagogical stance it would require the teacher to surface it in a way which was not unduly influenced by their perceived audience; something which sociologists argue as implausible (Tannen et al., 2015). A deeper, more probing study was therefore required.

1.2 Ontology and Epistemology

This study draws upon sociocultural theory, and is framed within a qualitative and deductive interpretivist paradigm which posits that there are multiple realities of any given situation; each of which is socially constructed (Lave and Wenger, 1991). The many phenomena, which we label as people, places, artefacts, experiences, and so on (Shibutani, 1988), combine, and form socially constructed, collective agreements of meaning and representation (Bourdieu, 1984).

There is a specific challenge with a sociocultural research lens; the process of the researcher engaging with both the literature and the data is an act of interpretation in itself by means of the lens through which the researcher views it (Hammersley and Atkinson, 2010). The researcher necessarily interprets that which surrounds them in order to
synthesize concepts and extract meaning, yet in doing so creates findings that may be as unique as the context from which they are drawn. For the purpose of this study, attempts have been made to surface bias throughout the researcher’s interpretation of both literature and data. However, the whole study should be considered as being framed within a sociocultural ontology. As Guba and Lincoln (1994) argue, the researcher’s ontology affects both research design as well as data interpretation. This is particularly important to surface in relation to ICT in teaching practices because it seeks to counteract the many issues (as discussed in Chapter 2) caused by a prevalence of quantitative studies in the field.

1.3 Research Aim and Questions

This research has one over-arching aim; to explore relationships between teachers' pedagogical stances and ICT use in their teaching practice. This aim takes place through the following research questions; addressing individual teachers.

**RQ1:** What is the teacher’s implicit pedagogical stance?

As surfaced by asking:
- **RQ1a:** What is their espoused pedagogical stance?
- **RQ1b:** What is their intended pedagogical stance?
- **RQ1c:** What is their enacted pedagogical stance?

**RQ2:** How does the teacher use ICT in their teaching?

- **RQ2a:** What does observation of the teacher’s practice reveal about their uses of ICT?
- **RQ2b:** What did the teacher say about using ICT in their teaching practice?

**RQ3:** What are the influences affecting the relationship between the teacher’s pedagogical stance (from RQ1) and ICT use in their teaching practice (from RQ2)?

1.4 Defining key terminology

Whilst the definitions of terminology are generally embedded within the body of this thesis, the research questions set out above include some specific terms which reflects the researcher’s own stance. For clarity therefore, these are defined and justified below in order to be explicit about their meaning within this study. These are: Teacher and Teaching; Pedagogical Stance; Espoused, Intended and Enacted; ICT and Relationship.

Through a sociocultural lens as used in this study, an attempt to understand the teacher not just their teaching, depends upon an acceptance that the teacher is an accumulation of that which surrounds them in the present and has travelled with them from the past (Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992). It is important to note that the research questions in this study are all framed around the individual teacher. When probing teaching practices
(RQ1c and RQ2), the focus is on what it is about that teacher that led them to adopt that kind of teaching, rather than seeking to understand the teaching methods themselves or the wider classroom practice. Hattie & Zierer (2019, p.22), referring to broader ideas across the literature about improving learning, summarised that whilst teaching has been well researched, other areas such as teachers are less well explored. Whilst their frame was broader than ICT, the same principle applies to ICT in teaching practices.

Furthermore, this study uses the term **pedagogical stance** to refer to the individual teacher’s views on teachers and teaching, learners and learning, views on knowledge, the purpose of education and the role of schooling. Pedagogical stance is conceived as specific to the teacher, whilst pedagogy is conceived as socially understood methods and approaches which may be utilised within that overarching pedagogical stance. Set out in Section 2.3, this study adapts an existing pedagogical framework to use as a tool to analyse teacher’s pedagogical stance and to align them with one of the established models of pedagogy.

Whilst RQ1 asks what a teacher’s pedagogical stance is, one of the central themes of this study is that what someone says is not necessarily the same as what they mean, and what they mean is not necessarily the same as what they do in practice (e.g. Tannen et al., 2015; Rogers et al., 2005). To be explicit about each of these the terms espoused, intended, enacted and implicit are used when referring to pedagogical stance.

The term **espoused** is used to refer to the teacher’s expressed ideology about teaching, learning, knowledge and the role and purpose of school and education. The views are not tied to specific instances of practice (i.e. they are overarching views), but aspects of practice may be used to exemplify a point that the teacher is seeking to make. The espousal may contain oration that can be taken literally, as well as oration that contains intended meaning through choice of words. Within the data of this study the term espoused is used to refer specifically to what the teacher conveyed to the researcher as part of this study (i.e. bounded by time, location and audience).

The term **intended** is used to refer to what the teacher says that they intend to do in their teaching practice. These intentions can be either specific to an instance of practice (e.g. practical actions within a specific lesson), or broader intentions about their practice (e.g. making resources available to encourage children’s independence). The difference between espoused views and broader intentions is that the former is ideological and the latter manifests itself in planned practical action.

The term **enacted** is used to refer to what is observed (by the researcher) when the teacher lives out their practice (e.g. when an observed lesson takes place). Enacted practice always has bounds of time, location and people present which are mutually dependent upon each other within consequent interpretation. For clarity, the separation of
espoused, intended and enacted separates the teacher’s perceptions from the teacher’s actions which makes visible possibilities about how others may interpret the experience.

However, this study does not specifically address how practice is experienced by those other than the teacher and researcher (e.g. children in the class). This is because to do so would require the unpacking of other influences on those children and the affect upon their experiences – features which fall beyond the scale and scope of this study.

The term **implicit** is used to refer to the teacher’s inner ideology, which may or may not be consciously known by the individual and which may or may not include intentional actions. This term is a particularly difficult one because whilst RQ1 asks what the teacher’s pedagogical stance is, it is problematic to precisely define ‘is’ if one accepts that there are multiple realities. The intention behind using the term implicit is to recognise that having probed the teacher’s espoused, intended and enacted pedagogical stances the researcher draws out an interpretation of what the underpinning pedagogical stance is most likely to be. It can only be an interpretation, but it can be a robustly probed and justified interpretation which considers a number of perspectives and triangulated evidence.

This study uses the term **ICT** to refer to a device, method or system which exists as a result of digital or computerised invention. Across both literature and professional practice, related terms such as educational technologies, digital technologies, learning technologies, IT, tech, online and digital appear and in many cases these are used interchangeably or with imprecise definitions. This study uses ICT throughout, except where either literature or data explicitly used a term along with a clear definition of it; in which case that term is used and explained.

RQ2 asks specifically about uses of ICT, and it is important to clarify that within this study attention is paid not just to what the teachers use or how they use it, but also to what is available to them to use, what is expected of them (to use, and through use) and what they do not use. Thus, the term use describes a sense of deploying ICT, as well as an implied value (or lack of) about that ICT.

Finally, and importantly, the term **relationship** is used within this study to refer to the way in which two things (in this case a teacher’s pedagogical stance and their uses of ICT in teaching practice) are connected. Those connections include, but are not limited to, links, associations, causal, cyclical or parallel behaviours, and the joining, consolidating or synthesising of ideas. For clarity, those connections may be positive (i.e. in agreement), or negative (i.e. generating friction).

Finally, research terminology (e.g. approach, method, instrument) throughout this study draws upon definitions set out by Twining, Heller, et al., (2017) in guidance for conducting and reporting qualitative studies specific to ICT.
1.5 Thesis Structure

Building on the context and intentions set out above, Chapter 2 introduces three key areas of literature which contribute to the aim of exploring the relationship between teacher’s pedagogical stance and their uses of ICT in teaching practices:

- Considering what is already known about ICT in teaching practices and the importance of robust qualitative probing
- Addressing pedagogical stance and its formations - considering what is already known about pedagogical stances and how they come to be
- Synthesising those findings and drawing upon broader sociological literature in order to outline which influences need to be considered by this study and what the literature suggests is the relationship between those influences.

Chapter 3 consists of two parts: the methodology, and the process of data analysis. In setting out the research approach, use of case study methodology is justified, data generation methods and timeline are set out, and there is an introduction to research participants along with ethical and reflexive considerations. The chapter then details the process of data analysis and how the data generated was used to respond to the research questions.

In Chapter 4, findings from each of the three cases are presented and the interpretations detailed and justified. Each case is methodically probed in response to the research questions before findings are summarised and used to lead into Chapter 5, which discusses findings from across all cases and how these relate to existing literature.

The final chapter of this study draws together final outcomes; outlining the contribution that this study makes to the field of ICT in teaching practices, the limitations of this study, recommendations from this study and implications for professional practice and policy including what should be addressed in future research.
Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

The purpose of Chapter 2 is to identify what is already known in relation to the research questions of this study, to identify gaps within the existing literature, and to inform the methodology of this study. The literature review is organised into three sections reflecting the three research questions and addressing what is already known about: how teachers use ICT in teaching practices (RQ2), teachers’ pedagogical stance (RQ1), and the relationship between pedagogical stance and ICT use (RQ3). The chapter then concludes by setting out a theoretical framework which synthesises findings from the literature in order to inform data generation and analysis.

2.2 Teachers’ use of ICT in teaching practices

This part of the literature review addresses how teachers use ICT in their teaching (RQ2), focusing firstly upon the landscape of ICT in schools, secondly the context and changes of ICT use in schools over time, and finally ICT use in teaching practices.

2.2.1 The landscape of ICT in schools and the changing context of its use

Over the last four decades there have been consistent attempts to introduce ICT into schools since the first “Computers in the Curriculum Project” in 1973 (Hammond, 2014). Successive English governments have proactively championed technology through national initiatives, establishing agencies to mediate between policies and schools (e.g. British Educational Communications and Technology Agency (Becta)), multi-million pound funding addressing both infrastructure and training (e.g. New Opportunities Fund; Building Schools for the Future), and professional development schemes for teachers (e.g. Twining, 2002b; Hammond, 2014; Rossi, 2015; BESA, 2020b). In 2005, the Department for Education and Skills published their Harnessing Technology strategy, setting out ambitious plans for the future of technology in English schools (DfES, 2005). What followed was an era of investment along with organisations, policies and strategies promoting and enabling technology use in schools (e.g. Becta, 2009; Twining et al., 2006; DfES, 2005). Then, in 2010 amidst a recession, a general election brought a coalition government and an era of austerity with huge cuts to funding. For ICT in schools there were many consequences of these changes, including the closure of Becta - which had previously championed and supported ICT in schools - and widespread pressures on school budgets (Rossi, 2015). Furthermore, changes to ICT as a subject and the shift of focus of those leading that review onto Computer Science, also reframed the role and function of ICT within classrooms (DfE, 2013; Wells, 2014; RSA, 2017). Both policy and budget pressures encouraged an accountability-focused landscape whereby value-for-money became a driving force both in schools and beyond (Rossi, 2015).
In parallel, ICT beyond schools had been evolving at a phenomenal rate and becoming embedded throughout everyday lives. It brought greater automation, increased efficiencies, widespread innovation and changed the pace and nature of human behaviour (Hill, 2003; Carr, 2010; Theocharis et al., 2015; Selwyn et al., 2019). The ease with which non-specialists in different sectors could capture, explore and communicate information encouraged bureaucratic tendencies; statistically based headlines and quantitative measurements that could form the basis of comparison and justification (Hill, 2003).

Over this period, how ICT use in schools was defined also changed. In the 1980s and 1990s the focus had been on discussion and practice of children beginning to use new technologies (Twining, 2002b; Rossi, 2015). In the 2000s this shifted to teachers increasingly becoming the users with high profile initiatives such as the introduction of Interactive Whiteboards (IWBs) and teacher laptops (Twining et al., 2006; Becta, 2008; NFER, 2008). These kinds of initiatives brought with them political pressure to ‘do something’ with the ICT but provided only vague guidelines about what those actions might be (Luckin et al., 2012). Importantly, there was an absence of explicit direction about how to use ICT in a way that would make a direct impact on the priorities of those using it. Those seeking evidence of impact generally sought subject specific attainment improvements, but evidence was instead typically found to relate to perceptions of engagement with learning rather than curricular attainment (Higgins, 2010). There has also been another shift whereby both teachers and children use ICT increasingly within broader teaching and learning, not just within ICT or Computing lessons. In parallel, research has increasingly explored the many dimensions of how access to learning opportunities can be made more accessible for children through uses of ICT (e.g. FutureLab, 2009; Mitra, 2014; Falloon, 2015; Plowman, 2015; Maher and Twining, 2017; Twining, Browne, et al., 2017). However, the debate about children’s use of ICT in school contexts, continues to revolve around teachers as gatekeepers of both the ICT resources themselves as well as the opportunities those resources can present.

2.2.2 Trends within the literature: the what and the how

Literature concerned with the use of ICT in teaching practices is located in one of two areas; summarised as ‘the what’ and ‘the how’. The first body of literature has largely been commissioned by, or linked to, policy, funding or accountability and reported on what ICT was working well in schools, why it was happening and what the impact was (Cox et al., 2003; Higgins, 2003; Condie et al., 2007; Passey, 2009; Underwood, 2009; Jewitt et al., 2010; Ofsted, 2011; Higgins, Xiao and Katsipataki, 2012; Morris, 2012; BESA, 2020a). This literature provided valuable insights to inform policy and practice alongside success stories about the potential of ICT in schools. For example, Higgins, Xiao and Katsipataki
(2012), published a summary of the findings of 48 studies of ICT use in schools - across largely core subject areas - and combined that with a meta-analyses assessing the impact of that use. They found the range of impact to be very wide, suggesting the importance of considering differences between how technologies are used. Such quantitative studies sit alongside qualitative companions. For example, Jewitt et al. (2010), sought to identify successful examples of ICT use. They presented this through 12 case studies and a set of 11 benefits arising from those cases, concluding with a set of seven recommendations for what schools needed to do to ensure effective ICT practice. Studies such as these seek to contribute to a ‘what works’ approach where practice is considered transferrable between schools or teachers.

The second body of research is dedicated to unpicking the relationship between ICT and pedagogy; going beyond the ‘what’ to probe the ‘how’. There are two trends within this body; the first describes or explores the ways in which ICT could be better used to improve learning (e.g. Twining, Browne, et al., 2017; Mitra, 2015; Luckin et al., 2012; Facer, 2011; Selwyn et al., 2010). For example, Luckin et al. (2012), reviewed 300 teacher examples of ICT practices and 1,022 research papers from around the world which claimed proof of impact on learning through uses of ICT in teaching practices. They identified 210 cases which they categorised according to the nature of the learning activity and its impact: Learning from experts; Learning with others; Learning through making; Learning through exploring; Learning through inquiry; Learning through practising; Learning from assessment; and Learning in and across settings. The shift in focus moving from the ICT to the context of the use of ICT has become a feature of this body of literature. For example, Hammond (2020), makes a powerful case for the use of an ecological approach to uses of ICT by arguing that it is the lack of consideration of context which is the cause of the failure within the literature to explain why ICT take-up has been disappointing in some contexts, and yet has taken off in others.

In terms of literature targeting a school audience, the Education Endowment Foundation (EEF) published a report synthesising existing literature about using digital technologies to improve learning, which stated a key finding that; “technology must be used in a way that is informed by effective pedagogy” (Stringer et al., 2019, p.3). This has been argued across academia and industry for some time (e.g. Luckin, 2018; Twining, et al., 2017; Selwyn, 2016) and the authors of the EEF paper themselves cite a similar paper published 7 years previously which contained an extensive literature review of this field and made broadly the same point; “it is therefore the pedagogy of use of technology which is important: the how rather than the what” (Higgins et al., 2012, p.11). One might therefore ask why the debate remains the same in 2020 as in 2012. It looks likely that this was first a mistaken focus on the infrastructure and equipment (specifically, the what), which then shifted to pedagogy and practice (the how). But critically, even when
appearing to discuss the how, most literature is still actually discussing the what. For example, in the EEF report cited above, guidance states that teachers should; “carefully consider how technology is going to improve teaching and learning before introducing it” (Stringer et al., 2019, p.7). But the report continues with a table setting out what quantitative evidence shows as the relative cost and months of additional progress that using particular software will have on children’s learning. By presenting such data in that way there is an inference that it is the relative benefits of the software (the what), that will make the impact on learning rather than the actions of the teacher or learners using it (the how). Although the report does contain reference to the actions of teacher and learners it is at surface level and using ambiguous language. Thus, the focus remains very much on the what despite positioning itself otherwise.

The second trend addresses the nature of teachers’ beliefs about ICT (e.g. Taimalu and Luik, 2019; Tondeur et al., 2017; Ertmer and Ottenbreit Leftwich, 2010; Mumtaz, 2000). For example, Tondeur et al., (2017) undertook a systematic review of qualitative evidence exploring the relationship between teachers’ pedagogical beliefs and technology use in education. There were five synthesised findings. First was that the relationship between pedagogical beliefs and technology use should be seen as bidirectional; with technology use creating, reconstructing or reaffirming beliefs. Second was that teachers’ pedagogical beliefs may hinder or prevent technology integration - teachers with traditional beliefs being less likely to adopt technologies. Third was that a multi-dimensional approach is necessary in addressing the relationship between pedagogical beliefs and technology use; with teachers more likely to adopt technologies that best suit their needs at a particular moment in time. Fourth, that there is very little in the way of understanding of the role of pedagogical beliefs when considering professional development and technologies. Fifth, that some school characteristics made some difference; for example, available support or different policy application for different age groups of learners. The authors specifically noted that not all teachers within the same school held the same pedagogical beliefs and recommended that future research considered this aspect in particular. Furthermore, they noted that very little exists in the way of understanding the bidirectional relationship between teacher’s pedagogical beliefs and technologies. What the review did not consider however were the social or cultural influences on teachers’ previous experiences and how the combination of those influences shapes the lens through which a teacher engages with the world around them – specifically, using ICT in their teaching. Furthermore, the study did not consider the importance of non-use; that what teachers choose not to do can be as revealing as what they choose to do, and that the many influences apply to both.

Such literature about ICT practices within schools surface important findings, particularly concerned with affordances, expectations, norms and routines that a particular school
context places upon the teacher. For example, addressing the role of the school ethos on teachers’ uses of ICT, González-Sanmamed et al. (2017) found that teachers held mainly positive attitudes where school wide attitudes were already perceived as positive. This suggests that a school ethos influences the ways in which teachers perceive ICT - that teachers in schools with a positive ICT ethos become more likely to use ICT in their teaching practices. However, what the study did not address – potentially because of the study’s reliance upon self-reporting of espoused views - were how those influences inter-related with each other. In other words, that whilst both a teacher and their school may have positive (or negative) views towards ICT it does not necessarily mean that one causes the other.

The influence of colleagues has also been identified as making an impact on teachers’ ICT practices. For example, studies have shown that the greatest influence on a decision to use, or purchase, particular ICT resources are the self-reported benefits seen by trusted colleagues (BESA, 2017). Peer-informed decision making, as a cultural norm, perpetuates community-specific interpretation – it is human nature to seek out and trust the opinion of someone who has similar or aligned interests (Grimmer, 2016). Specific to ICT in teaching practices it does however pose a particular challenge when the conversation takes place in isolation from discussion about specific pedagogical intentions.

In order to address this issue in the UK, the Educate programme was established, which built upon the work of Luckin (2018) and presents itself as “The UK’s leading research accelerator programme for education technology” (Educate, 2020). The programme provides a structured assessment framework to aid teacher’s decisions about what to buy or implement based on evidence specific to teaching and learning strategies. Nesta (a charitable trust set up to support innovation across science, technology and the arts) has also begun a similar programme supporting schools “to make more effective use of technology and develop more robust evidence about what works” (Nesta, 2020). However, the Nesta programme is initially restricted to process-centric uses of ICT (e.g. timetabling, parental reporting, essay marking and automating formative assessment).

The common thread across the literature is that teachers are consistently provoked to do something in relation to ICT; arguably a natural consequence of policy, investment and/or cultural expectation (Luckin, 2018). Whilst school staff almost unanimously agree that integrating ICT into learning and teaching is necessary (BESA, 2018; EC, 2019), ICT has not yet become embedded and use in the classroom remains variable (EC, 2019). As Hammond (2014, p.192), argued, the largely consistent rationale behind initiatives to promote ICT are an assumption that ICT can have a positive impact on standards, that ICT can provide more vocational relevance in the curriculum, or that ICT can be a catalyst for curriculum reform. One of the central challenges to these ideas he argues, is that they
form a reification among educators through which ICT is invested with objective qualities which are, in reality, socially constructed. In other words, people think it is ICT itself that provokes change, rather than potentially being more about the beliefs of people - individually and collectively - that might be the catalyst (or barrier) to change. There is an ongoing debate about whether living out specific practice in a sustained and focused way might eventually (but doesn’t necessarily) reshape beliefs (e.g. Halstead and Taylor, 2000; Kagan, 1992).

2.2.3 Issues with addressing ICT use in teaching practices

Literature concerned with ICT in teaching practices often focuses on perceived barriers (e.g. Jerrim and Sims, 2019; Carver, 2016). However, such literature strengthens Hammond's (2014), argument about those who mistakenly invest ICT with objective qualities rather than recognising them as being socially constructed. For example, Hew and Brush (2007), in their meta-analysis of 48 studies on ICT integration, classified the identified barriers to integration into five main categories: resources, knowledge and skills, institutional attitudes and beliefs, assessments, and culture. In a review of related literature, Carver (2016), found the first two categories to be the most cited barriers - the availability of ICT, and the knowledge and skills about how to use it. This trend continues with large scale studies such as the Teaching and Learning International Survey (TALIS) of over 200 schools across 30 countries, which found device, internet and software access to be the most commonly teacher-cited barriers (Jerrim and Sims, 2019). But, importantly, the focus on infrastructure as a perceived barrier may be largely irrelevant for schools in England (where this study is located). This is because in a study across 13 countries, Light and Pierson (2012), found that once a minimal standard of infrastructure was in place the presence of ICT itself made insignificant difference to frequency and nature of use within teaching. That minimal standard of infrastructure was below what the majority of UK schools have (BESA, 2018). Light and Pierson (2012) found that it was instead decisions made by teachers about the ways in which ICT was used which affected learning. This finding was supported by Gil-Flores et al., (2016) who drew upon large-scale TALIS data (e.g. TALIS, 2015) and found that even in schools with a comprehensive ICT infrastructure, there were often very low levels of ICT use.

In reviewing the literature addressing pedagogical use of digital technology, Twining, Heller, et al. (2017), draw attention to an imbalance within existing literature. They highlight that the majority of studies have been quantitative, and that chosen methods of such studies are often not aligned to the ontology, epistemology and overall research approach of those conducting the study itself. Furthermore, Selwyn (2018), argues that research into ICT and teaching practices has suffered from an over-concentration on large scale surveys or descriptive case studies focused on ICT implementation. It is the over reliance on quantitative data and its limitations that Selwyn argues against; constraining
perspectives and distracting or preventing researchers from focusing on what does happen (as opposed to what could happen). Furthermore, such studies often steer participants in pre-defined directions - distorting the data and giving little opportunity for surfacing or probing detail.

Abernethy (2015), set out the methodological issues with self-reported data generation from a psychology perspective. He cites a number of issues including social desirability bias, errors in memory and introspective abilities of the respondent and observer expectancy. In other words, if teachers are being surveyed about barriers to ICT use they may respond in a way that they think will affect change; i.e. by citing the need for more resources and training they are more likely to receive resources and training. This will be particularly the case for data generated by studies associated with policy or funding bodies (e.g. Condie et al., 2007; NFER, 2008; Jewitt et al., 2010; DfE, 2019).

Furthermore, as set out by Hoskin (2012), the nature of response options can steer respondents towards particular ways of thinking. For example, surveys asking teachers about barriers to ICT use which give equipment and internet access as response options are unlikely to provoke introspection about personally generated barriers. The survey is framing the teacher to see the barriers as external to themselves rather than relating to their own beliefs or actions. This may or may not be the intention of the authors.

Literature discussing barriers to ICT use consequently often omits discussion of individual characteristics and influences that create the teacher (e.g. underlying values and beliefs, cultural background, identities brought to the classroom), and instead focus on relatively extrinsic factors such as the teacher’s training, knowledge or skills about ICT (e.g. Vanderlinde et al., 2014; Condie et al., 2007; Hennessy et al., 2005). All of these aspects affect the teacher and their identity but the relationships are more complex than the findings from these studies suggest. Ertmer and Ottenbreit Leftwich (2010), highlight this in their argument about how knowledge, confidence, beliefs and culture intersect when using technology. They propose that even when teachers believe that ICT helps them accomplish professional or personal tasks more efficiently, they can be reluctant to incorporate ideas into the classroom because of three reasons; lack of relevant knowledge, low self-efficacy, and their existing beliefs. This view has been supported by wider literature. For example, Taimalu and Luik (2019), argue that self-efficacy and beliefs about the value of using ICT are the most important factors in its adoption; what teachers believe can be achieved with technology, and how they believe that they could do so. These findings align with extensive meta-analyses undertaken by Hattie (2019), which found teacher efficacy to be the greatest influence in education. However, what none of these studies chose to explore (in terms of ICT) is how and why self-efficacy comes to be; where its origins are and how these may or may not have their own relationship with ICT.
Researchers beyond education have considered this specific point in relation to ICT. For example, Orlikowski (2010) examined the bridge between social and material interaction, known as sociomateriality. The premise of sociomateriality separates what users think they do with ICT, what they actually do with ICT, and what the ICT does to their identity and practice. Orlikowski argues that the user’s (e.g. a teacher’s) perception of these three aspects influences the nature of future use, and that this may be quite different from another person’s interpretation of that user’s experience (e.g. the learner’s). In other words, a teacher’s thinking about ICT is not so much about what they are doing, as about what they perceive they are doing.

2.2.4 Changes to teachers’ uses of ICT in teaching practices

Literature seeking to document changes to teachers’ use of ICT typically focuses on disseminating examples of what the author perceives as good practice (e.g. Jewitt et al., 2010; Lee and Finger, 2010; Facer, 2011; Higgins, Xiao and Katsipataki, 2012; Luckin et al., 2012; Christodoulou, 2020), or frameworks for what the authors see as improvements to practice (e.g. NAACE, 2018; Pumentedura, 2013; Passey, 2011; Heppell et al., 2010; Mishra and Koehler, 2006).

There are a number of models which seek to aid the integration of technology into teaching and learning which recognise the role of pedagogy (although not necessarily pedagogical beliefs). Many of these have been commissioned or created by the providers of ICT products and aligned specifically with the embedding of those products, which may bias the intentions within them (Apple, 2020; Google, 2020; Microsoft, 2020). Of those concerned with broader ICT integration, the two most recognised and adopted by schools are TPACK (Technological, Pedagogical and Content Knowledge), and SAMR (Substitution, Augmentation, Modification, Redefinition).

The Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPACK) framework, created by Mishra and Koehler (2006), proposed three overlapping types of knowledge that teachers need to draw upon in order to adopt ICT purposefully: Technology, Pedagogy, and Content. The model has a number of strengths in terms of prompting teachers to consider the different aspects of knowledge required to use ICT purposefully within a classroom context, but from a sociocultural perspective is problematic because of the way it positions each consideration as separable from others (Kompa, 2018), the ways in which it exists irrespective of the actors within any given school arena, and that it is predominantly focused upon content (rather than process) as an artefact of learning (Voogt et al., 2013).

The Substitution, Augmentation, Modification and Redefinition (SAMR) framework, created by Pumentedura (2010), proposes hierarchical levels of use of technology that teachers should aspire to work through, beginning with Substitution, then Augmentation, Modification and finally Redefinition (hence SAMR). This framework is widely adopted and
cited by those who find appeal in its scaffolded nature (Aldosemani, 2019; Moane, 2019). However, as with TPACK, SAMR’s use is problematic in that what one person sees as redefinition might to another person be substitution – the interpretation depends on subjective pedagogical beliefs.

The difficulty with both of these models is that they steer the teacher towards a kind of compliance mindset. With TPACK this is about acquiring relevant pockets of knowledge, and with SAMR this is about using ICT that meets a subjective, non-specific set of criteria. Both focus on pedagogies and practice without addressing potential friction with the underlying values and beliefs of the teacher, or conflicts with the school arena itself. Furthermore, the design of the frameworks suggests a hierarchy which infers underlying assumptions about what ‘good’ looks like. Such models then appeal to those who align with the inferred ideological pedagogical stance but hold no attraction (or are negatively provocative) for those who do not. This creates a problem for three reasons. First, as Ertmer and Ottenbreit Leftwich (2010), argue, beliefs are formed as a result of many complex and interlinked underlying beliefs and are difficult to change, and second, that teacher beliefs were found to predict subsequent classroom action (Haney et al., 2002). Finally, teachers with more traditional beliefs will implement what TPACK and SAMR set out as more traditional or low-level technology uses, whereas teachers with more constructivist beliefs will implement what the frameworks set out as more student-centred or high-level technology uses (Judson, 2006; Roehrig, Kruse and Kern, 2007; Ertmer and Ottenbreit Leftwich, 2010). Probing this further, Gobbo and Girardi (2001) gathered quantitative and qualitative data from 24 teachers and found that teachers’ beliefs played a major role in how they interacted with ICT and their perception of their relationship with it. Furthermore, Tondeur et al. (2017) found those with more traditional pedagogical beliefs do not see the use of technology in teaching as useful. Becker and Riel (1999) found teachers with more constructivist beliefs are often more innovative and better understand the value of using technology. This finding is in alignment with increased recognition in the field concerned with teaching, and beyond specifically ICT, that the beliefs of individual teachers determine the choices made by them during the course of practice (Higgins and Moseley, 2007). There is therefore a friction between the design of frameworks such as TPACK and SAMR, and what is known about the potential for changing teacher beliefs and practices for those with different views.

There is another aspect to consider. The argument that clear intentions lead to precise actions is well established across education and further afield (Fullan, 2020). In terms of ICT in teaching practices this becomes important because it suggests a loop system, or cyclical relationship between ICT practices and the accumulation of Capital (Bourdieu, 1986). In other words, the more a teacher experiences ICT, the more it influences their thinking about ICT. Some models for ICT use in teaching practices encourage this based
upon the assumption that familiarity with ICT prompts dialogue about its use and therefore becomes a catalyst for both adoption and more sophisticated uses (e.g. Mishra and Koehler, 2006; Heppell et al., 2010; Puementura, 2013; NAACE, 2018). There are those who argue that using ICT in particular ways can open a teacher’s eyes to new ideas and act as a form of ‘Trojan mouse’ to encourage ICT into practices (Davitt, 2005, p.21; Twining, 2008, p.572), and there have been others who have argued that as the pervasiveness of ICT affects our behavioural psychology it triggers our thinking to consider ideas in different ways (e.g. Nykvist and Mukherjee, 2016; Bria et al., 2015; Castells, 2015; Carr, 2010; Orlikowski and Scott, 2008; Rowlands et al., 2008; John et al., 2004; Riva and Galimberti, 2001). Others argue that living out specific practice can eventually (but doesn’t necessarily) reshape beliefs (e.g. Hawkes, 2010; Halstead and Taylor, 2000). However, it depends on the way in which the teacher interprets and enacts the practice. Hargreaves and Fullan (2012), explain that identification motivates people much more than information or abstract visions; in other words, if a teacher sees an alignment between themselves and the practice they are adopting (e.g. shared values) then they are much more likely to replicate it. It is possible therefore that some frameworks or models which seek to encourage teachers to change their uses of ICT in teaching practices might inadvertently be simply strengthening teacher’s views (whether positive or negative) about their existing beliefs and practices.

The ways in which the teacher experience ICT matters – even if the teacher is the one instigating its use. Fullan (2020), sets out that if a teacher is clear about what they want to achieve and why, then their actions will be precise and deliberate. As a consequence, they are more likely to achieve what they want to achieve (Askew, et al., 1997). But, as discussed above, even well-established frameworks for teachers using ICT in teaching do not focus on what the teacher wants to achieve, but instead on what the author infers the teacher should work towards. All of these assume that the teacher either wants or needs to change, and that in itself is value-laden relative to an underlying pedagogical stance.

2.2.5 Summary

Section 2.2 sought to draw out literature concerned with how a teacher uses ICT in their teaching and what this might reveal (RQ2). It set out the landscape of ICT in schools and how that has affected teachers, changes to the contexts of ICT use, and then trends and issues across the literature. The key theme emerging has been the importance of understanding the specific individual context that ICT practices take place within, and more precisely, the beliefs and pedagogical stance of the teacher.
2.3 Teachers’ pedagogical stance

This part of the literature review builds upon Section 2.2 by setting out what is meant by a teacher’s pedagogical stance, how it can be described, and the influences affecting its formation – addressing RQ1.

Use of the term pedagogy has evolved to refer to approaches towards teaching and teaching methods – going broader than individual teachers and including organisational matters such as how schooling is structured and organised (Alexander, 2008; Murphy, 2008). Pedagogy connects teaching with culture, structure and mechanisms of social control (Alexander, 2008), and thus the internalisation of that – a teacher’s pedagogical stance – differs from person to person; drawing on shared theories but interpreting those theories individually (Bourdieu, 1986; Hattie, 2004).

This study seeks to explore the relationship between a teacher’s pedagogical stance and the uses of ICT in their teaching practices. In order to do so it is necessary to describe a teacher’s pedagogical stance.

2.3.1 A framework to describe teachers’ pedagogical stances

Cruickshank (2012), argued that seeking descriptions must not become a distraction from the focus of a study itself. Thus, Murphy’s “Innovative Pedagogy Framework” (IPF) (Twining et al., 2017) has been incorporated into this study as it provides a tool for describing a teacher’s pedagogical stance. The purpose of incorporating the IPF is to inform the process of identifying which model of pedagogy a teacher most aligns with, and the IPF provides a structured way of doing so.

The IPF drew upon previous work about a changing understanding of what is meant by pedagogy and pedagogical models (Murphy, 2008). It defines theoretically informed models of pedagogy in terms of their key features. Each model of pedagogy is presented in two ways. First, key features of each model of pedagogy are described through a series of descriptors grouped under four headings: Purpose of schooling/educational goals; View of teachers and teaching; View of learner and learning; View of knowledge. This means that when considering a particular aspect of pedagogy, it is possible to directly compare how different models view that aspect as seen in Table 2.1.
Second, the IPF also enables the researcher to look holistically across a particular model of pedagogy. For example, considering how Socioculturalism can appear through a teacher’s views about the purpose of schooling/educational goals; teachers and teaching; the learner and learning and of knowledge. This is important because isolated aspects of practice can often be interpreted as potentially aligning with more than one model of pedagogy, and it is the holistic view that provides the robustness and credibility. The IPF provides nuanced distinctions between different pedagogical models. For example, distinguishing between three variants of constructivism. For this study, the researcher is seeking to infer a teacher’s implicit view of pedagogy through an accumulation of their espoused, intended and enacted pedagogy (RQ1). Focusing on distinguishing between nuanced variants within those models is impractical. Accordingly, a simplified version of the IPF (shown in Table 2.2) will be used in answering RQ1 (and its sub-questions).

Table 2.1: Extract illustrating comparisons across models of pedagogy from the Innovative Pedagogy Framework (Twining, Browne, et al., 2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional (Behaviourism / Information Processing)</th>
<th>Constructivist / Piagetian</th>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>Social</th>
<th>Sociocultural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motivation is extrinsic; learners react to the environment</td>
<td>Motivation is intrinsic as learners seek to understand and make sense of the world and resolve cognitive conflicts. Learners are self-directed and self-regulating</td>
<td>Motivation is intrinsic but it is to understand how others in society have constructed ways of seeing and understanding the world that provide the learner with power to be self-determined, make informed and socially aware decisions and be socially responsible – a literate citizen</td>
<td>Motivation is intrinsic to engage with, and achieve stand-alone competence in socially valued activities and to belong to particular communities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose of schooling / educational goals</th>
<th>Behaviourist (incorporating Information Processing and Traditional forms)</th>
<th>Constructivist (incorporating Cognitivist, Piagetian, Social and Radical forms)</th>
<th>Sociocultural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forming habits, or rules and procedure and associations between them.</td>
<td>Organised, abstract mental models and procedures for applying them, that can be transferred across situations.</td>
<td>Becoming competent in productive and valued social practices. Competence relies developing the shared repertoire of communities (concepts, terms, tools including symbols, procedures, routines, stories and ways of doing things) and understanding their joint enterprise and how to deploy tools to achieve these.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View of learner and learning</td>
<td>Learners are receivers and processors of information and passive in the learning process.</td>
<td>Learners are active constructors of knowledge.</td>
<td>Learners are agentive, but agency is distributed across people and tools both physical and psychological. Learning is mediated by the tools available that enable learners to take particular actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learners are viewed as lacking knowledge and with limited processing (problem-solving) abilities.</td>
<td>Learners are knowledgeable, and that their prior knowledge either determines future learning, or it is only prior subject knowledge which is valued.</td>
<td>A dynamic affordance is what becomes possible when knowledge is used as a tool in interaction with the social and physical world.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innate ability determines potential for learning.</td>
<td>Learners may be seen as limited by their age and stage of development, or all learners may be seen as able to theorise (with no age restrictions). Learners may have the potential to achieve more than they can currently do with support of more expert others.</td>
<td>Agency is relational; learning relies on productive relationships with others – it is collaborative.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequality in knowledge during social interaction is key to learning.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Learners belong to different communities and have multiple identities and associated competences within those communities in which they participate. Learners’ histories of participation are diverse and mediate their learning in school.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation is extrinsic with competition with learners reacting to their environment; pace and competition are used to motivate learners.</td>
<td>Motivation is intrinsic as learners seek to understand and make sense of the world and resolve cognitive conflicts. Or, it may be to understand how others in society have constructed ways of seeing and understanding the world, providing the learner with power to be self-determined, make informed and socially aware decisions and be socially responsible – a literate citizen.</td>
<td>Motivation is intrinsic to engage with, and achieve stand-alone competence in, socially valued activities and to belong to particular communities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning is by imitation or acquisition.</strong></td>
<td>Learning may be a process of mutual adaptation and internalisation, and self-organisation of knowledge to better fit reality. Or, learning may occur in dialogue with others in activity. It is through dialogue that meanings emerge between people. Dialogue relies on collaboration between learners and learners and teachers actively establish joint contingency.</td>
<td>Learning occurs in participation with others as children move through understanding as their competence evolves. Learning is not towards outcomes, it is ongoing and evolving. Participation relies on mutuality, the ability to negotiate meanings which emerge between people and are social through and through.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning is an individual activity.</strong></td>
<td>Dialogue relies on either reciprocity - equality in knowledge and power between learners where meaning making remains an individual activity. Or, through collaboration between learners where teachers establish joint contingency.</td>
<td>Accountability to the shared endeavour is a responsibility of all participants, children and teachers. Learning is an appropriation of shared social understanding. What is appropriated depends on what is made available and for whom. Learning is a transformation of identity and a process of belonging to the communities where the practices are situated and becoming part of that community as competence evolves.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>View of teachers and teaching</strong></td>
<td>Teachers are the holders of knowledge – the authority. Teachers are the authority in scaffolding learning to achieve established knowledge claims. – which may be through activity - towards an understanding of established knowledge claims.</td>
<td>Teachers construct learning opportunities from the perspective of the learner not the subject.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teaching is by drill and practice, or by stepwise processing of predefined information or problems to be solved in the head.</strong></td>
<td>Learning may occur in activity. Younger children may need concrete experiences whilst older children may begin to abstract and create models grounded in practical problem-solving activity. Or, Learners and teachers may both have responsibility for the reflexive co-creation of the classroom subject culture, the ground rules and ways of acting and problem solving. Both may be reflexively agentic.</td>
<td>Teachers connect classroom activities to mature practices in the world, so children can bridge their understanding by recognising potential affordances between school activities and the lived world, and vice versa. Teachers enable children to experience mutuality and recognise the role of identity and what children bring into the classroom from their histories of participation in multiple communities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teachers use pace and competition often to maintain motivation.</strong></td>
<td>Teachers may: guide (rather than instruct) learning with children directing their own learning. Or, teacher may elicit prior knowledge and model learners’ knowledge through process of testing and retesting. They may provide contingent guidance moving individual learning towards specified curriculum goals.</td>
<td>Teachers practice is shaped by institutional practices and values. Within a setting teachers reify emergent individual and collective meanings for all to use and make sense of within the context of the activity. The teacher with learners orchestrates support for different learning trajectories within the shared endeavour of the subject classroom.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Pedagogy Framework (TPF) provides informed definitions of three distinct models of pedagogy and a framework for supporting data analysis in determining which model best describes a teacher’s pedagogical stance (RQ1). However, what it does not do – because it is not designed to – is to support an understanding of the many influences which have already shaped that teacher’s pedagogical stance, nor the influences which affect a teacher at the moment of practice itself. A model for addressing the influences is introduced later in Section 2.5.

| View of knowledge | Knowledge represents how the world really is. The world is given not constructed. Symbols like words and numbers carry meanings which are stable across all learners. Knowledge is independent of context i.e. the situations in which it is acquired and is transferable. Knowledge is explicit and a property of the individual. | Knowledge is constructed it doesn’t represent an objective external reality. Knowledge is either seen as viable if it fits an experience or meaning comes into existence between people in dialogue. Knowledge can be seen as abstracted and available for transfer across situations, or emerging in social communities, collectively verified and individually acquired. Knowledge is explicit and a property of the individual. | Knowledge is used in action and knowing is a part of action. Knowledge is a tool of knowing within situated action. Knowledge is possessed by individuals and groups in both explicit and tacit form. Each does different epistemic work. Knowing emerges in action and is part of it. Learner competence is seen as what they ‘do’ well, not just how much they know. |
2.3.2 Problems with surfacing pedagogical stance

Asking teachers about their pedagogical stance can create challenges. This is partly because teachers rarely talk about their pedagogical stance (Ertmer, 2005; Tondeur et al., 2017), and as argued by Husu and Tirri (2007), when pedagogy is discussed in school it tends to be treated as ‘rules for practice’. This affects what and how teachers espouse and act as they seek to align with those perceived rules (Taber, 2011).

Pedagogical discussion in schools and within school-facing material are often aligned with Constructivism rather than other models of pedagogy (Becker and Riel, 1999; Taber, 2011). For example, school-facing literature intended to prompt teacher dialogue such as the What makes great pedagogy report by Husbands and Pearce (2012) states explicitly that “Effective pedagogies involve scaffolding pupil learning” (p.7). Implied preference for constructivism (over Behaviourist or Sociocultural models) can become embedded in materials setting out what good teaching looks like (e.g. OECD, 2009), and consequently affects how teachers frame their own teaching to others (e.g. Becker and Riel, 1999).

Furthermore, school leaders talk of good pedagogy, and our pedagogy - often framed as if teachers adopt views tacitly into their own belief system, rather than simply replicating observable practices in order to align with expectations and accountability measures (e.g. Coe et al., 2020; Husbands and Pearce, 2012). Yet from a sociocultural perspective, pedagogy cannot exist without those who engage with it. As Alexander (2009) argues, by nature of there being many who engage, there are multiple interpretations of what such pedagogies consequently look like in practice. Thus, it is problematic to consider any pedagogy itself in absolute terms. This presents a problem with the terminology across the literature where findings relate to what is valued within pedagogy – acts of practice (e.g. Coe et al., 2014; Ko et al., 2014; Husbands and Pearce, 2012), rather than the values or belief systems from which pedagogy itself is built. This perpetuates a focus on surface-level practices rather than underlying beliefs and values.

This is an issue for a study seeking to describe a teacher’s pedagogical stance (RQ1). That is because it has been argued that what we say, what we believe, and what we do, do not always perfectly align nor represent each other (e.g. Cooper and Olson, 1996). As set out by Bloomaert (2005, cited by Darvin and Norton, 2015 p.44), agents (in this case teachers) act within a spectrum of consent and dissent, and what appears to be consent may sometimes be a matter of dominant practice; performing acts without necessarily subscribing to the ideology that informs them. Specifically in education, it has been argued that consciously, we teach what we know, whilst unconsciously, we teach who we are (Hamachek, 1999). A teacher’s espoused beliefs (RQ1a) cannot therefore be assumed to represent their implicit beliefs.
Yet as set out in Section 2.2.3 the dependence upon self-reporting - espoused views (whether through interview or survey) - has been a feature of much of the current literature concerned with ICT in teaching practices. Research by Goe, Bell and Little (2008) and Coe et al., (2014) found that espoused views of any kind are heavily influenced by social desirability bias. In a school environment with a high public accountability and social agenda, this becomes particularly problematic (Buchanan, 2015). What a teacher espouses (says) therefore becomes shaped by a number of other factors – including who they are speaking to and in what context, the identity they hold within that moment, the origins of the conversation and their perceived agency in it (Beijaard, Meijer & Verloop, 2004; John, la Velle and Baggott, 2004; Chong & Low, 2009).

Furthermore, as argued by Pajares (1992) and Chen (2016), pedagogical beliefs may compete with other beliefs or external factors and as such enacted practice (RQ1c) may also not be a direct reflection of implicit beliefs. This sets out the importance of recognising that a teacher’s pedagogical stance is therefore not a single unified state but made up from what they espouse (RQ1a), what their intentions are (RQ1b) and what they live out in practice (RQ1c). Were this study to be looking at the impact of the teacher’s pedagogical stance on their students then it might also address what is experienced by the learner but that falls beyond the scope of this study. Each of these – espoused, intended and enacted pedagogical stances - contain elements of implicit belief but are affected by all kinds of other influences (discussed in Section 2.5) yet the teacher themselves may be unaware of (or in denial about) any variance between them (e.g. Hill, 2003; Lakoff and Johnson, 1999). In order to address the relationship between a teacher’s pedagogical stance and their uses of ICT in teaching practices (RQ3) meaningfully, it is the teacher’s implicit beliefs that need to be surfaced. These are accessed through, but are not necessarily represented individually by, espoused and intended beliefs (RQ1a and RQ1b), and enacted practices (RQ1c).

Finally, reflecting on methodological issues within the literature across Section 2.3, it should be recognised that much of the literature about teacher’s beliefs, values and pedagogical stance stems from teacher educators who often study their own students (e.g. Bien and Selland, 2018; Pantic, 2017; van der Want et al., 2017; Chang-Kredl and Kingsley, 2014; Pillen et al., 2013). This surfaces issues about the students seeking to please their lecturers through their participation, implied consequences of participation, researcher-participant relationship and its many biases, implied correct answers to questions and the longitudinal ramifications of the same person undertaking data generation for a study as then assessing the student’s work. The methodology chosen by these researchers also imposes limitations on the findings. For example, use of student essay submissions on written life stories and surveys do not allow for non-etymological analysis, follow up questioning, bias triangulation or an understanding of the context of the
participant – all of which are known to be important for robust analysis and interpretation (Bogdan and Biklen, 2003).

2.3.3 Summary

Section 2.3 has introduced a framework that will be used to describe teacher’s pedagogical stance (RQ1). This section has also set out some problems with the surfacing of teacher’s pedagogical stance, highlighting that what teachers say (RQ1a), intend (RQ1b) and do (RQ1c) may not necessarily be consistent and related methodological considerations. These differences show the importance of understanding the influences affecting teacher’s espoused, intended and enacted pedagogies and practices and a model for unpacking those is introduced in Section 2.4 below.

2.4 The relationship between pedagogical stance and ICT use in teaching practices

There is consensus within the literature that the use of ICT in teaching practices amplifies pedagogical beliefs (Higgins, Xiao and Katsipataki, 2012; Luckin et al., 2012; Maher and Twining, 2016). Section 2.3 set out many studies which found that teachers do not share the same views on pedagogy. Hattie and Hamilton (2020) argued that this also applies to ICT suppliers designing, developing and supporting the implementation of ICT for school use. It is not surprising then that many studies have found wide-ranging differences in ICT uses across curriculum subjects and school phases (e.g. Hennessy et al., 2005; John, 2005; John and La Velle, 2004; Webb and Cox, 2004; Selwyn, 1999). In addition, that teacher’s pedagogical identities often align with their chosen subject or area of expertise (e.g. Karaseva et al., 2015; John, 2005) or existing learning dispositions (Perry and Ball, 2004). This makes a difference to teachers’ uses of ICT. For example, Kozma and Kozma (2003), examined 174 case studies across 28 countries to explore how ICT might be affecting classroom practices. They found a great deal of variance in pedagogical beliefs across subjects even within schools which purported to have a school-wide agreed approach to pedagogy. Furthermore, a study of 26 teachers by Karaseva et al., (2015) found that different subject teachers had views on ICT use which were far more aligned with each other than with those of staff in other subject areas. Specifically, they shared some views on what effective pedagogy looked like but only within their specific subject domain.

This reflects a common argument, that teaching behaviour is mainly driven by interests which are not necessarily specific to teaching (Selwyn and Kelchtermans, 2019). Furthermore, these can form prior to, during or after teacher training, and can continue throughout a teacher’s professional life in response to many other influences (Webster et al., 2012). Thus, a teacher’s choice of career, school, subject or phase suggests a pre-existing alignment with their internalised identity (Moore Johnson and Birkeland, 2003). All
of these insights have potential to affect a) a teacher’s pedagogical stance (RQ1), b) their relationship with ICT (RQ2) and thus c) the relationship of their pedagogical stance with the use of ICT in their teaching practices (RQ3).

The relationship between teacher’s pedagogical stance and their uses of ICT in teaching practices (RQ3) appears therefore not just to be informed by context (which suggests a degree of transferability), but inseparable from it. This aligns with the argument that technology practices do not exist without the individuals who use them and the contexts in which they are used, thus they cannot be studied in isolation from society or from one another (Sterne, 2003, p.385).

Furthermore, that the focus must be the individual, rather than subject, department, phase or school. This aligns with the leading thinkers of this field. Selwyn (2020), makes the case that there is a need for a more theoretical focus on people’s relationships with ICT; looking at ICT as part of, and influenced by, society – not wholly within the educational setting. As championed by Costa et al., (2019) and Selwyn and Kelchtermans (2019), those influences include how individual, physical, social and cultural structures interrelate to shape technology practices (see Sections 2.2 and 2.3).

Exploring the relationship between a teacher’s pedagogical stance and their uses of ICT in teaching practices (RQ3) demands some kind of conceptualisation about the possible dynamics from and between those influences. Accordingly, this study draws upon the literature above as well as additional literature, to set out a model which will enable the generation of appropriate data for responding to its research aim and questions.

For clarity, it should be noted that Section 2.3.1 introduced The Pedagogical Framework (TPF) to support the describing of teacher’s pedagogical stance (i.e. answering RQ1), whereas the following sections (2.4.1 to 2.4.3) introduce a new model (The Funnels of Influence) for surfacing the influences on that stance (which helps to answer RQ3).

2.4.1 Conceptualising influences and relationships between them

In setting out a model which surfaces influences on a teacher’s pedagogical stance it is helpful to draw upon previous studies which are ontologically and epistemologically aligned. A study by Twining et al. (2017), used a sociocultural framework that drew on sociocultural theory as set out by Lave (1988). Lave (1988, p.16) argued for distinction between Constitutive Order (principles that structure the social universe), and the Lived World (how we experience that universe). Furthermore, Lave conceived the lived world to exist in two forms. The first being an Arena; the enduring features of a specific context, and the second being a Setting; an interpretation of a particular Arena and the actions of actors operating within it, by a specific individual at a particular moment in time. Twining et al. (2017) go further to propose that the Arena is where Opportunities are surfaced; things made possible by nature of the enduring features of the Arena, and that the individual
person then perceives these as Possibilities (or lack thereof), based upon their sense of the Setting. The role of Identity is seen as mediating Opportunities which results in different perceptions of what is available, possible and desirable.

For the purposes of data generation and analysis, Twining, Browne, et al., (2017, p.iii) explicitly surface:

- “The Constitutive Order – the broad context within which homes and schools sit, which for example includes national policies; social representations of learning, childhood, and ICT.
- The Arena of the school – the enduring features of the school that reflect how the Constitutive Order has been Taken Up in terms of beliefs and values. This would, for example, include norms, routines, rules, facilities, and expectations. The Arena frames the Opportunities that are available.
- The Setting (people in action) – the people within the Arena who interact with each other and with the child/children, in the context of the Arena and non-enduring features in the moment. Through their actions people within the Arena create and/or constrain what the child can do. The Setting (People in action) frames the Possibilities that are available.
- What is Taken Up, what individuals do within the Setting (people in action), is a reflection of their Identities - what they see as being possible for them to do within the wider Possibilities offered by the Setting (people in action).”

(Twining, Browne, et al., 2017, p.iii)

An interpreted diagrammatical summary of the NP3 sociocultural framework, specific to the focus of this study on espoused, intended and enacted practices, can be seen in Figure 2.1 The figure should be read from top to bottom and interpreted as a series of funnels through which influences are gradually filtered and interpreted. The three ovals at the bottom indicate three manifestations of the influences – practice which is espoused (RQ1a), intended (RQ1b) or enacted (RQ1c). Each will be formed by shared or distinct differences from within the influences above them and are bounded by both location and a specific moment in time.
The NP3 sociocultural framework provides a way to unpack what a teacher espouses, intends and enacts in line with the research questions and stance of this study. It addresses the areas set out through Sections 2.2 and 2.3 as important considerations. However, what it does not offer – because it was not designed to do so – is a means to unpack the teacher’s identity. As Section 2.3 set out, unpacking teacher identity – using a sociocultural model - is necessary in order to unpack the teacher’s pedagogical stance – which can be described by The Pedagogical Framework (Section 2.3.1) and their relationship with ICT (Section 2.2.2). Furthermore, as Twining, et al. (2017), argued, it is the teacher’s Identity within a particular Setting which mediates their perceptions of the Opportunities available to them, and it is those perceptions which form what the teacher perceives as Possibilities. Those Possibilities are then what determines what is Taken Up by the teacher; what they live out through espousal (RQ1a), intentions (RQ1b) and enacted practices (RQ1c).
2.4.2 Drawing the Self out of Identity

An identity held at a moment of practice, and the influences which have shaped that identity, define not just what is lived out, but also how and why something is said or done (Beltman and Glass, 2015; Timoššuk & Ugaste, 2012; Horn et al, 2008). Studies of teacher identity have gathered pace over the past two decades (e.g. Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Beijaard, Meijer & Verloop, 2004). Researchers are increasingly making use of social sciences and philosophy to try to further understand the concept, combining the social context of the person with the concept of Self, personal history, social interactions, psychological and cultural factors (e.g. van der Want et al., 2017; Pillen et al., 2013; Beijaard et al., 1999; Cooper and Olson, 1996).

Drawing upon established work about Funds of Knowledge (Moll et al., 1992), Esteban-Guitart and Moll (2014) introduced the concept of ‘Funds of Identity’. The ‘Funds’ of Identity become a Growth of accumulated previous experiences, knowledge and information. These Funds then act as a lens through which a person views and assimilates new information and forms new identities. There are two specific contributors to the Funds of Identity that are important to surface for this study. First, contributions which affect the teacher’s pedagogical stance, including their conceptualisation of what it means to be a teacher (as set out in Section 2.3), and second, the importance of influences to their relationship with ICT (as set out in Section 2.2).

As argued by Esteban-Guitart and Moll (2014), an individual teacher’s conceptualisation of what it means to be a teacher is an important contributor to Funds of Identity. The teacher’s conceptualisation is also a direct reflection of many aspects of their pedagogical stance (Murphy, 2008; Twining, Browne, et al., 2017). As discussed in Section 2.3.1 there are many influences on the formation of a teacher’s pedagogical stance which could be conceived as contributors to their Funds and which occur before they even thought about becoming a teacher. For example, that teachers respond to memories of their childhood teachers through either direct replication or counter-reaction (Chang-Kredl and Kingsley, 2014). Furthermore that conceptualising what a teacher is stems from childhood as well as drawing upon adult and professional experiences (e.g. Beijaard, Meijer & Verloop, 2004).

The purpose of probing teacher’s identity in this study is to unpack the relationship between the teacher’s implicit pedagogical stance and their situational practices. It is therefore particularly helpful to draw upon the work of Rogers and Scott (2008), who argued for a distinction between the Substantial Self as meaning maker (owner) and Situational Self – as manifest through identities - as meaning being made (process). They go further to argue that the Substantial Self is formed primarily at, and even before, birth and in the early years because it emerges from the values shaped by family and
immediate culture. As such the Substantial Self “remains relatively impervious to change” (Rogers and Scott, 2008, p.738). However, Situational Selves – manifest through identities perceived by ourselves and others – are highly contextual, relational, multiple and emotional. As set out by Nias (1993) it is helpful to note that the Substantial Self - which forms in a person’s earliest years - determines (but is not the same as) childhood Situational Selves. As such, Situational Selves - lived out through childhood experiences - contribute to a person’s Funds of Identity but do not necessarily alter the Substantial Self from which they emerged. The distinction between Substantial Self and Situational Self (manifest through identities) enables greater clarity when looking for specific influences – distinguishing between situational influences and historical influences - making them easier to identify. Figure 2.2 reflects this distinction.

*Figure 2.2: Adaptation of the NP3 sociocultural framework to separate Identity into Substantial Self and Situational Self*

Foregrounding the Self (Substantial Self) as separate from Identity (conceived here as Situational Self), provides additional insight into the formation of teacher’s ideological aspirations, pedagogical values and beliefs – matters which the literature highlighted as important influences (Section 2.3). It also surfaces their relationship with social and cultural aspects of ICT (as surfaced in Section 2.2) because their ICT interactions become
relative (to either the Substantial Self, or to the context within which the interaction takes place). As a number of researchers have argued, engagement with a phenomenon reflects a perception of the Opportunities that the phenomenon will (or will not) open up for them beyond those that they could previously access (e.g. Beltman et al., 2015).

Drawing out the formation of Substantial Self requires further consideration of the Funds of Identity. Esteban-Guitart and Moll (2014) position Funds as centering around the concept of the Self (seen in yellow with the blue surround in Figure 2.2). This surfaces consideration of how the building of such Funds can be represented within the sociocultural framework. Polman (2010), drew upon Vygotsky’s theory that the development process lags behind the learning process in arguing for a ‘Zone of Proximal Identity Development’. He found that identities emerged through ‘doing’, such that actions taken whilst immersed in a particular context influence the evolution of the identity of the individual undertaking them.

This is an insightful point to synthesise with arguments about the relationship between practice and identity, where two studies argued that practice can be conceived as a contributor to Funds of Identity (see Section 2.4.2 above) through practical action and the cultural or agentive influence within it (Polman, 2010; Esteban-Guitart and Moll, 2014). Literature in Section 2.3 raised this issue and as such it is important to make that link explicit – reflecting that ‘doing’ (whether espoused or enacted) is in itself a contributor to the fund which shapes the Substantial Self and thus future situational identities. This can be seen through the amendment in Figure 2.3.
Drawing further on the work of Esteban-Guitart and Moll (2014), the second consideration is about how the Fund itself exists and how to conceptualise this in a way which allows this study to identify influences and thus relationships (RQ3). As drawn out above, the Substantial Self (Self in Figure 2.3) emerges from the values shaped by family and immediate culture in early stages of life (Rogers and Scott, 2008). Going further, Abercrombie (1993) and Nias (1993), surfaced influences by family and immediate culture as shaping the Roots of basic concepts. As Mead (1934) argued, these influences - from a person’s Roots - plant the seeds from which values develop and grow through later reflection and experiences (as manifest through Situational Selves (Identity in Figure 2.3)). Those experiences and the aggregation of their existence were highlighted in Section 2.4 as important influences - thought of as a person’s Growth – and are referred to across different sociological models. For example, drawing on Bourdieu’s theories of practice, Beckman et al., (2018), undertook a study probing how factors surrounding students affected their relationship with ICT. Whilst the paper focused on students rather than teachers, there are some relevant findings for this study. For example: the suggestion that an individual’s socioeconomic status may affect their introduction to ICT; that the source of their initial
introduction to ICT sets out a lens for how it was perceived thereafter; that everyday practices beyond the school affect perceptions and uses of ICT; and that the relationship with notable others (e.g. friends and family) influenced their own relationship with ICT (either replicating those whose opinions they valued, or reacting against those who they did not). It would not be unreasonable to consider that these findings may also apply to teachers.

The separation of the Substantial Self, underpinned by the innermost Roots (drawing on Abercrombie, 1993; Nias, 1993), and then the Growth upon which those Roots build (drawing on Bourdieu, 1977; Mead, 1934), is reflected in Figure 2.4.

*Figure 2.4: Adaptation to reflect Roots and Growth as conceptualisations within the Funds*

Furthermore, the separation between Roots and Growth brings clarity to the accumulation (Funds) of previous experiences manifest through a moment of practice (as surfaced in Section 2.3), and the contributions of those experiences which is indicated by the thick arrow.

There is one other aspect of Bourdieu's (1977) work which this study draws upon and that is the internalisation of an experience and its effect on identity within the experience itself. This brings an important distinction between the teacher in the Moment of practice, and the teacher taking from the moment of practice – a consideration surfaced in Section 2.3.
Similar in many ways to Schon’s (1987) Reflection-in-Action (as affecting immediate
behaviours) and Reflection-on-Action (as affecting later behaviours). For the purposes of
observing a teacher’s practice therefore a distinction is made between something being
Taken Up (e.g. a discussion with a specific student at 10:23am), specific Moments of
Practice within what is Taken Up (e.g. chosen vocabulary), and the broader but still
specific timeframe that sits within (e.g. a lesson from 10-10:45am). The more precise
reference to a specific moment of practice is not a common feature across educational
literature where observers tend to focus on a longer duration; an activity, discussion or
lesson (e.g. González-Sanmamed et al., 2017; EC, 2013; Buabeng-Andoh, 2012;
Hennessy et al., 2005). However, drawing on literature from other fields such as medicine,
moments are more precisely captured; for example in studies about practitioner
internalisation of medical intervention and the consequent impact on practitioner
perception and then consideration about what follows (e.g. Hurlburt and Heavey, 2006;
Maines, 1993). The benefits to recognising such precision within this study is that it
recognises that data, interpretations and consequent adjustments, constantly accumulate.
This introduces what critical discourse researchers such as Hodges (2015), call dialogic
undertones; meaning which is dependent upon an understanding of what went before
within the same practice. Figure 2.5 reflects this distinction, by drawing out the Moment of
practice from Possibilities. Espoused, Intended and Enacted practices are then seen as
manifestations (i.e. not separate features) of that Moment.

For clarity, Figure 2.5 introduces labels indicating the blue funnels on the left as Funnels
of influence from the Self, and the Funnels of influence on the right from the Context at the
Moment of Practice. This separation enables clearer distinction between what the teacher
brings with them to the Moment, and what they inherit from the context beyond
themselves in that Moment.
This study sets out that the teacher’s school is the Arena and that their classroom (or place of practice) is their Setting. This distinguishes between the enduring features of the Arena (e.g. school policies, expectations, infrastructure), and context specific (to the teacher) but relatively stable features of the Setting (e.g. decisions made by the teacher about the nature of the classroom space such as how to organise the tables). Whilst arguably both the school and classroom are forms of Arena in terms of the stable features, a distinction is needed between them in order to surface where influences are located. Specifically, Arena conceptualises longer term enduring features, whilst this study’s definition of Setting conceptualises features which are dependent on the teacher’s presence yet are context specific and stable.

However, this interpretation becomes problematic where the influence from the individual teacher is considered separately to the influence from the context because Setting contains both. As Bourdieu (1977) set out, a person becomes a constituent part of a context simply by being present in it – they do not necessarily even need to be physically present (e.g. an absent child is still part of the class and thus informs the teacher’s thinking about that class). As such, this conceptualisation of Setting must acknowledge the presence of the teacher in it (as being one of the stable features of the Setting itself), whilst acknowledging that the presence of that teacher is also Situational in terms of how
they then respond within that Setting. This can be clarified by conceptualising Situational features of the Setting (and thus also the Possibilities it offers to the teacher) as being part of the central funnel. This reflects a fusion of influences from the context (which at the Moment of practice is considered stable) and from the individual person operating within that context (which at the Moment of practice will be at least in part dependent on the Situational Self). The Stable features of a Setting (i.e. that which will be consistent for all those within it – such as the presence of an Interactive Whiteboard) creates Opportunities. This distinction can be seen in the final version of the Funnels of Influence model in Figure 2.6 below.

*Figure 2.6: Adaptation to reflect separating Setting into stable and situational features*

2.4.3 The Funnels of Influence Model

The Funnels of Influence model (Figure 2.6 above) is designed to guide data generation that will help to inform the answer to RQ3. A summary of each conceptualisation within the Funnels of Influence model – defined by the literature throughout the chapter above - can be summarised as:

- Funnel of Influences from the **Context** at the Moment of Practice
  - **Constitutive Order**: Taken from the work of Lave (1988) and Twining, Browne, et al., (2017), this constitutes the Cultural, Political, Global and National Systems and Permeating Beliefs - the overarching influences shaping the landscape that this
Moment of Practice sits within (e.g. government and politics, media, law, economics, industry, national cultural beliefs about the nature of childhood/children family, work, education, social interaction, global disruption of digital technology etc.).

- **Arena**: Drawing on the work of Lave (1988) and Twining, Browne, et al., (2017), this constitutes the enduring (longer term) features of the human and physical space of the many Arena that the teacher moves between (school, home, clubs, shops etc). In this study attention is on the school Arena that the teacher’s practice takes place within. Specifically, the enduring features within it (e.g. facilities, routines, expectations).

- **Setting (stable features)**: An adjusted interpretation of ideas originally set out by Lave (1988) and Twining, Browne, et al., (2017), the Stable features of a Setting are the specific combination of human and physical features within which practice takes place (e.g. a classroom) and which are not routinely changed. These consist of the children and adults present, the location, available resources etc. The changeable features of a Setting are treated separately (see below).

- **Opportunities (within the Setting)**: Taken from the work of Twining, Browne, et al., (2017) this reflects the options available for the teacher to engage with – which could include people (e.g. an available Teaching Assistant), resources (e.g. a trolley of laptops), timetabled capacity (e.g. a one-hour lesson) etc.

- Funnel of Influences from within the Self at the Moment of Practice
  - **Roots**: Drawing on the work of Abercrombie (1993) and Nias (1993), the Substantial Self as meaning-maker (unique to the teacher and created through formative years). These influences shaped the lens of the teacher’s formative years and influenced their sense of Self and mission (e.g. social ideologies, norms, values and belief systems, culture and sub-culture, and culturally informed elements of Self – age, gender, health etc).
  - **Growth**: Drawing on the work of Esteban-Guitart and Moll (2014), and Polman (2010), the Funds of Identity from previous experiences. The experiences and influences that shaped the teacher’s transition from child to this Moment of Practice (e.g. the impact of sequences of experiences within and across personal and cultural influences as well as national policy, rules, facilities, social representations of learning, ICT, significant actors and scripts etc).

- Influences where the two funnels collide
  - **Identity** (Situational Self): Drawing on the work of Beijaard, Verloop and Vermunt, (1999), Korthagen (2004), Olsen (2008), Beauchamp and Thomas (2009), Pillen, Den Brok and Beijaard (2013), Who the teacher consider they are in the moment
of practice, what meaning they conceive that they are making and why the teacher thinks they are doing/saying the things that they do (the consequent choices made as a result of all the above).

- **Setting (Situational features):** Drawing on the work of Twining, Browne, et al., (2017), Consisting of Actors – people; their presence and the multifaceted influence of their presence, and Scripts – non-human factors such as practical resources and digital technology access.

- **Possibilities:** Drawing on the work of Twining, Browne, et al., (2017), this reflects the available options that the teacher perceives as possible to them. This could include how a TA might be deployed or available resources (e.g. a trolley of laptops) as well as perceived expectations (what the teacher thinks is expected of them by the different actors), and what they perceive they can therefore do (Agency).

- As seen through:
  - **Espoused** practice: What the teacher says (RQ1a)
  - **Intended** practice: What the teacher intends to do (RQ1b)
  - **Enacted** practice: What the teacher lives out (RQ1c)

Each of Espoused, Intended and Enacted practices are effectively treated as a symptom or symbol of output from the Funnels of Influence above them and is bounded within a specific moment. For example, not all espoused practice will be consistent; each moment being shaped by different combinations of aforementioned influences.

As a result of this model pivoting around ’The Moment of Practice’, as soon as that moment passes, the symbols of practice (Espousal, Intention, Enactment) becomes re-conceived as part of Growth – seen through the upward arrows. This concept works both within practice (e.g. Reflection in Action) as well as consequent to practice (e.g. Reflection on Action), and also will not necessarily be consciously processed.

Arguably the model above could apply to any scenario within teaching practices and not just one concerned with ICT. Furthermore, ICT is not explicitly mentioned within the model itself which may appear contradictory within a study about ICT in teaching practices. However, as outlined in Section 2.3, the enduring problem within research studies concerning ICT in teaching practices has been that it is the ICT itself that is foregrounded – even when studies recognise that there are other influences on teachers’ practice. To paraphrase, the emphasis is the difference between:

- How you use the THING (focus is on the ICT)
- How you USE the thing (focus is on how the ICT is used)
- How YOU use the thing (focus is on the person)
Therefore, the location of ICT itself within the Funnels of Influence is that it may be present in any or all of the different influencing areas. As set out in Section 2.2 and 2.4 this includes the role and influence of ICT in global cultural shifts, politics, media, infrastructure, family and social lives to name but a few. The focus is not on the ICT itself, but instead the ICT is viewed as one of many things within that influencing space.

2.5 Summary

Chapter 2 has introduced and synthesised a number of areas of literature which address the aim of exploring the relationship between a teacher’s pedagogical stance and their uses of ICT in teaching practices. By first considering what is already known about ICT in teaching practices in Section 2.2, the importance of robust qualitative probing and in particular addressing pedagogical stance and its formations was foregrounded. Section 2.3 set out means to describe teacher’s pedagogical stance (i.e. to answer RQ1) through the introduction of The Pedagogy Framework (TPF), and surfaced issues concerned with unpacking pedagogical stance. Section 2.4 then highlighted the importance of considering the many influences affecting both the teacher’s pedagogical stance and their uses of ICT in their teaching practices. Synthesising the literature from Sections 2.2 to 2.4 then led to the formation of The Funnels of Influence model (to answer RQ3). Through utilisation of the Funnels of Influence model, this study is able to probe more deeply, and more explicitly, into teacher’s pedagogical stance and their uses of ICT in their teaching practices through more directed data generation.
Chapter 3: Methodology

Chapter 2 set out what is already known about the relationship between a teacher’s pedagogical stance and ICT use in their teaching practice, alongside surfacing relevant methodological themes. Chapter 3 has two parts. The first part sets out the methodology, including ethical consideration, drawing on existing literature to determine the most appropriate methods. The second part of the chapter sets out the data analysis processes and procedures used and how that analysis was used to respond to the research questions.

3.1 Research Approach

Drawing on the ontology and epistemology outlined in Section 1.2, this study is a form of naturalistic inquiry; seeking to understand the ways in which individuals view, approach and experience the world (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). The role of data generation and analysis within this process is to provide sufficient material to allow the researcher to respond to the research aim (What is the relationship between teachers’ pedagogical stance and ICT use in their teaching practice?). A study approached through a sociocultural lens cannot definitively answer any question which uses the word ‘is’ because it infers a singular interpretation. However, a study can generate data which considers that question from multiple directions. What now follows is a description of how such data generation took place within this study.

As outlined within the literature review, previous research has largely relied upon two approaches. These have included interview and observation where teacher responses and practices have often been interpreted at face value, or, teacher self-reporting through surveys which similarly leaves espoused views unchallenged (Section 2.3.2). Both make assumptions about what the teacher is saying and doing and how that aligns with the teacher’s beliefs. As Heitink et al. (2016) concluded in their study of 157 teachers and their professional reasoning about their pedagogical use of technology, only a little over half of teachers showed alignment between their reasoning and their practice. This reflects a common mismatch between teachers reasoning, and what is seen through evidence.

This study takes a different approach which is to probe into what is being said and done; critically considering what is happening as well as why it is happening. As set out in Figure 3.1, the Funnels of Influence model (see Section 2.4) brings a focus to data generation and consequent interpretation by directing attention to what is known to influence teacher’s espoused, intended and enacted practices. By identifying and surfacing these influences a more credible and trustworthy interpretation can be extracted both about the teacher’s espoused, intended and enacted pedagogical stance (RQ1a–c), and about what the teacher’s implicit pedagogical stance is (RQ1). Consequently, a more meaningful
exploration can take place about the relationship between the teacher’s implicit pedagogical stance and uses of ICT in their teaching practices (RQ3).

**Figure 3.1 Summary of the methodological relationship between the Funnels of Influence model and The Pedagogical Framework**

The data generation and analysis of this study achieves this by seeking the teacher’s:

- espoused pedagogical stance (RQ1a)
- intended pedagogical stance (RQ1b)
- enacted pedagogical stance (RQ1c)

The response to RQ1a-c is in terms of a mapping exercise against The Pedagogical Framework (Table 2.6). However, as noted in Section 2.4, mapping against The Pedagogical Framework requires taking a holistic view that takes into consideration the context and other influences on the teacher. Thus, the Funnels of Influence model informs that mapping.

Furthermore, in weighing up the responses to RQ1a-c, in order to come to a view about the teacher’s implicit pedagogical stance (overarching RQ1), it is important to consider the different influences affecting the teacher. For example, a teacher greeting children at the classroom door can be interpreted as either a socially oriented welcome into a shared space, or a marker of teacher authority as children enter the teacher’s territory – with each of those suggesting different pedagogical model alignment. The same action can be interpreted in different ways and thus the interpretation is entirely dependent upon an understanding of the many influences affecting the teacher at that moment in time.
Therefore, the Funnels of Influence Model also informs interpretations about the interplay between the teacher’s espoused, intended and enacted practices. That, in turn, enables identification of what the teacher’s implicit pedagogical stance is through alignment with the models described by The Pedagogical Framework.

The above contextualises RQ2 which asks how the teacher uses ICT in their teaching, surfaced through:

- observation of the teacher’s practice (RQ2a)
- what it reveals about their uses of ICT – the interpretation of which depends upon the findings of RQ1
- what the teacher says about using ICT in their teaching practice (RQ2b) – the interpretation of which also depends upon the findings of RQ1.

This process consequently surfaces the relationship between the teacher’s pedagogical stance and ICT use in their teaching practice (RQ3), and importantly, the influences which have affected that relationship.

### 3.2 Case study as methodology

A study which seeks to draw implicit meaning by probing what a person espouses, intends and enacts could use either phenomenology or case study. Phenomenology is designed to understand subjective, lived experiences and perspectives of participants (Grbich, 2013). It depends upon interview data and participants’ own espousals to surface such data (Eddles-Hirsch, 2015). Where a study is considering a specific phenomenon as means of understanding the phenomenon itself, it clearly has an advantage. But where a study requires a range of perspectives in order to understand individual behaviours within that phenomenon then it is not appropriate. In this study, it is the teacher’s relationship with their pedagogical stance, not the stance itself (RQ1), and their relationship with ICT in their practices, not the practices themselves (RQ2) that are the focal points. A different methodological approach is therefore required.

As Yin (2018) describes, case study is the preferred method where a researcher intends to understand a real-life phenomenon in depth; where such an understanding is dependent on important contextual conditions as highly pertinent to the phenomenon of study. Within case study, the dynamics between the phenomenon and context are not always clearly evident, and as such multiple sources of evidence, not just interview data, become vital. As set out by Hammersley et al. (2000), there has been substantial debate about the small scale nature of case study being a disadvantage in terms of transferability and generalisation. However, from a sociocultural perspective (the framing of this study), the very notions of transferability and generalisation – whatever the method - are incompatible with a lens which recognises the complex nature of human behaviours (Twining, Heller, et al., 2017). Case studies offer findings that are relatable not
transferrable; offering a deep and ‘thick description’ (Geertz, 1973, p.310), to stimulate discussion both within and beyond the thesis. For this reason, the cases in this study are not seen as a sample or representative of any wider group.

The other main criticism of case study is that it is not easily open to reader validation, and is vulnerable to researcher bias (Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 2000). Yet this argument assumes that the researcher is separate from the data generated within the case. Through a sociocultural lens the researcher and participants share the space within the case; the presence of each affects the actions of the other and thus the data generated. Therefore, here, case study is conceptualised as the methodology not just a method; explicitly recognising the many influences within the whole dataset. Creating this kind of transparency enables a more robust ethical and reflexive discussion before, during and after data generation.

Hyett et al. (2014) described the many misconceptions surrounding case study in a comprehensive literature review, noting how few case studies provide details of the researcher’s relationship with the case, researcher-case interactions and how those influenced the development of the case study itself. Such an omission may reflect the epistemology of such studies; a positivist researcher would see these issues as falling beyond the bounds of the case itself. However, through a sociocultural lens, the researcher’s prior experiences will affect what is focused upon during interactions, as well as what is not seen or noticed. In the same way that Section 2.4 surfaced the ways in which a teacher’s prior experiences affected their lens on future experiences, so too this applies to the researcher. This affects the nature of the data itself. If the researcher does not notice something (e.g. a contradictory aspect of participant body language) then for the purposes of the research that data does not exist within the dataset. It cannot be interpreted if it is not perceived to be there (Matusov, 2007). To mitigate for the issue this study used audio-visual recordings and reflexive behaviours were surfaced as part of the analysis process. However, despite the application of a critical lens searching for contradictions within the data, this process cannot be flawless. A human still only sees what their prior experiences enable them to see. As further mitigation for this, this study sets out three cases rather than a single case in order to illustrate breadth of data interpretation in different contexts.

### 3.3 The nature and bounds of the cases in this study

It is important to identify the specific nature and boundaries of the cases. Stake (1995) proposed three types of cases. First, the intrinsic case which is used to understand the particulars of a single case rather than what it represents. Second, the instrumental case which provides insights or is used to refine theory. Third, the collective instrumental case where multiple cases are studied separately as single inquiries, but in unison or parallel to
other cases in order to draw out insights on a shared issue. This study contains collective instrumental cases; where three distinct and separate cases are used to draw out insights. However, an important distinction should be made between this and what Creswell (2013) terms multiple or collective case studies; where cases are compared to each other in order to draw out common findings. Through a sociocultural lens, a finding from one case cannot be compared with a similar finding from another case because to do so assumes a positivist belief; that the accumulation of data leading to that finding is also comparable. In this study it is the discussion of case findings which surfaces insights, not cross-case comparison of the findings themselves.

Within this study there are three cases. The choice to restrict the number of cases to three was made so that the effort and focus could be placed on depth and quality of data generation and analysis, rather than a surface level synopsis (e.g. Bhattacharya, 2017; Kenneth, 2000).

Creswell and Creswell (2018) highlight the importance of defining the bounds of cases in order to be explicit about the focus and frame of data generation. In this study, each case is bound first by the individual teacher; specific to their previous experiences, the classes that they teach during data generation, and the school that they are working within. Furthermore, each case is bounded by the time and location of data generation. This is an important point because whilst the researcher may attempt to be explicit about assumptions and bias within methodology and analysis, it is much harder to be aware, let alone transparent and explicit about similar issues when experiencing (generating) the data itself (Hennick, Hutter and Bailey, 2011). For example, in an interview, a single word within a participant response may act as a catalyst for interpretation, and further discussion. Importantly, this interpretation is dependent on the many influences brought to the data by both participant and researcher at that moment in time (see Section 3.6.6 for research timeline). Such data generation then cannot be replicated because to do so would be to build the data on a different set of previous experiences. The ethics and reflexivity issues related to this are discussed in Section 3.5.

**3.4 Location of Participants**

Each case centres upon an individual teacher but it is not the teacher themselves that is the unit of analysis. As Matusov (2007) argues, many researchers seek to be holistic in their analysis and whilst less dangerous than reductionism, it is still methodologically incompatible with a sociocultural ontology. Matusov’s (ibid), caution to be specific about the appropriate unit of analysis is central to ensuring robust probing and interpretation. Within a sociocultural study it is, as Rogoff (1990) set out, the active participation of participants in socially constructed practices that is the basic unit (or lens) of analysis. For this study, it is specifically the time and location bound data generated to surface each
teacher’s pedagogical stance, and its relationship with uses of ICT in teaching practices that is the focal point within the lens of analysis. Wider data about the teacher become what Rogoff terms background planes; relevant to the study and contextualising the data but not the foreground plane of analysis. The Funnels of Influence model illustrates this by setting out the sociocultural formations (background planes) and the way in which they feed into teacher’s espoused, intended and enacted practices. A subset of those practices contains material pertaining to the research questions (foreground planes). The funnels themselves were not discussed directly with those participating in the study.

Within sociocultural studies, sourcing participants plays a vital part of ensuring that the cases and findings become relatable without inferring that they are transferrable (Schoen, 2011). The cases within this study were sourced through existing professional networks where the schools were known within those networks to be open to visitors and stable in terms of their leadership, staff turnover, accountability outcomes and student numbers. The stability of the schools was considered in order to avoid data being unduly biased by temporary improvement initiatives or reactionary workloads. The relationship between the researcher and the schools in terms of pre-existing views on the school and those participating, and the ethics around power relations and researcher-participant dynamics are discussed in Section 3.5.4.

Schools, via the headteacher, were initially invited to be part of this study by email, using carefully worded text so as not to infer obligation (Appendix A). This approach was advantageous in terms of quick identification and simple logistical arrangements. However, it did also restrict the case selection to schools known to the researcher which brought existing relationship bias (discussed in Section 3.5.4). Section 2.3 drew attention to the ways in which teacher’s pedagogical stance can differ even within the same school, and as such this study chose to spread the three cases across two schools to take this literature into account. Table 3.1 summarises key information about the two schools during data generation.

Table 3.1: Key information about participating schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>School A</th>
<th>School B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>School Type</strong></td>
<td>State funded Primary (age 4-11)</td>
<td>Independent fee-paying Preparatory (age 3-13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accountable body</strong></td>
<td>Charitable trust (4 school multi-academy trust)</td>
<td>Charitable trust (1 school)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location</strong></td>
<td>Located on the far outskirts of a large city in South East England, with farming fields to one side and a large dense housing estate to the other.</td>
<td>Located on the outskirts of a small city in South East England, with farming fields to one side, and a main road with large area of private housing on the other side.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estate</strong></td>
<td>Purpose built 1970s style building, with 3 playgrounds and a large field.</td>
<td>Combination of 19th century and purpose-built modern buildings, including 3 playgrounds and 2 large fields.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### School A continued…

**Physical Capacity**
1 large room per class plus additional rooms and spaces for designated purposes.

**Most recent inspection**
Ofsted Good (2017)

**Outcomes in relation to national expectations**
Above average

**Number of teaching staff**
33 (including Senior Leadership Team)

**Children on roll**
502
12.5% SEND*, 1.6% EAL*, 35.3% FSM*

**Children boarding**
0%

**School day**
8:30am – 3:10pm (up to Year 2) or 3:25pm (Years 3-6)
Monday to Friday

**Extra-curricular activities**
8:00 – 4:15 Before and after school clubs - optional

---

### School B continued…

**Physical Capacity**
1 room per class or teacher plus additional rooms and spaces for designated purposes.

**Most recent inspection**
Independent Schools Inspectorate Good (2017)

**Outcomes in relation to national expectations**
Above average. 29% of previous cohort won scholarships to their chosen next school (2017)

**Number of teaching staff**
51 (including Senior Leadership Team)

**Children on roll**
413
13% SEND*, 1% EAL*, 0% FSM*

**Children boarding**
122 (29.5%): 11 full time, 111 part time

**School day**
8:10am – 4pm (up to Year 3) or 6pm
(Years 4-8) Monday to Friday
8:10am - Noon Saturday

**Extra-curricular activities**
Clubs during school day – all children

---

There are obvious differences between the schools, but for the purposes of this study which seeks to understand the specific features relating to a teacher’s pedagogical stance and the uses of ICT in their teaching practices, the following influences sit under the term Constitutive Order (set out by Garfinkel (1967), and adopted into the Funnels of Influence model):

- Charitable trust legal and accountability frameworks
- Political agendas (relating to British government policies)
- Media and community expectations specific to state v. fee-paying
- Parental expectations specific to state v. fee-paying
- Cultural expectations of the community relating to the age of children attending and the perceived socio-economic backgrounds of children and staff
- Cultural and local perception of the role of the school
- Financial priorities, sources and pressures

Due to the extensive detail within each of these influences these are not discussed in any length. However, the interpretation of these expectations, accountabilities and how the schools have responded to them are outlined in the Arena data presented within each case.
Each of the 3 cases centred around an individual teacher. Cases 1 and 2 were located in School A, and Case 3 was located in School B. The table below summarises key information about the teachers in each case during the period of data generation (Table 3.2).

**Table 3.2: Key information about participating teachers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher 1 (Case 1)</th>
<th>Teacher 2 (Case 2)</th>
<th>Teacher 3 (Case 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Located within</td>
<td>School A</td>
<td>School B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years Teaching</td>
<td>30 (mainly at this school)</td>
<td>5 (all at this school)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of Senior Leadership experience</td>
<td>20 (at this school)</td>
<td>&lt;1 (at this school)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifications</td>
<td>BA(Ed)</td>
<td>BA, PGCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position in school</td>
<td>Director of Teaching and Learning</td>
<td>Assistant Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirations</td>
<td>Nearing retirement</td>
<td>Towards headship long term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching commitment</td>
<td>0.6 with 0.4 leadership</td>
<td>0.6 with 0.4 leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known to the researcher prior to this study</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that all three cases focused on teachers who combined teaching with leadership roles. This was intentional in order to draw on the findings of a number of studies in Section 2.3 which found that more experienced teachers have clearer and more established views. It also counteracted issues caused by the majority of the research concerned with teacher identity having focused on early career teachers (the implications of which were discussed in Section 2.3).

### 3.5 Ethical considerations

This study is bound by the ethical guidelines of the British Educational Research Association (BERA, 2018). Furthermore, this study draws upon guidance that ethical matters should be woven throughout the research rather than solely as part of methodological considerations (e.g. Miller, 2012; Beach and Eriksson, 2010). For example, both researcher and participants bring with them biases, agendas and vulnerabilities which affect engagement and data generation and importantly, affect their experiences and future identities (e.g. Israel, 2015). Acknowledgement of these issues as affecting matters beyond the participation in data generation in turn affects the lens through which participation, data generation and analysis takes place and as such becomes part of the dataset itself (discussed in Section 3.5.4).

In order to address these issues this study draws upon what Stutchbury and Fox (2009) refer to as the four traditions of ethical thinking: Consequential ethics – that research should be worthwhile; Ecological ethics – that research should be conducted responsibly;
Relational ethics – that research should be conducted respectfully; and Deontological ethics – that research should be conducted correctly. Overarching ethical considerations are addressed below, and detailed ethical matters are embedded throughout the thesis.

The teachers who are featured in this research are considered to be gifting their words and actions to this research. As such, the researcher has a moral responsibility to recognise, respect, value and make purposeful use of the teachers’ time and contributions throughout (Aluwihare-Samaranayake, 2012). This moral duty provided momentum to the researcher alongside a commitment to ensure that the study is undertaken robustly, as well as then offering an original contribution to the profession. Furthermore, surfacing matters relating to the formation of someone’s values and beliefs is not a trivial process and in doing so the researcher was mindful of the psychological impact on the teachers surfacing deep and perhaps previously subconscious thoughts. Furthermore, the researcher needed to be sensitive to how such discussions might go on to feed into the teachers’ evolving thinking about themselves, their professional identities, their practice and future aspirations. Thus, once the researcher was immersed in data generation with each teacher, nuances in question wording or responses reflected that duty of care for the teacher but may have biased the data itself. This is discussed in Section 3.5.4.

3.5.1 Ethical Approval

The Open University’s Human Research Ethical Committee (HREC) gave a favourable opinion of this research (HREC/2698/Aubrey-Smith) and a submission was made to the Open University Data Protection Officer. Some minor amendments were made between the completion of the initial study and the main data generation which were documented and accepted by HREC and these are highlighted in Appendices E-I).

3.5.2 Obtaining informed consent

Once a willingness to engage had been expressed by the headteacher of each school, information sheets specific to the roles of headteacher and teacher were provided (Appendix B and C). These were discussed with potential participants and any questions addressed. Both headteachers and teachers informally confirmed their willingness to participate and they were then asked to sign the informed consent forms.

This research did not directly focus upon children, but children in the classes observed were considered contributors to the data generation by means of their presence within the teaching practice (Hill, 2005). Therefore, an information sheet was provided for all children in each observed class (Appendix D). This contained a version for their parents to read and a shortened, child-friendly version for parents to share with their child. Parents of all children involved in this study signed and returned those Informed Consent Forms.
All informed consent sheets specified that participants could withdraw from the study at any point up to a specified date at which transcription was due to be completed) by informing the researcher. However, no participant withdrew from this study nor were any concerns raised by any of those participating.

3.5.3 Safeguarding

The researcher also obtained an Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service check which was shared with all participating schools, and adopted safeguarding procedures within each school. In addition, the researcher undertook updated school accredited safeguarding training which was above the requirements set out by either the British Educational Research Association (BERA, 2018), The Open University (2017) or the schools.

It should be noted that during one teacher interview, a potential safeguarding issue was surfaced. It was discussed with the supervision team, who sought further advice from the Head of the Postgraduate Research Team, a member of the OU Human Research Ethics Committee and the OU Safeguarding Officer. There was collective agreement that there had not been a disclosure nor were there any arising concerns for the safeguarding of either teacher, children nor researcher, and so no further action was taken.

3.5.4 Ethical considerations concerned with researcher reflexivity

As Matusov (2007) argues, to a sociocultural researcher the act of analysing data is seen as generating additional data. There are three threads to this point. First is that the researcher sees the teachers as co-owners of the data and therefore to be an ethically responsible researcher, the teachers should have the opportunity to review and give their opinion on the data which ultimately describes them. This helps to clarify data which emerges directly from the respondent and data the researcher perceives or infers from the respondent (Hammersley and Atkinson, 2010). Furthermore, participants sometimes say things during the interview that differ from what they believe or think before or after the interview (Burgess, 1990, p.28). To address these issues, transcripts were sent to participants after they had been written up but before further analysis had begun.

Teachers were invited to reflect and comment upon their words and intentions. There are two reasons this matter is surfaced within a discussion about reflexivity. First is that once the researcher decided to offer this opportunity to participants it formed part of the lens through which interpretation was viewed. As Hammersley and Atkinson (2010) argue, this is unsurprising given that researchers rarely leave fieldwork unaffected by it. Second, is that whilst all of the teachers replied that they were happy with the transcripts which they viewed as a fair reflection of the discussions, the nature of their responses provided further data. For example, Teacher 3 noted, with humour, their high level of utterances (e.g. ‘erm’) and Teacher 2 sought clarification about how the transcript would be published.
requesting specifically that the transcripts would not be published in full. The commitment not to publish full transcripts was made to all participating teachers and as such just the cited extracts have been included in this thesis. Each of these responses shed subtle and further light on the teachers, thus became part of the data generation itself.

An additional matter which affects reflexivity is that the researcher and teachers have different interests in this study. Although both wish to extend knowledge within the field, the researcher is orchestrating this study and the teachers are offering case insights. Through orchestration, the researcher moves their contribution into the public domain as identifiable and attributable for the content and quality of the work. The teachers, whilst anonymised, are not completely untraceable due to the small number of cases, and the knowledge about their participation by their headteachers and colleagues (particularly for Cases 1 and 2 who worked in the same school). Consequently, it is possible that the information in this thesis could surface detail about the teachers to those known to them. This kind of post-publication ethical consideration is important to consider at the data generation point because once the researcher is aware of this possibility it may affect the way in which data is captured, viewed and handled. The researcher may draw conclusions and respond with a bias to present the teacher as the researcher perceives that the teacher wants to be presented. This could compromise the findings. Mitigation is through surfacing assumptions about inference as much as is possible. An example of this taking place within this study is through the interpretation of observation data. Teacher 1 was observed as greeting children at the classroom door and this was, in the context of that teacher, seen as aligning with their espoused views about welcoming children into the classroom and attempting to give children a sense of belonging. However, when the researcher observed Teacher 3 greeting children at their classroom door, this was, in the context of that teacher, seen as a power symbol because of their espoused views about the teacher being seen by the children as an authority figure. Thus, the two teachers, carrying out the same action – greeting children at the classroom door – were interpreted differently as a result of the teacher’s espoused views. The problem becomes that that interpretation sets the tone for what the researcher then sees for the rest of that observation; making the researcher more likely to see Teacher 1 as welcoming and supportive, and Teacher 3 as authority focused. But the real problem is that those interpretations in-situ, may be the correct ones and thus become part of the data which surfaces evidence for particular findings, or may be incorrect ones and thus introduce a bias and blindness to data which might be contradictory. The researcher must thus attempt, both during data generation, in-situ interpretation and in analysis, to strike a delicate balance of considering multiple possibilities for each action, whilst also recognising that instinct (e.g. Lea, 2015; Birney and Teevan, 1961) - based on a far
broader dataset than that which is captured (e.g. Maslow, 1954) - plays an important role in emergent findings.

3.5.5 Researcher reflexivity

The researcher brought a set of baggage about what ‘the system’ expected which was tied to practical first-hand classroom experience. However, after the researcher moved out of the classroom professionally, both national accountability and professional learning expectations changed, as did the researcher’s own evolving views. This meant that the researcher’s expectations about classroom practice were not as aligned with current class teachers as the researcher’s teacher-identity would suggest. Furthermore, the researcher, by nature of having carried out broad strategic roles for educational organisations had been privy to a wide range of professional learning about improving teaching and learning, but usually without means to apply them (and thus experience them first-hand) within the classroom. The researcher was very aware of a tendency to assume that teachers are aware of professional strategies and approaches that they may not necessarily have yet had exposure to. This again affected how the researcher might have viewed any classroom teacher. By being aware of these issues, the researcher was more able to identify biases and points of friction within data generation and thereafter.

The researcher had a pre-existing professional relationship with School A and had worked with Headteacher 1 and Teacher 1, although not Teacher 2, previously (although not closely or recently). Furthermore, that relationship was expected to continue longer term. As a result of that relationship there were pre-existing positive views of the school and participants. The relationship was not one of direct leadership or governance, and so was not considered to affect power relations on the part of either researcher or participants but did create some assumptions about pre-existing knowledge within interviews and observations. As such, attempts were made throughout data generation to ask follow-up questions where it appeared that such assumptions were being made. The researcher did not have a pre-existing relationship with School B (including Headteacher 2 or Teacher 3).

3.6 Data Generation

Data was generated during researcher visits to participants’ schools between January 2018 and April 2019. The process of that data generation is now set out.

3.6.1 The relationship between the literature review and chosen methods

As Twining et al. (2017) set out, a choice of methods is in itself a form of interpretation because it prioritises elements within the data. Furthermore, there are limitations about what can be assumed about data prior to a data collection phase. As Garnham (2008) argues, data are not considered to be ‘out there’ just waiting to be collected, thus data
generation (active co-construction) rather than data collection (with its inference that data exists in isolation of the researcher) is a more appropriate term.

As a result of the literature review, The Funnels of Influence Model (Section 2.4.3) was created. That model synthesises what the literature set out as the most relevant data to generate in order to respond to the research questions within this study. Each aspect of the model reflects a unique set of influences which will affect the teacher’s espoused, intended, enacted and therefore implicit pedagogical stance. Identification of these influences enables the researcher to go beyond face-value interpretations in order to reach more credible descriptions. The Funnels of Influence model, and how the chosen methods draw out relevant data (in italics) can be seen in Figure 3.2.

*Figure 3.2: The Funnels of Influence model, highlighting methods and research questions*

The model provides a deductive mechanism for generating and analysing data rather than a focal point itself. However this study is not a deductive one; it is not seeking data which supports a rule or theory (Reichertz, 2007). Initially it was conceived that the study was inductive; which Thornberg and Charmaz (2014) describe as when empirical cases are used to identify a pattern from which to make a general statement. However, as Shaffer (2017) and Matusov (2007) both argue, patterns across cases where the underlying data is not consistent can create friction with the lens through which this study is viewed. Therefore the abductive approach is a more appropriate explanation; with Kennedy (2018) describing abduction as seeking cause-and-effect relationships within data. Specifically, abduction is about discovering new ideas and explanations by finding surprising
phenomena or data, rather than induction which seeks to determine more general rules. This aligns more comfortably with the cases being seen as relatable rather than transferrable.

The arguments above also highlight the importance of choosing methods which allow for disciplined data generation (to ensure sufficient data to surface each aspect of the funnels model), alongside open-mindedness (to ensure freedom within data generation to surface what the Johari Window terms “the not known unknowns” (Ryan, 2018; Justo, 2019).

3.6.2 Rationale for chosen methods

Data generation took place through a combination of semi-structured interviews and observations (set out in Section 3.6.4 and 3.6.5). The term ‘semi-structured’ is used only to refer to the presence of interview and observation guides (Appendices E-I). Guides were designed as a set of prompts to aid the researcher in terms of coverage to avoid becoming absorbed by one particular aspect of conversation or observation. It is important to note this because through a sociocultural lens one should not approach interviews or observations, particularly within a case study context, with pre-conceived ideas about what might emerge (Yin, 2018). However, as an education professional, the researcher brings preconceptions – a repertoire of existing knowledge - about what may happen within a lesson, borne out of direct teaching experience, leadership roles and professional work with inspectors and consultants. This leads to the researcher becoming part of the research instrument itself (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Furthermore, as a teacher or school leader, one is trained to look for specific things during lessons, whereas as a researcher one should view lessons from a different perspective. A researcher who works professionally with schools sits somewhere along that continuum; neither an insider nor an outsider (Hammersley, 1995). Furthermore, there will always be pre-existing beliefs about what teaching is and how it is described and enacted, which may or may not align with accountability or policy models (or the observed teachers’ views). These assumptions affect researcher responses and can influence consequential discourse and interpretation. Therefore, by surfacing the interview and observation guides, the researcher makes these preconceptions transparent to the reader, as well as ensuring discipline within the data generation itself.

3.6.3 Data generation methods

Data generation took place through a sequence of interviews and observations. Table 3.3 cross references the data collection method with the key objective, matched to the research question.
Table 3.3: Sequence of data generation and the objectives for each instrument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence of Data Generation</th>
<th>Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Headteacher Interview</td>
<td>To learn about the school Arena (supporting RQ1 and RQ2) and the influences that affect these (Funnel of Influence).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Interview 1</td>
<td>To learn about the teacher’s espoused pedagogical stance (RQ1a), how they talk about using ICT in their practice (RQ2b) and the influences that affect these (Funnel of Influence).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Interview 2</td>
<td>To learn about the teacher’s intended practice for a lesson that will then be observed (RQ1b), how they talk about using ICT in their practice (RQ2b), and the influences that affect these (Funnel of Influence).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Observation/s</td>
<td>To learn about the teacher’s enacted pedagogical stance (RQ1c), uses (or absence) of ICT in their teaching practices (RQ2a) and the influences that affect these (Funnel of Influence).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Interview 3</td>
<td>To learn about the teacher’s views on the lesson that has been observed (RQ1a), how their enacted practice compares to their intended practice (RQ1b-c), how they talk about using ICT in their practice (RQ2b) and the influences that affect these (Funnel of Influence).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key

- **RQ1** What is the teacher’s implicit pedagogical stance?
- **RQ1a** What is their espoused pedagogical stance?
- **RQ1b** What is their intended pedagogical stance?
- **RQ1c** What is their enacted pedagogical stance?

- **RQ2** How does the teacher use ICT in their teaching?
- **RQ2a** What does observation of the teacher’s practice reveal about their uses of ICT?
- **RQ2b** What did the teacher say about using ICT in their teaching practice?

3.6.4 Semi-Structured Interviews

Semi-structured interviews enable planned questions, stimuli and coverage but do not restrict the researcher or participant where probing more deeply appears to be valuable to the underlying research questions (e.g. Bogdan and Biklen, 2003; Kvale, 1996). Studies discussed in Chapter 2 successfully used semi-structured interviews to draw out detail through narrative (e.g. Bien and Selland, 2018; Twining, Browne, et al., 2017; Lee and Schallert, 2016; Priestley et al., 2015; Chang-Kredl and Kingsley, 2014; Bogdan and Biklen, 2003).

Interview questions sought to encourage straightforward responses (e.g. regarding the nature of routines or logistics), as well as more complex data (e.g. reflections on past events, or perceived expectations). During the interviews the use of spoken language by the researcher - both planned and responsive - was carefully considered so as to be encouraging, supportive and respectful. Follow up questions were also used to avoid implying assumed knowledge, shared vocabulary or inferred expectations about the teacher’s skills and understanding, which were noted to be issues in related research (e.g.
Chang-Kredl and Kingsley, 2014; Pillen et al., 2013; Husu and Tirri, 2007). Interviews were video recorded to aid transcription and analysis of both the spoken word and non-spoken communication such as eye contact and body language.

The ways that the researcher conducts themselves throughout interview processes impacts data (Mays & Pope, 1996). There were three main threads in this research. First, every utterance and movement undertaken by the researcher (often subconscious) could have influenced teacher responses, creating a data bias (e.g. Morrow, 2005). Being aware of this, the researcher responses attempted to use verbal and physical cues to encourage the teacher to talk, build rapport, and build the teacher's confidence that the researcher had an empathy for what they were espousing (e.g. Berger, 2015). Such attempts included everyday social cues such as smiling, nodding in agreement, and use of the word 'yes' as a mid-response utterance (e.g. Jucker and Smith, 1998; Schiffrin, 1987). In this study, such responses were dependent on the researcher's conscious awareness of both the discourse as well as any subtleties which may have been portraying researcher bias. In practice, this was difficult as it required the researcher to split focus between the interview or observation content, and the researcher's own behaviours. Furthermore, where reflexivity becomes part of both the data generation and the reflection-in-action analysis (Schon, 1987), the researcher can only surface their influence as often as they are able to identify it.

Second, is that as the teacher responded to questions, the researcher was reflecting-in-action (Schon, 1987), and then immediately responding with further probing questions. The lack of time to consider how best to phrase these questions meant that on some occasions the researcher phrasing created a bias which framed further discussion. For example:

Researchers: “there are two really strong themes coming out to me from what you’re saying about digital technologies; their presence and their use and then… in parallel to that what’s going on with teaching and learning and the ways in which you’re thinking about teaching and learning.” (T1-1b,2.38).

This framing may have caused the teacher to conceptualise or espouse references to ICT differently. For example, immediately before the extract above the teacher had spoken about ICT uses with an emphasis on what was available. Whereas, following the researcher’s comment the teacher spoke more about the impact on their pedagogy. For example, about changes to the way in which they provided video feedback to children via an app called SeeSaw, and how they had adjusted their questioning style as a result of the analytics provided through a teacher lesson observation app.

Still within the data generation phase, the third way that data reflexivity created a bias was through the preparations for school visits. For example, between the initial and second
visits to Case 3, transcription surfaced the teacher as using the phrase ‘you know’ 197 times in the initial visit interviews. A brief probe into related literature identified ‘you know’ as a discourse marker; used by the speaker as a stalling device (e.g. Fox, Tree and Schrock, 2002, Jucker and Smith, 1998), and to bring inferred agreement between the speaker and audience (e.g. Schiffrin, 1987; Schourup, 1985; Ostman, 1981). This reflexivity meant that later data generation and analysis focused more on understanding the teacher’s view on knowledge and control, confidence in espousing views, and extent to which they are reflexive or reflective within their practice. In other words, the identification of that discourse marker enabled the researcher to probe the matters that the teacher was referring to in a deeper way than might otherwise have been the case.

3.6.5 Semi-Structured Observations

Semi-structured observations were used to explore practice in a systematic but not pre-determined manner (e.g. Cohen et al., 2000). By experiencing the teacher’s practice, data became surfaced which confirmed or contradicted interview data or raised issues to be further explored. An observation guide (Appendix I) was drafted in order to maintain focus whilst allowing a reflexive response to the sequences of actions, interactions and relationships within the observed lesson. To support this reflexivity the researcher remained present during the observation rather than filming the classroom remotely, in order to follow up on specific actions as they occurred (e.g. asking children during the lesson about what they were doing).

Case 1 and 2 observations were video recorded, with the focus being on the teacher and their actions. For Case 3 school policy prevented video recording and so only audio recording took place. During the audio recorded observations additional field notes were taken to mitigate the absence of visual data; including teacher and child locations within the room, body language during the lesson, additional information describing teaching and learning resources and equipment, and non-verbal interactions between actors. Field notes were written using a small notepad and pencil. As both teacher and children were aware that ICT was the focus of the research, the researcher conceived that using a digital device may infer expectations about ICT use within the lesson being observed which could affect data. The researcher moved discretely around the room, varying standing/sitting, position within the room, and ensuring engagement with a majority of the children at some point during each observation to ensure a range of perspectives.

Interview questions and observation prompts, as set out in the Instrument guides (Appendices E-I), were designed to generate and surface data which the Funnels of Influence model identified as most relevant to responding to this study’s research questions. An example of this can be seen in Table 3.4 below.
### Table 3.4: Example of relationship between the Funnels of Influence model and interview questions/observation prompts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Interview 2 (pre-observation)</th>
<th>Identity, Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong> Questions to generate data about Intentions (RQ1b)</td>
<td>Arena Expectations,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are your intentions for this lesson?</td>
<td>Opportunities, Setting,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How have you planned for these to happen?</td>
<td>Possibilities, Actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What documentation supports this – e.g. plans, assessment</td>
<td>Pedagogical Model (TPF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>records, class data.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why do you want these things to happen?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who is involved in this lesson and why? What is their role?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **2** Questions to generate data about Influences (RQ3) | Arena Expectations, |
| Who or what determines what you will be teaching? (leaders, | Opportunities, Setting, |
| policy, children’s demographics and needs?) | Possibilities, Actors |
| How much influence do you have over what this lesson is | Agency |
| about, and how it will take place? | Reflectivity, Identity |
| How does that affect what you do and how you do it? | Pedagogical Model (TPF) |
| If those influences were removed what would you do | |
| differently? | |

| **3** Questions to generate data about views on teaching and | Identity |
| learning - TPF (RQ1) | Pedagogical Model (TPF) |
| How does this lesson relate to prior learning? | |

| **4** Questions to generate data about views on Education | Identity |
| and Schooling - TPF (RQ1) | Pedagogical Model (TPF) |
| How does this lesson relate to the children’s lives beyond | |
| school? | |

| **5** Questions to generate data about views on learners and | Identity, Agency |
| learning, teachers and teaching, and views on knowledge | Arena Expectations, |
| - TPF (RQ1) | Opportunities, Setting, |
| How will the children be organised – locations, groups, timing, | Possibilities, Actors |
| activities? Why is this? | Pedagogical Model (TPF) |
| Are there specific children who will need additional support? | |
| Who are they? Why do they need this support and how will it | |
| be provided? | |

### 3.6.6 Research Timeline

Data generation took place over 16 months. An initial study was carried out with Teacher 1 in January 2018. Analysis from that initial study indicated that additional follow up interviews and observations would be necessary in order to generate data which would clarify initial interpretations and findings. These additional visits were incorporated into the main data generation planning. The initial case was accordingly expanded to become Case 1 in the main data generation, and two additional cases were added. As a result of the initial study some refinements were made to the questions and prompts within the Interview and Observation Guides (shown in italics in Appendices E-I). A summary of the timeline and content of data generation for each case can be found in Table 3.5 below.
Within Table 3.5 an indexing system for referencing interviews and observation data is introduced. Participants are identified as T1 (Teacher 1), T2 (Teacher 2) and T3 (Teacher 3). Headteachers are identified as HT1 (the same person for Case 1 and 2), and HT2 (for Case 3).

For each case there were multiple visits to the school and each visit consisted of a combination of interviews and observations. Table 3.5 indicates where teachers were interviewed about:

- Pedagogy and ICT (for interview guide see Appendix F)
- Observations (see pre-observation interview guide in Appendix G, observation guide in Appendix I and post-observation guide in Appendix H)

The interviews were conducted reflexively, responding to matters surfaced and this meant that most interview sessions included content drawn from more than one instrument. Matters pertaining to pedagogy and ICT in particular spanned across most interviews as teachers sought to contextualise discourse about observations. The interviews are
therefore not numbered according to the instruments, but instead according to the chronology that they took place in. This preserved the integrity of how data accumulated. As can be seen in Table 3.7 in column 6, for Teachers 1 and 3 there was a chronological sequence of 4 interviews (e.g. T3-1, T3-2, T3-3, T3-4), and for Teacher 2 there were 6. These numbers differ because the interviews were scheduled to work around each teacher’s timetable and the pockets of time they had available to fit the research interviews into. Furthermore, when interviewing Teacher 1, the location of the interview was disrupted mid-flow which meant moving to another room and starting a new recording within the same interview. The timestamps reflect this with the addition of a letter (e.g. T1-1a, T1-1b).

Interviews and observations were arranged around the teacher’s normal teaching timetable and commitments. This meant that for all three cases, each observation was with of a different group of children. The spacing of the visits enabled the researcher to review the data after each visit and then to identify specific foci for the follow up interviews and observations. Appendices K-M contain the additional planned questions.

3.7 Processing data

3.7.1 Transcription

As introduced above, once each school visit had taken place the interview and observation data were transcribed. As Davidson (2009) argues, the role of transcription within qualitative research is a reflexive process that captures and affirms the transcriber’s theoretical position. Therefore, if the transcriber is not the researcher this creates friction within the ontology and epistemology of the research itself. As Jenks (2018) argues, two separate people will have a different lens on what they see and interpret within data being transcribed which means that the act of transcribing requires the transcriber to make decisions about precisely what to include and how to capture their perception of what is being conveyed. Therefore, in a study such as this one - which emphasises that words and actions must not be taken at face value and recognises the influences of prior experiences in interpreting current ones (Section 2.4) - transcription must be completed by the researcher themselves. Furthermore, the process of transcription aids familiarity with the data itself. Green et al. (2007) argued that complete immersion brings depth to the data and enables subsequent interpretation to fully account for the research context beyond the transcribed word. Thus, the researcher transcribed all of the interviews and observations.

3.7.2 Interview data

Audio and video interview recordings were reviewed and transcribed verbatim into spreadsheets, with each case’s interview data contained entirely within one sheet. Each new row represented a change of speaker or change of focus. Discourse that was of
peripheral interest was thus maintained within the transcript, but signposting enabled a clear focus on research aims and questions. Recordings were re-played countless times to be sure of exact wording and to capture non-lexical detail; pauses, intonation, body language and notable changes in eye direction. Jenks (2018) argued the importance of this form of open transcript as consistent with a researcher who is theoretically motivated to treat all transcribed social interaction as potentially important. Furthermore, he argued that the researcher will not know at this stage which specific aspects will later be pivotal therefore approaching transcripts this way maintains integrity of the whole dataset.

The second feature of the transcription is that it followed what Oliver et al. (2005) describe as a naturalist transcription; where utterances and idiosyncratic elements of speech within discourse are transcribed (e.g. “er”, “um”). Denaturalised transcriptions which treat words as entirely representative of meaning are neglectfully simplistic and cannot be described as transparent representations of interviews or those participating within them. The argument for naturalist transcription aligns with the belief that what we say and how we say it reflects the way in which we are understood, the information that is shared, and conclusions that are therefore drawn (Hamachek, 1999; Tannen et al., 2015). It should be noted that given the parameters of this study the non-lexical aspects of the data were noted succinctly rather than forensically (e.g. focused or avoidance of eye contact rather than devoted technical eye-tracking). An example of these details can be seen in the second and fourth columns of the transcript extract in Figure 3.3. (Note: Bold text indicates key data or overarching points).

**Figure 3.3: Example of interview transcript**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Transcription of words used by the researcher and interviewee, and an Indication of pauses</th>
<th>Non-verbal and Implications; eye-contact, body language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:28</td>
<td>The depth that we’re having to go into is phenomenal… Subject knowledge… is critical. If you don’t have the subject knowledge, and an understanding, not of the progression of… or the sequence of learning as such… but [tut] erm… but if you don’t have that depth of understanding of something that enables you to see all the links and connections that you can make</td>
<td>Looks down right then back at researcher. Pointing single finger in air to illustrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>It’s like subject pedagogical knowledge…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:02</td>
<td>absolutely. Without that then what you get is a very static delivery of something… erm… and unfortunately people don’t necessarily have that depth of subject knowledge.</td>
<td>Points single fingers on table. Silent pauses (…) whilst thinking - reflective facial expression - before proceeding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Transcribed data is set out in a spreadsheet to provide what Shaffer (2017, p.126) calls “evidentiary completeness”; with all captured data sitting in the first four columns (labelled as Timestamp, Teacher, Researcher and Non-Verbal in Figure 3.3). Shaffer emphasises the importance of well-formed data tables as integral to the discipline of methodically reviewing data. In this study, each line of the data is seen as dependent on the inferred or shared meaning created by the full chronology of data which came before it, not just contextualised by the data immediately surrounding it (Tannen et al., 2015). Discourse analysis terms this intertextuality; where the transcript can be seen as layers of interwoven texts which reference each other (Hodges, 2015). Furthermore, one must be aware of the dialogic overtones; where a word, phrase, or non-verbal feature is used to signpost shared meaning or previously referenced aspects within it.

Discourse includes both sound and silence. Both of which convey meaning and yet the role of silence is often ignored by those analysing interview data (Bengtsson and Fynbo, 2018). As Ephratt (2008) set out, silence is used for many different reasons (e.g. to recall information, to consider a response or the framing of a response, to indicate a desire not to respond, to cause humour or discomfort, to suggest a change of subject, etc.). During data generation the researcher is reflexively responding to what is perceived to be the reason for the silence and thus affecting the data that follows. For example, literature on discourse analysis suggests that if the researcher perceives the teacher to be struggling to think of a response then they may provide further prompts which could in turn mistakenly steer the teacher’s thinking towards, or away from, particular ideas (Ephratt, 2008). Transcripts therefore use […] to signify a short silent pause, with square bracketed comments indicating longer silences or describing features of the silence or pause (e.g. simultaneous body language).

Within the transcripts the indexing convention introduced in Section 3.6.6 is complemented by the addition of a timestamp which shows in minutes and seconds, the start of the section where relevant material was located (e.g. T2-1, 1.34, would mean Teacher 2, first chronological interview, data that starts at 1 minute 34 seconds into that interview).

3.7.3 Coding transcripts

Shaffer (2017) argued that coding applied to well-formed data tables (as outlined above) allows for data to be probed collectively. In setting out 32 different methods of coding qualitative data, Saldaña (2013) advised caution in choosing coding methods or even to code at all. He explained coding as researcher-generated constructs that symbolise and attribute interpreted meaning to data for later analytic purposes such as detecting patterns, categorisation or theory building. For this study, where meaning is seen as accumulating through the generation of the data (Section 2.4), this presents a problem. To
code data for the purposes of later sorting the data would be to fragment the accumulation within the data and thus the meaning. Furthermore, detailed coding methods assign inferred meaning to words, phrases and examples chosen by the participant. This is problematic because it assumes that discourse choice is intentional rather than subconscious, which as Section 2.3 set out is not always the case. As Cruickshank (2012) argued in a literature review about the role of qualitative interviews, the focus of analysis can often mistakenly become the transcript text content rather than the subject matter of the interview. Therefore, this study utilises coding just as a form of signposting.

Drawing upon Saldaña's (2013) definitions, two kinds of coding were adopted: structural coding (labelling a segment of data with a research question or area of inquiry); and descriptive coding (summarising the topic of a passage of data). Structural coding was used to cross reference data generation with the Funnels of Influence Model (ensuring sufficient data generation had taken place), and to signpost areas of data to Research Questions (to aid later analysis). Additional columns of the transcript spreadsheet contained the assigned code and accompanying notes highlighting related aspects of the data. Descriptive coding was used to summarise key points and how they related to other areas of the transcript, or to observation data. A summary of the transcript columns and coding can be seen in Table 3.8 below.

### Table 3.6: Summary of transcript columns and applicable coding protocols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transcript Column</th>
<th>Coding Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interview reference and time stamp</td>
<td>Transcribed data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher discourse and/or researcher discourse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-verbal aspects (e.g. eye contact, body language)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and its relationship to spoken words</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links to research questions – with separate columns for each RQ</td>
<td>Structural coding - RQ1, RQ2, RQ3 - with notes about key points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links to aspects of the Funnels of influence - with separate columns for each funnel</td>
<td>Structural coding - Constitutive Order, Arena, Setting, Roots, Growth, Identity, Opportunities, Possibilities, Agency - with notes about key points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships to other areas of the transcript</td>
<td>Descriptive coding - with timestamp reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships to observations</td>
<td>Descriptive coding - with vignette reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional data requirements</td>
<td>Description of what to follow up on next visit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An example of the descriptive coding can be seen in Figure 3.4. The columns signpost first the research questions and then the relevant aspect of the Funnels of influence model. The narrative alongside the descriptive codes provided descriptive terms used to draw out key points. This signposting, within a spreadsheet, enabled the researcher to easily find and re-visit data in its original context. This approach maintained the integrity of the data chronology and accumulated meaning as discussed in Sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.2.
Figure 3.4: Interview transcript signposting Research Questions and Funnels of Influence aspects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Teacher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03:04</td>
<td>[long pause] erm [exhale], right school wise... erm [pause] It has changed things that I do [sighing slightly and slower speaking] because for example before I would probably have taken all the books In and then I would have marked each book separately and then I would have given the books back out so that everyone would know what they are doing the next day but very much on an Indvidual basis. What I tend to do now is I pile the books up according to construct and then I will select a pile of books to look for the common theme. I will take the photo... and then the feedback will be generic for that group... So I'm not writing it in to the book It's a generic piece of feedback so everyone In that group that I've Identified that day following assessment needs that particular input so they have that Input, they look at the feedback and then that moves their learning on. Instead of writing in everyone's book the same thing. So I think that's probably the biggest...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In columns to the right of the data above further columns coded this data as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Links to specific research questions</th>
<th>Links to the Funnels of Influence Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1</td>
<td>Setting (marking - expectations, nature of marking, how it’s done, equipment/resources available, classroom structure and set up, timetable allowing feedback to be done in this way).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2</td>
<td>Agency (feels able to make this change - not school policy to do or not do this way).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Growth (reflecting on previous marking processes and how they were experienced).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.7.4 Observation data

Due to the nature of the participants’ teaching roles, each lesson observation was with a different group of children. For each lesson observed there were two sets of data; interview data generated about the lesson before and after the lesson took place – which were treated as interview data (see Section 3.7.2 above), and data generated during the lesson itself (referred to hereafter as observation data).

Recordings were reviewed multiple times in order to become fully immersed within the data that was unseen during the physical experience of the observation (Corbetta, 2003). Vignettes were created to capture key features of enacted practice in relation to pedagogical stance (RQ1c); a detailed transcription of the observation recordings (in the way that had taken place for interviews) was not considered necessary. However, given the number of people within each observation, pace of physical movement, and complexities of the dynamics between each of the people present, some pragmatic decisions were required about what to summarise in the vignettes. The vignettes therefore focused on lesson logistics, style of teacher actions and interaction, expectations of children and children’s actions. These areas of focus corresponded with the key features of The Pedagogical Framework (Section 2.3) in order to support later analysis.

Each vignette therefore became a summary of the experience, captured in chronological order and presented as a table within a spreadsheet. The full vignettes can be found in Appendices P-R and an extract shown in Figure 3.5.
Once the vignette tables were created, they were reviewed and compared to the transcripts from pre- and post-observation interviews. Relevant aspects of those transcripts were then copied into a column to the right of the vignette to aid easier collation of relevant data. Interview timestamps were used to signpost interview data back to its original context. As a result of the pre- and post-interview data being focused on the lesson observation itself, interpretations about which parts of the data were relevant were straightforward. However, there were instances where interview data were relevant to more than one part of the vignette, and in those instances, it was copied across to both vignette sections. Additionally, there was some data that did not relate directly to the observed lesson (e.g. where discourse in pre- or post-observation interviews had flowed to other topics), and so that data remained in the interview transcripts and treated as part of the interview transcript analysis. Figure 3.6 shows an example of a vignette with its accompanying interview data.

**Figure 3.5: Observation Vignette example**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 3, Observation 2 - Year 6 French Lesson</th>
<th>Observation Field Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Observation Reference</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>This was of a 45 minute top set Year 6 French class, in the teacher's usual classroom. Prior to the lesson the teacher explained that this group were being prepared for the Common Entrance Exam (CEE) in two years time (they remain at this school until year 8, whereby most go on to fee paying secondary schools). This was particularly relevant as the CEE expectations were felt to be about equivalent to GCSE-to-A level French, rather than the standards expected in state school year 8, and so by year 6 they needed to be working nearer to GCSE French in order to be sure of passing the exam, and ideally, earning scholarships; both of which were perceived as important by the school and by parents of these children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Prior to this lesson, as ‘prep’ (homework – which is not necessarily done at home, but in timetabled prep sessions which take place before, during and after school lessons), the children had written a paragraph about the town that they live in or visit regularly (about 25% of the children board at this school at least part time).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>The children lined up outside of the classroom and were welcomed in by the teacher standing at the door at the start of the lesson; greeting them each as they came in. Children brought large pencil cases and exercise books with them, and seated themselves in the row-based seating relatively quickly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.6: Observation Vignette with related interview data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 1 – Observation 1 - Year 6 Maths Lesson</th>
<th>Observation Field Notes</th>
<th>Related teacher interview data</th>
<th>Insights to Implicit Pedagogical Values and Beliefs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obs. Ref.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>The children were seated as boy/girl pairs based on their attainment in the previous lesson which encouraged dialogue to focus on learning - this seating was specific to the lesson and the children were directed to where they were to sit as they arrived at the classroom.</td>
<td>&quot;And then in will organise them into piles in terms of who's where. And so tomorrow when they come in they could well be sat with someone else, so they're not static groups at all, but they're totally responsive to assessment. Well the thing about that is that they have to get good at talking because the first thing will be communicate with your partner where you got to yesterday what you feel your next steps are and how they can help you.&quot; (T1-3a, 0.00). So where they were sat today, that isn't necessarily the person who they would have necessarily started the week with but it was based on what I did on Friday to identify where I thought they were.&quot; (T1-3a, 0.42). &quot;It's a thing I introduced at the beginning of this academic year, no last academic year.&quot; (T1-3a, 1.04). &quot;I think it's helped learning because there isn't that... you know you get little cliques of children sat together... there is none of that so they are more focused on what the learning is that's going on in the lesson. Most definitely. And they're quite focused on what they're doing any not someone else... Completely equitable. And depending on where they reach today depends on where they will be tomorrow. You know as to who needs what input from the start, so it might not be 'that' group (indicates higher working group), you know, they... it depends on what we are doing. Erm... they might... yeah... they might... more often they might start together, but tomorrow I know there are some children who will interact with them now, so in fact tomorrow I will probably split them up into two pairs, again boy girl, and then move those along some others.&quot; (T1-3a, 1.24)</td>
<td>The role of Assessment for Learning is central to how she organises her teaching and learning provision. The Social aspects of Learning (e.g. talking about learning), are things she has chosen to do not things she has been expected to do, and she is able to explain why she chose to do them and what the impact has been.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each vignette has a number indicating the case it belongs to and then the observation within that case (e.g. T1-Obs.2 refers to the second observation of the teacher in Case 1).

In addition, further columns were added, similarly to those in the interview transcripts:

- Observation reference and timestamp
- Links to research questions, and to aspects of the Funnels of Influence Model
- Relationships to other areas of the transcript (e.g. timestamp of related data)
- Annotation about additional data which was required after the initial analysis (i.e. matters to follow up with later school visits)
- Descriptive coding (e.g. key words or phrases which highlight emerging matters)

An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.7.
3.7.5 Visit cycles

The transcription and vignette creation processes took place following each school visit. This meant that additional data requirements could be identified prior to consequent visits, including:

- Gaps in data (e.g. where RQs were not yet sufficiently addressed, or where there was insufficient data from an aspect of the Funnels of Influence model)
- Matters which needed clarification
- Friction within the data, or emerging hypotheses which needed further probing

The first two columns of the transcripts (i.e. transcription of the words spoken by researcher and teacher, including pauses but not including other non-verbal data) were shared with teachers after all visits had been completed (as set out in Section 3.5.4).

3.8 Data Analysis

Once the 23 interview transcripts and 8 observation vignettes had been created another sequence of analysis followed. As described in Section 3.7, the transcript and vignette data were complemented by additional columns which coded and signposted research questions, Funnels of Influence Model aspects, and links between one area of the data and another. Descriptions alongside those codes simplified cross-referencing aspects of the data across each teacher’s dataset. The accumulated dataset was therefore straightforward to navigate, and the researcher completely immersed within it.
The next stage was to draw out data relating to each research sub-question. It is the accumulation of analysis from the sub-questions which respond to the overarching RQ1 and RQ2, and it is the combination of RQ1 and RQ2 which respond to RQ3. The analysis for each of these is now described.

3.8.1 Addressing RQ1a

In both the methodology and findings chapters, sections addressing RQ1a appear longer than for other RQs. This is because the RQ1a sections address RQ1a itself as well as unpacking other aspects of the data such as case-specific discourse analysis and findings.

The process for drawing out data pertaining to a teacher’s espoused pedagogical stance (RQ1a) was initially a re-reading of interview data which earlier coding had signposted as relevant. Signposted data reflected two kinds of espousal about pedagogical stance. The first was where teachers had responded directly to interview questions asking them about their pedagogical stance. This reflected what the teacher deliberately espoused.

The second was where teachers revealed details about their espoused pedagogical stance whilst responding to other questions. For example, when Teacher 1 was asked to describe a perfect lesson (Figure 3.8), key pedagogical points were drawn out and compared to statements in The Pedagogy Framework (see Section 2.4) in order to identify which model of pedagogy the teacher’s espousal most convincingly aligned with. A summary of this can be seen below.
Figure 3.8: Example of espoused pedagogical stance mapping to The Pedagogy Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Espoused Data</th>
<th>Key points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Oh goosh. Um [long pause, sigh, sigh] well definitely it would have to have technology in it used by the children and not just by the teacher [laughs] that’s for sure, so definitely resources available for children to use, but independently that they would access, so there is a lot of pre learning that would have to have had to have gone on. Err. [but] that you wouldn’t recognise who the teacher was. So you would walk into the classroom and you’d go where is the teacher? Oh right the teacher is there. So none of that standing, now I know they do and we’re not there but none of that standing at the front. But if you really know the children then you can just come in and they’re just off, and they know the next steps and they’re just off doing it. That is a really skilful teacher being able to do that. And then the teacher is not, not and I don’t want to use facilitating, because it’s more than that, it’s really scaffolding, pushing those children on, right I’ve looked at what you did yesterday or in the last week and I know I need to work with you Flora because you need a little bit of help with that you’re going to be fine and then I’m just going to go over here and support them and then being really not fluid in a throw it all up in their air way, but fluid in a just don’t know where things are going to go, and that’s why I think the planning is really hard I think when the strategies were introduced years ago and we got into the stage didn’t we of going right we have got to plan our English and Monday Tuesday Wednesday we’ve got to do this and dah de dah de dah but there’s no room to go actually they didn’t get it. (T1-1, 24:23) | 1: Technology used by children not ‘just’ teacher.  
2: children using technology/resources independently.  
3: pre-learning to enable independence.  
4: teacher not ‘at the front’ but amongst the children.  
5: children know what to do / next steps.  
6: teacher role as facilitating – scaffolding, next steps.  
7: teacher working with individuals / groups that have been identified as needing help based on yesterday’s assessment.  
8: responsive teacher actions, responsive planning. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mapped to TPF descriptors</th>
<th>How it maps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The teacher sees themselves as the authority in scaffolding learning – which may be through activity - towards an understanding of established knowledge claims.&quot; (Views of the teacher and teaching, Constructivism)</td>
<td>The teacher sees themselves as the pivot around which the learning activities are organised - with or without them directly involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Teachers methods build upon a learner’s prior knowledge and guide or scaffold experiences towards new competencies.&quot; (Views of the teacher and teaching, Constructivism)</td>
<td>The teacher is defining what is being learnt and by whom, based on curriculum planning and the previous lesson’s assessments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Learners are seen as knowledgeable, and that their prior knowledge either dictates future learning, or it is specifically subject knowledge which is valued.&quot; (View on learner and learning, Constructivism)</td>
<td>Learners knowledge is seen through assessments. Those assessments direct future learning activities as well as the way in which the teacher engages directly with them during the next lesson.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, there was a problem which needed addressing in this process because interpreting espoused pedagogical stance was more complex than it would initially appear. Specifically, because what is said is not always what is meant (Hamachek, 1999). This posed a specific problem for RQ1a which looks specifically at what teacher’s espouse (say).

Most studies take the spoken word at face value – and that face value becomes the interpretation of what is espoused. However, as detailed in Section 2.3.2 this makes all kinds of assumptions about shared meaning, intent and clarity within the words chosen. That creates a friction with the epistemology of this study. The many features of what discourse analysis calls intertextuality (Tannen et al., 2015) form part of what is espoused (e.g. referencing previously discussed topics, positioning particular views). Thus, for a study which recognises this, the probing of how things are espoused is as important as the literal word.
For example, in the extract shown in Figure 3.8, the response begins with an emphasis on children's independence and critically, positions the teacher non-hierarchically suggesting potential for Sociocultural alignment (see Table 2.6). Yet, later in the same passage there is a shift to focus instead on the role of the teacher, the role of formative assessment and the teacher’s actions during the lesson (rather than the actions of the learner). These suggest potential for Constructivist alignment (see Table 2.6). Yet both were part of the same passage of discourse. These kinds of friction within the data needed to be addressed because it affected how the discourse was interpreted and thus how the teacher’s espoused data aligned with different models of pedagogy.

Each teacher utilised slightly different discourse features within data generation and so an example is given here as an illustration of how these were approached specifically in relation to RQ1a.

The first example relates to the use of pronouns. In the extract below Teacher 1 was talking about their teaching of a Year 6 class the previous week.

*Figure 3.9: Example of pronoun use within discourse data*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Teacher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01:09</td>
<td>In terms of planning, and it not being a rigorous process of everyone doing the same. <em>We</em> do have planning that sits behind that which is rigorous such that <em>we</em> have an overview of where <em>we’re</em> going and what <em>we</em> want those children to achieve. And then in that scaffolding meeting its almost like a storyboard will be worked for the week, so that <em>we</em> know exactly what's going on, who's doing what, etc etc. So that anybody coming in to cover or to teach has access to that. It's all on a shared document. <em>We</em> do it on Google Docs. Which means that if I, let's say that I teach the lesson on Monday and some questions have arisen, about maybe the children I assumed their prior learning was at such a point and it wasn't so <em>we</em> had to scaffold down and then back up again. So I can add that to the Google Docs and then everyone can see it and share it. Last week I was teaching a whole class all week up in year 6 because we had someone away. So because I was teaching all week in that class and I <em>was responsible</em> obviously for their curriculum that week, so <em>we</em> had the same texts but I had a greater depth group who mastered the task that <em>we</em> had decided for greater depth so I looked at what I could do to support them in getting in even deeper, so I added that to the Google Doc so that any of the other year 6 groups could also access. So it's kind of, it's revolutionised it... In the morning as teachers <em>we</em> can now come in and open up Google Docs and there's everything that we need. Because it's all shared.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This area of data was probed in relation to RQ1a because whilst it was discussing the role of Google Docs as a tool to support teacher’s planning and preparation it also illuminated the teacher’s views on teachers and teaching.

At surface level the focal points within the discourse were compared to The Pedagogy Framework (Table 2.6). The teacher’s focus on group planning and pre-identified objectives initially suggested alignment with Behaviourism. However, the highlighting of children’s questioning, formative assessment, gaps in prior learning, and responsively extending particular groups of children suggested alignment with Constructivism. The absence of mutuality, reifying experiences, or drawing upon the other identities and
experiences brought by children ruled out Sociocultural alignment. Two further considerations were therefore necessary – one to compare those hypotheses with others across the dataset in order to ascertain pedagogical model alignment, but first, importantly, to consider any anomalies between what the teacher said (interpreted at surface level) and what meaning was conveyed (interpreted through discourse analysis). Both considerations were necessary in order to draw a conclusion about what their espoused pedagogical stance may be (RQ1a).

In the extract above the bold text reflects how the teacher used the different pronouns ‘we’ and ‘I’. The use of pronouns was consistent with the subject matter that was being described in each section of the narrative (i.e. the planning process). The pronoun ‘we’ referred to the Year 6 teachers’ actions and ‘I’ referred to the individual teacher’s actions. A difference can be seen in which aspects are referred to as ‘we’ (collectively agreed processes) and which are referred to as ‘I’ (individual actions); the latter being much more responsive to the arising needs of children.

Attention to these discourse features – and their implications - enables a more robust consideration across the dataset. Discourse Framing theory (Nelson, Oxley and Clawson, 1997), would suggest this to be surfacing friction within the teacher’s identities which becomes an important part of interpreting what the teacher means. Framing theory sets out that a speaker positions themselves – including through the use of pronouns - in order create a frame on a situation through which the audience is directed (ibid).

The (probably subconscious) use of framing by the teacher in the example above suggested a more likely alignment with Constructivism (rather than Behaviourism which may have continued to frame the individual actions through process, or Socioculturalism which may have inferred lesser alignment with group planning processes).

It was then important to compare those kinds of findings across the dataset within each case. For example, when the teacher spoke elsewhere about aspects of pedagogy their use of pronouns expanded to include ‘you’, ‘I’, ‘we’, ‘yourself’ and ‘my’. The teacher’s use of framing can be seen in the extract seen below where they are using ‘you’, ‘I’, ‘we’, ‘yourself’, and ‘my’, all within the same description as they navigate around their explanation.
The context of the teacher’s narrative needed to be born in mind in order to draw out what they meant in their espousal. For example, the teacher spoke about themselves as ‘I’ when referring to the actions they undertook when they viewed their identity as ‘a teacher’. When they responded with ‘you’ they were using a strategy known in discourse analysis as Centering Theory (Walker, Joshi and Prince, 1998). This theory says that a speaker changes the use of pronouns to adjust where the audience centres their attention. In this example, the teacher may be using the word ‘you’ to refer to conventional wisdom rather than their specific audience (Wilson, 1990, p.57). The literature seems to indicate that this is done to align with an audience; inferring a shared sense of agreement about a matter or disagreement with conventional wisdom rather than an implicit belief. Similarly, the teacher then used ‘we’ not to refer to those present (the researcher and teacher), but, drew upon their identity as a member of the school’s teaching community inferring expectations rather than implicit beliefs.

Centering theory (Walker, Joshi and Prince, 1998) would suggest the way in which this teacher switched between pronouns indicated multiple identities (within single passages of discourse), some of which suggested implicit beliefs whilst others suggested behavioural alignment with perceived expectations from others. Therefore, when interpreting the content of the teacher’s discourse, this needs to be considered in order to ascertain whether their words convey what they think or believe, of whether they are being spoken because of another influencing factor. For example, what the teacher:

- has been trained to espouse through professional training
- has learned to espouse through accountability systems
- wants to espouse in order to conform with what they believe is their ideology
- wants to espouse in order to align with colleagues
- wants to espouse in order to align with the researcher
- wants to espouse in order to align with perceived research focus
- espouses unintentionally through use of vocabulary or examples
- espouses unintentionally through means of contradictions
Data extracts from across the teacher’s full dataset therefore become vital to consider. For example, what may be influencing what the teacher set out about assessment and thus how their espousal conceives and frames assessment. To exemplify the discourse features introduced above, it is helpful to return to the same extract (Figure 3.10). It is possible to see that the teacher is making a distinction between features of the pedagogy that they describe. For example, when they use the pronouns ‘I’ or ‘my’, they focus on their responsiveness to the specific children that they are working with (suggesting Sociocultural or Constructivism). Whereas when they use the pronouns ‘we’ or ‘you’, the focus is on collective approaches (e.g. informed by collective agreement, policy or expectations – such as the working walls). Whilst one might argue that this is just a reflection of who is participating in a particular action (e.g. the use of ‘we’ conveying a group action and ‘I’ an individual one) it is unlikely to be that simple. This is because Framing theory suggests pronoun use of this nature reflects subconscious alignment with an action (Nelson, Oxley and Clawson, 1997). In other words, the teacher may be choosing to use ‘I’ when talking about individual needs of children in their class rather than ‘we’ because they perceive that other teachers are not addressing this in the same way (reflecting their identity within the school Arena). Furthermore, they may be using ‘we’ rather than ‘I’ when referring to the working walls because they see themselves as aligning with consistent expectations across the school rather than using them differently to colleagues (additionally reflecting school Arena Opportunities and Possibilities). This surfaces the possibility that whilst at face-value the teacher is setting out a particular pedagogical stance, the way in which they espouse it may distinguish between what they implicitly believe, and what they espouse as a result of adoption or conforming. Thus, comparisons between areas of the data – using the Funnels of Influence model to surface the relevant influences upon them - are absolutely vital in order to surface what the teacher is actually saying as opposed to what they are surfacing. Those distinctions can then be explored by comparing one area of the data with data across the wider dataset.

Through the example outlined above, the approach for addressing RQ1a has been illustrated. In summary this was:

- reviewing data that had been signposted by earlier coding
- unpacking signposted data by looking specifically for influences affecting it (directed by the data coded to signpost different aspects of the Funnels of Influence Model – Figure 2.6)
- considering how those influences relate across the teacher’s dataset to reveal underlying influences shaping the teacher’s discourse and espoused pedagogical stance
• comparing teacher’s espoused data to models of pedagogy (in The Pedagogical Framework – Table 2.6) to form an initial hypothesis about possible alignment with Behaviourist, Constructivist or Sociocultural models
• reviewing the teacher’s dataset to search for alignment or friction with that hypothesis
• probing the use of discourse features within relevant areas of data to surface possible frictions
• comparing areas of data to other areas of data in light of those possible frictions
• drawing out the most likely pedagogical model alignment (using The Pedagogical Framework) based on the above

It is important to note that this was not a linear approach but required continual revisiting of areas of data. As illustrated above, probing one area of data to test a hypothesis often surfaced other hypotheses which then also needed investigating.

However, what this process did produce was an interpretation of which TPF model of pedagogy each teacher’s espousal (RQ1a) most aligned with, along with an accompanying narrative about why that was felt to be the case. These are seen in detail in Chapter 4.

3.8.2 Addressing RQ1b

RQ1b asks what the teacher’s intended pedagogical stance is. It is important to be explicit about the differences between espoused views (I think that…) as opposed to broad intentions (I am going to… / I will…). Depending on literal interpretation of words within the transcripts the phrasing can make this difficult. For example, teachers used ‘I think’, ‘I feel’, ‘I would’ and ‘They can’ which could be interpreted as either espoused views or intended practices. However, discourse features help clarify. For example, the use of dialogic overtones - where the speaker chooses to expand or omit information based on what they know that the audience has already heard from them within the same passage of speech - connect and contextualise aspects of data. This is illustrated through the examples seen below.

Analysis of data concerned with RQ1b (the teacher’s intended pedagogical stance) focused on two aspects of interview data; broad intentions, and specific intentions. This was because different influences will have affected them. The Funnels of Influence Model being used in earlier signposting enabled the researcher to identify and then prioritise and consider such influences in order to inform more trustworthy interpretation. Specific intentions were typically influenced by features of the school Arena and classroom Setting, whereas broader intentions were typically more aspirational – stemming from a teacher’s Funds of Identity.
Specific intentions were where teachers highlighted tangible actions that they intended to enact. This data was drawn from the interview data that was gathered immediately prior to, and focused on, observations. An example can be seen in Figure 3.11 below in the second column on the left side. In that example the specific intentions relate to the use of an iPad to record a group working independently in order for the teacher to review their dialogue after the lesson as means to prepare appropriate activities for them for the following lesson. The intention behind that approach was to enable that specific group of children to get straight on with their learning rather than wait for the rest of the class, and to enable the teacher to provide more targeted direct teaching for the other children in the class. As illustrated in Figure 3.11, the key points were then aligned with models of pedagogy using The Pedagogy Framework (Table 2.6) – similarly to the process in RQ1a.

*Figure 3.11: Example of aligning a specific intention with TPF descriptors*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific Intention</th>
<th>Key points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In terms of what... the kit that you can see in here... there's an iPad here that is going to be recording what is happening in this group... and the reason it's going to be recording what's happening in that group is because I know they're at a certain point in their learning and actually from the minute I've introduced what we're doing today they can get on with Construct 2... The rest of them are going to need some input to Construct 1. They're going to need some real Direct Teaching before they can begin. So it means that that group [gesturing to iPad setup area] can get straight into their learning and pushing on whilst the rest of them have me as their focus (T1-2, 0.05)</td>
<td>1 - Recording target group (for teacher to later review) whilst they get on with next step. 2 - Rest of class still require Direct Teaching input on previous step.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mapped TPF descriptors</th>
<th>How it maps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Learners are seen as knowledgeable, and that their prior knowledge either dictates future learning, or it is specifically subject knowledge which is valued&quot; (View on learner and learning, Constructivism)</td>
<td>Learners knowledge is seen through assessments. Those assessments direct future learning activities as well as the way in which the teacher engages with them during the next lesson.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The teacher sees themselves as the authority in scaffolding learning - which may be through activity - towards an understanding of established knowledge claims&quot; (View of the teacher and teaching, Constructivism)</td>
<td>The teacher sees themselves as the pivot around which the learning activities are organised - with or without them directly involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Teachers methods build upon a learner's prior knowledge and guide or scaffold experiences towards new competencies&quot; (View of the teacher and teaching, Constructivism). &quot;Teachers may: guide learning, eliciting prior knowledge and model knowledge towards specified curriculum goaps with contingent guidance. IOr, they may direct learning through the zone of proximal development - scaffolding and using dialogue&quot; (Views of the teacher and teaching, Constructivism)</td>
<td>The teacher is defining what is being learnt and by whom, based on curriculum planning and the previous lesson's assessments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Broad intentions were where teachers were aspiring or planning to enact something less immediate or concrete. For example:
In this example, the broad intention can be summarised as utilising technology to extend learning where there were clear benefits to doing so. However, when looking for alignment between the intention and a model of pedagogy it is more problematic because of the rationale behind each intention. Rationale behind intentions necessitated probing of the wider dataset, drawing together ideas spoken about elsewhere. The Funnels of Influence both informed that data being generated, as well as then enabling signposting to relevant data at this stage of analysis. For example, in the extract above, whilst technology was seen to motivate children to engage, it was because it offered experiences beyond those already accessible to the children (e.g. seeing what a place looked like in Iceland through a VR headset). For the purposes of interpretation, the rationale behind that broad intention might be viewed as a combination of:

- **pre-defined ideas about the learning intentions (writing about Iceland) – which could align with Behaviourism or Constructivism depending on the specificity of intentions for the group versus individual children within that group**
- **using children’s previous knowledge and experiences (or lack of) to inform planning about the starting point for that learning being the learners rather than the subject – which could align with Constructivism or Socioculturalism depending on why Iceland had been specifically chosen (e.g. how that topic related to those specific children)**
- **giving children access to previously inaccessible experiences - which could align with Behaviourism (if experiences were pre-conceived as necessary to that group), Constructivism (if considered as part of specific children’s zone of proximal development), or Sociocultural (if conceived as addressing children’s broader identities and communities)**

In this example, the broad intention can be summarised as utilising technology to extend learning where there were clear benefits to doing so. However, when looking for alignment between the intention and a model of pedagogy it is more problematic because of the rationale behind each intention. Rationale behind intentions necessitated probing of the wider dataset, drawing together ideas spoken about elsewhere. The Funnels of Influence both informed that data being generated, as well as then enabling signposting to relevant data at this stage of analysis. For example, in the extract above, whilst technology was seen to motivate children to engage, it was because it offered experiences beyond those already accessible to the children (e.g. seeing what a place looked like in Iceland through a VR headset). For the purposes of interpretation, the rationale behind that broad intention might be viewed as a combination of:

- **pre-defined ideas about the learning intentions (writing about Iceland) – which could align with Behaviourism or Constructivism depending on the specificity of intentions for the group versus individual children within that group**
- **using children’s previous knowledge and experiences (or lack of) to inform planning about the starting point for that learning being the learners rather than the subject – which could align with Constructivism or Socioculturalism depending on why Iceland had been specifically chosen (e.g. how that topic related to those specific children)**
- **giving children access to previously inaccessible experiences - which could align with Behaviourism (if experiences were pre-conceived as necessary to that group), Constructivism (if considered as part of specific children’s zone of proximal development), or Sociocultural (if conceived as addressing children’s broader identities and communities)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Researcher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>Um… I love using technology because I think it has a lot of potential to encourage… I think children love technology generally… there are a lot of talk about what they got up to at the weekend, about playing on their X-Box, um… there's not much going on outside… they are generally… that's a huge sweeping statement, but especially at this school there was, they do love technology… they can work out how to use an iPad before they can write their name, so [sigh] I feel like trying to battle that… obviously I would… I'm not saying I would use tech over anything else, I would take them outside to do a welly walk if we wanted to write a description about the forest or something, but… if I’m trying to get them as I mentioned earlier to write about Iceland, then why not use what technology has to … um… to bring them to Iceland? They can put on headsets [mime doing so] and they can look around and I just think it's so exciting, and um… it's like… it's playing, it's make believe… we put them on the plane by sitting down and acting as the air hostess [hand gestures] having a huge you know the interactive whiteboard showing a video of going up through the… and I just think that makes it exciting and they can buy into it and play a little bit…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Figure 3.12: Example of broad intentions within discourse)
In the example above the teacher had already spoken about the impact of disadvantage on children in this group and how their limited experiences of the world beyond the immediate locality affected their ability to access some learning opportunities. Furthermore, that the activities referred to in the example (e.g. plane journeys, Iceland) stemmed from interests prompted by the small group of children. In addition to which, the teacher themselves had spoken about their own childhood experiences of a teacher opening up previously inaccessible Opportunities and the impact that had on their own learning both at the time and ever since. As such, the broader intention is far more closely aligned to pedagogical approaches where the teacher is drawing together Opportunities, subject matter, tools and experiences grounded in children’s identities. This is an important demonstration of the danger of taking literal meaning from words, or fragmenting data by removing it from its chronology. Those dialogic overtones would not be understood without the accumulation of all previous data (both spoken and unspoken).

Whilst the data itself must not be fragmented or interpreted without an accumulation of what preceded it, collations of signposts enable the researcher to quickly return to the most relevant parts of the dataset. To this end, transcripts and vignettes were trawled to surface both specific and broad intentions and signposts to these were pasted into a table (see Figure 3.13). The third column lists a descriptive summary (not verbatim quote) of the broad or specific intention.

**Figure 3.13: Extract from the list of broad and specific intended practices from Case 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview Reference</th>
<th>Time Stamp</th>
<th>Intended Practice (Broad and Specific)</th>
<th>Categorised into themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1-1a</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>To work more efficiently.</td>
<td>Efficient ways of working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-1a</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>To use technology in a way that makes a difference to learning.</td>
<td>Increase impact of teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-1a</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>To make resources available to others anytime/anywhere.</td>
<td>Facilitator of learning for others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-1a</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>To use technology to improve feedback - specifically making the feedback process more efficient and effective.</td>
<td>Increase impact of teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-1b</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>To use out-of-school time to plan, prepare and follow up learning opportunities.</td>
<td>Increase impact of teaching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to draw overarching meaning from a long list of broad and intended practices, the summaries used descriptive phrases. These were not pre-determined but drew out key features based upon the dialogic overtones within the data (e.g. increasing teacher capacity through use of instructional videos, T1-2a, 8.06). Those phrases were then compared to each other using a form of Constant Comparative Method (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) in cycles until a list emerged which gave an overarching summary of the range of teacher intentions. For example, Teacher 1 spoke about the use of QR codes:
This was then categorised as follows:

**Figure 3:15: Summary of intention within specific practice**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview Reference</th>
<th>Time Stamp</th>
<th>Intended Practice (Broad and Specific)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1-2a</td>
<td>11:06</td>
<td>To enable children to access online support resources through QR codes as part of classroom teaching / resourcing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was then grouped with other similar intentions into a summary as seen in Figure 3.16. (The example above forms part of the first category in the summary below).

**Figure 3:16: Grouping of intended practices within Case 1 dataset**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Summary of Intention</th>
<th>Examples of this Intention within dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The teacher making resources or opportunities more accessible in order to make additional learning achievable.</td>
<td>(e.g. T1-1d, 18:43, T1-2a, 11:06, T1-3a, 11:02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Teacher actions that enable children to learn more effectively</td>
<td>(e.g. T1-1b, 19:32, T1-1d, 18:43, 21:05, T1-2a, 12:57, T1-3a, 11:06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Teacher actions that address specific needs of those being taught</td>
<td>(e.g. T1-1b, 19:32, T1-2a, 29:07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The teacher finding more efficient ways of working</td>
<td>(e.g. T1-1a, 0:42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The teacher carrying out actions with the intention of increasing the impact of teaching</td>
<td>(e.g. T1-1a, 2:34, T1-1b, 3:04, T1-1d, 18:43, T1-2a, 5:39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The teacher amending actions to free up teacher capacity in order to use teacher time more impactfully</td>
<td>(e.g. T1-2a, 8:06, 14:03, T1-3a, 9:38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The teacher’s self-identified role as a facilitator of learning for others</td>
<td>(e.g. T1-1a, 3:12, T1-1b, 2:18, 13:46, 29:49, 32:46, T1-1d, 6:26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The teacher’s high levels of reflection on action and reflection in action</td>
<td>(e.g. T1-1b, 5:19, 30:07, T1-3a, 21:54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>The teacher conforming to local or national policy expectations</td>
<td>(e.g. T1-1b, 10:34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>The teacher displaying an outcomes based mindset</td>
<td>(e.g. T1-1a, 1:02, T1-1b, 27:11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>The teacher reacting to their own experiences of teachers from childhood</td>
<td>(e.g. T1-1b, 19:06, 26:14, 29:15, T1-2a, 26:58, T1-3a, 10:20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>The teacher’s fear of not being ‘left behind’ by other colleagues (keeping up with ‘the latest’ ideas and innovations)</td>
<td>(e.g. T1-1a, 2:43, T1-1b, 1:53)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The groups of intentions were then mapped to The Pedagogy Framework (Table 2.6) as illustrated in Figure 3.17.
This process reflected an emerging alignment between the intentions within teachers' practices and a model of pedagogy which then became the response to RQ1b.

### 3.8.3 Addressing RQ1c

Analysis of data concerned with RQ1c (the teacher’s enacted pedagogical stance) looked primarily at observed practices and the interview data that contextualised them. However, analysis for RQ1c also considered wider data about enacted practices that surfaced possible alignment or contradiction between such practices and earlier espousals and intentions. The Funnels of Influence Model aided both processes in directing attention during data generation (see Appendix I for observation guide) as well as then enabling effective signposting of relevant data during consequent analysis.

The first stage of RQ1c analysis was to re-review all observation vignettes for the case, and to draw out common traits. An example of this can be seen in the summary below which reflects key pedagogical features which were common across all observations for Teacher 1 (Note: RQ2 discusses the uses of ICT within observations in detail, so those are not addressed explicitly in RQ1c here). Interpretation of these features was influenced by prior data generated during discourse with the teacher. For example, in the 2rd row of Table 3.7 reference is made to write-on walls which data elsewhere surfaced as a school arena expectation rather than individual teacher decision. Whereas, the 3rd row in the table makes reference to the deliberate nature of the teacher’s language which data elsewhere identified as a direct result of their individual prior experience responding to app-generated analytics about their use of language during teaching. In both cases the influences that created those actions affected the prominence that those features were then assigned in the summary of their observed practice. The next stage of this analysis process was then to map these rows to The Pedagogical Framework descriptors which can be seen in the see far-right column of Table 3.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Summary of Intention</th>
<th>Examples of this Intention within dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The teacher making resources or opportunities more accessible in order to make additional learning achievable.</td>
<td>(e.g. T1-2a, 11:06) To enable children to access online support resources through QR codes as part of classroom teaching / resourcing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mapped to TPF descriptors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How it maps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Teachers are the authority in scaffolding learning to achieve established knowledge claims&quot;. (Views of the teacher and teaching, Constructivism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The teacher is defining 'what' the resources are (the teacher made YouTube films with teacher defined knowledge within them)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Knowledge is abstracted and available for transfer across situations&quot; (Views of knowledge, Constructivism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The YouTube films are 'the knowledge' and utilised by all children (not differentiated), and by support staff for training and consistency across teaching. (Refers to Interview data about other purposes of these films - T1-2a, 29:07)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.7: Mapping of observed features of teachers practice with TPF descriptors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus area</th>
<th>Features across observations</th>
<th>Mapping to The Pedagogy Framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inputs</td>
<td>These explained how the observed lesson built upon previous learning, how the new learning could be applied to a range of contexts – drawing on other areas of previous or current learning (e.g. topics), and how it would later be built upon through future learning (Obs. 1, 1.6, Obs. 2, 1.2, Obs. 3, 1.22);</td>
<td>“Teachers are the authority in scaffolding learning to achieve established knowledge claims” (Constructivist, Views of teachers and teaching). “Knowledge is constructed it doesn’t represent an objective external reality” (Constructivist, Views of knowledge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>These were varied; combining practical activities requiring the children to move around the classroom, use write-on walls (Obs. 1, 1.11), undertake practical application of ideas, opportunities to practice ideas before committing to books or answer sheets (Obs. 1, 1.6), and involved resources which enabled children to be more independent (Obs.1, 1.13, Obs. 2, 1.2, 1.9), or allowed for differentiation within the class (Obs. 3, 1.24);</td>
<td>“Younger children need concrete experiences older children can begin to abstract and create models grounded in practical problem-solving activity” (Constructivist, Views on learners and learning)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>The teacher language was very deliberate; with speech gentle and purposeful (Obs.2, 1.15). The teacher used precise vocabulary to give feedback to children (Obs.1, 1.6, 1.8, Obs.2, 1.6, 1.10), descriptive praise, clear instruction (Obs. 2, 1.11), warm encouragement and firm expectations (Obs. 2, 1.2, Obs.3, 1.21);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td>The teacher adapted explanations and activities very subtly to meet the needs of children during the lessons (Obs.1, 1.6, Obs.2, 1.4); and was discrete about interventions so that children appeared to maintain dignity even when struggling with tasks or ideas (Obs.3, 1.25);</td>
<td>“Teachers elicit children’s prior knowledge and model learners’ knowledge through process of testing and retesting. They provide contingent guidance moving individual learning towards specified curriculum goals.” (Constructivist, Views of teachers and teaching)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships</td>
<td>The teacher used a range of ways to encourage different types of collaboration; through small groups working independently of the teacher (Obs. 1, T1-2a, 2.40) and seating children in changing pairs so that discourse focused on learning rather than social (Obs. 3);</td>
<td>“Learning occurs in dialogue with others in activity. It is through dialogue that meanings emerge between people.” (Constructivist, Views of learner and learning)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the example seen above the mapping suggested a teacher’s observed enacted practices aligned with constructivism. It was then important to re-review the data to search for any contradictions. These are detailed through narrative within the findings of each case in Chapter 4.

3.8.4 Responding to RQ1

Once analysis had been completed for RQ1a-c it became possible to draw out the teacher’s overarching pedagogical stance. This was achieved by considering the influences that had affected the espoused, intended and enacted, and the extent to which they shaped what the teacher said and did – revisiting the processes set out in Sections 3.8.1-3.8.3 above. The extent to which the influences affected the teachers discourse and actions was addressed by returning to the data that signposted each aspect of the Funnels of Influence Model and considering how the teacher spoke about those influences – as exemplified in Section 3.8.1. The relative importance of pedagogical approaches surfaced by the teacher could then be interpreted, drawing out those that appeared to be the most embedded in their discourse and actions – their implicit pedagogical stance. For each teacher this stance was then aligned with a model of pedagogy using The Pedagogical Framework, with features particularly prominent within the data highlighted through a narrative explanation within the findings of each case in Chapter 4.
3.8.5 Addressing RQ2a

RQ2a asks what a teacher’s practice reveals about their uses of ICT (RQ2a).

The first stage of analysis reviewed the observation vignettes for each case to draw out the uses of ICT within observed enacted practice. Figure 3.18 illustrates an example of this. Each use of ICT is summarised alongside a corresponding timestamp and vignette reference in order to signpost it within the dataset. The summaries seen in the third column describe actions (e.g. Use of SeeSaw to enable a small group to set off on a task independently from the teacher; T1, Obs. 1, 1.7). The fourth column summarises the ICT use through a brief description which then became a descriptive category, which enable later broad comparison to other ICT uses within the case. The final column related interview data.
Following this, the categories (seen in the fourth column of Figure 3.18) were listed separately and grouped until a pattern emerged about the nature of ICT use within the teacher’s practices. This process can be seen in Figure 3.19 (Note: bold is used to highlight key data or overarching points).

**Figure 3.19: Themes emerging from within Case 1 ICT occurrences**
The trends within the teacher’s uses of ICT that emerged from this process could then be probed for what they might reveal (RQ2a). For example, the ICT uses above suggest a focus primarily on teaching rather than learning. It is important to reiterate that the grouping is based on a sequence of data; the original experience of observation, the reviewed recordings of that observation, the transcription and immersion process, the signposting within data, and only then, based on those dialogic overtones the descriptive categorisation and grouping of those categories. This is particularly important because these dialogic overtones alert the researcher to the influences behind individual teacher actions within the observations; and enable subtle distinctions to be made between practices that on the surface appear similar. The dialogic overtones were interpreted by both re-reading prior data accumulated, as well as returning specifically to data signposted to the Funnels of Influence Model aspects that appeared to be influencing the teacher’s actions. The detail within such probing becomes very case specific and therefore is set out within each case’s findings in Chapter 4.

3.8.6 Addressing RQ2b

The focus of RQ2b was to surface what the teacher said about using ICT in their teaching practice more broadly than their observed enacted practices. To achieve this all further occurrences of ICT within the full case dataset (beyond those in RQ2a) were identified through a careful review of the full case dataset. Figure 3.20 illustrates the summary data with its signposting back to the transcripts and vignettes.

Figure 3.20: List of signposts to ICT occurrences within interview data of Case 1

It is important to note that extracting data in this way brings a risk of fracturing data from its original context as previously discussed. The interpretation therefore is not of the data within the extract itself, but dependent upon the preceding accumulated data - the list just acts as a signpost to aid navigation back to raw data for re-reviewing and consideration. The Funnels of Influence Model is what enables a more robust interpretation of what the teacher meant through their discourse about ICT. For example, in the last column of row
one in Figure 3.20, the teacher talks about ‘re-winding the teacher’. This refers back to previous discourse where the teacher cited a child using that specific phrase. But, vitally, it also relates to data in a previous interview where the teacher spoke about a teacher in their own childhood who gave brief instruction and then was often not available to the class – and the frustration felt by Teacher 1 in having to undertake given tasks without an opportunity to repeat or revisiting the instruction. Thus, this teacher’s drawing out the perceived benefit of teacher instruction videos within current practice goes deeper than a comment by a child – it relates to their own Growth experiences – potentially strengthening the importance placed upon this kind of practice and most probably reinforcing their view of this as beneficial practice.

Similarly to RQ2a, the categories (seen in the second column of Figure 3.20) were listed and grouped until a pattern emerged about the nature of ICT use within the teacher’s espousal. This process can be seen in Figure 3.21.

*Figure 3.21: Themes emerging from within Case 1 interview data*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Emerging categories</th>
<th>Grouped categories</th>
<th>Trends surfaced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>were not present when the teacher started their career;</td>
<td>reflection on how others relate to ICT differently</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>had created a dependency in other teaching staff;</td>
<td>reflection on how others relate to ICT differently</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>were perceived (by the teacher) as being more familiar to younger staff;</td>
<td>reflection on how others relate to ICT differently</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>require a different way of working that is dependent on teacher organisation, security, self-confidence, ability to release control and trust in the children;</td>
<td>reflection on how others relate to ICT differently</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>demand that the purpose of their use is clear in order to make an impact on learning;</td>
<td>reflection on the role of digital technology in education</td>
<td>reflection on the role of digital technology in education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>are one of the many tools available to teachers and learners;</td>
<td>reflection on the role of digital technology in education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The trends within the teacher’s espousal about ICT that emerged from this process could then be probed for what they might reveal (RQ2b). Furthermore, the collation of signposts enabled straightforward navigation so that the researcher could return to the transcripts and revisit what the teacher said about uses of ICT in their wider teaching practice and importantly – guided by the Funnels of Influence - to wider contextual data leading to that narrative. The detail of this differed for each case and so is discussed within the findings for each case in Chapter 4. However, for each case, the data was probed to find out what influenced the teacher’s uses of ICT in their teaching practices, and also what influenced what the teacher did not use in their teaching practices.
3.8.7 Responding to RQ2

RQ2 asks how the teacher uses ICT in their teaching. Through the processes above, analysis had drawn out what ICT the teacher used, how they used it and why they were using it in that way. Importantly, it had also drawn out where they had not used ICT and why. The probing into what they had not used was pragmatically bounded by ICT that they were aware of or, as highlighted by school Arena data (generated as a result of the Funnels of Influence Model), that they had access to use. Matters seen to influence teacher’s uses (including non-uses) were surfaced descriptively as part of this process. For each case this enabled the surfacing of different features – such as teacher agency and identity in decision making, the ways in which they responded to expectations (e.g. from school leadership, culturally, from children) and prior experiences, and practical matters (e.g. their confidence and competence with ICT). These findings are described specific to each case in Chapter 4.

3.8.8 Responding to RQ3

RQ3 asks; what is the relationship between the teacher’s pedagogical stance and ICT use in their teaching practice? This question is dependent on the responses to RQ1 and RQ2. Relationships of any kind are rarely a simple mapping of two things (in this case pedagogical stance and ICT uses), but a broader tapestry of pre-existing influences coming together (see Section 2.4). Before responding to RQ3 there was one further analysis process which utilised the available data to illuminate any relevant matters not already uncovered. The Funnels of Influence model (introduced in Section 2.4) was used during data generation to ensure coverage of data which was known to be relevant to this study. It was also used during data analysis to summarise features specific to each individual teacher within the available data. This took place in parallel to the analysis of RQ1 and RQ2 and refined throughout, so informed each stage of the analysis.

As outlined in Section 3.7 above, transcripts and vignettes had a column which signposted data to one or more aspects of the Funnels of Influence model. This can be seen in Figure 3.22 in columns 7-9.
**Figure 3.22: Example of signposting aspects of the Funnel of Influence model from transcript data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Researcher</th>
<th>Non-verbal and implications, eye-contact, body language</th>
<th>Links to specific research questions</th>
<th>Links to the Funnel of Influence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.09</td>
<td>[nodding, answers more immediately than previous questions] yes... so I’m dyslexic, I found English really hard.</td>
<td>nodding continues, then looks straight at researcher whilst</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Roots (dyslexia – framed as oppositional to intelligent brothers’ with implication about perceptions of lesser intelligence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>My two older brothers are both very very intelligent and I always saw myself as not as academically able as them.</td>
<td>Looks straight at researcher / direct eye contact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.16</td>
<td>I always thought that English was my subject that I would never be able to do, and in Year 10 I got a teacher [name], she was just amazing at bringing out bits of English I can do – so I can infer when I’m reading, I can understand characters motives, I can bring together ideas, but when it came to writing my ideas would become muddled and she just made me believe through her questioning and her encouragement that I could just do this I just needed a bit of support a bit of structuring, and that made a huge difference...</td>
<td>Initially looks down (sad?), then when talking about the English teacher looks up and brighter - firm gestures with hands during exemplification of ideas/examples.</td>
<td>RQ1 (insights into pedagogical stance - phrasing and ways of seeing the role of teacher and learner)</td>
<td>Growth (teenage experiences - perceived inability followed by influencing figure (role model of what a teacher can be) showing what is possible / positive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.59</td>
<td>going to college I did psychology and my memory for facts is really poor... and a lot of the psychology was about just remembering those case studies and I remember just feeling um... overwhelmed by it, I couldn’t do it. I didn’t turn up to my mock and my teacher didn’t she didn’t tell me off or anything she just came and asked me what’s going on and I just said I just feel overwhelmed by this and she said right just write an essay we will go through it one to one, she just gave me that extra time, um... and um I started going to see her more regularly outside of my lesson times and she just put in that extra bit of effort for me which then made me do that in return and I did really well in that in the end, and just having those people to spot me and help and that’s really what I want to do for the children in return when they think they can’t do it, just spend some time with them now and that’s what I’m doing in year 8 really all the time is have these small groups - right what are we stuck on, what are we going to do, and like believing that they can do it so that they have that same kind of realisation that I did...</td>
<td>Appears reflective (but not sad) during first few words, then pausing to recall / looks frustrated (remembering frustration?), then as narrative turns to the role of the Psychology teacher body language becomes taller, smiling more. When speaking about replicating those positive experiences teacher speaks definitively and fondly.</td>
<td>RQ1 (insights into pedagogical stance - phrasing and ways of seeing the role of teacher and learner)</td>
<td>Growth (later teenage years - return of perceived inability, followed by influencing figure (another role model? Consolidates view on what a teacher can be building on English teacher above?) investing time and extra effort for individual learner. Directly translates this to her own current practice - putting in personalised targeted time and effort to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*INT 3-1*
The data signposted was then copied and pasted into a separate document under the headings of each Funnels of Influence model aspect (e.g. Roots, Growth). Data was grouped so that references to similar matters could be reviewed alongside each other - seen in Figure 3.23.

*Figure 3.23: Interview narrative grouped by Funnels of Influence aspect*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Teenage experiences - perceived inability followed by influencing figure (role model of what a teacher can be?) showing what is possible / positive mindset),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- I always thought that English was my subject that I would never be able to do, and in Year 10 I got a teacher [name], she was just amazing at bringing out bits of English I can do - so I can infer when I'm reading, I can understand characters motives, I can bring together ideas, but when it came to writing my ideas would become muddled and she just made me believe through her questioning and her encouragement that I could just do this I just needed a bit of support a bit of structuring, and that made a huge difference... (T2-1, 11.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(later teenage years - return of perceived inability, followed by influencing figure (another role model? Consolidates view on what a teacher can be building on English teacher above?) investing time and extra effort for individual learner. Directly translates this to her own current practice - putting in personalised targeted time and effort to enable that for others),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- going to college I did psychology and my memory for facts is really poor... and a lot of the psychology was about just remembering those case studies and I remember just feeling um... overwhelmed by it, I couldn't do it, I didn't turn up to my mock and my teacher didn't she didn't tell me off or anything she just came and asked me what's going on and I just said I just feel overwhelmed by this and she said right just write an essay we will go through it one to one, she gave me that extra time, um... and um I started going to see her more regularly outside of my lesson times and she just put in that extra bit of effort for me which then made me do that in return and I did really well in that in the end, and just having those people to spot me and help and that's really what I want to do for the children in return when they think they can't do it, just spend some time with them now and that's what I'm doing in year 6 really all the time is have these small groups - right what are we stuck on, what are we going to do, and like believing that they can do it so that they have that same kind of realisation that I did... (T2-1, 11.59)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that as referenced throughout the analysis processes described above, this extraction remained dependent on the cumulative familiarity with the whole dataset and the dialogic overtones within it. However, this study did not use the formal Constant Comparison Method as introduced by Glaser and Strauss (1967) which samples, codes and compares a whole dataset in order to draw out grounded theory. This is because, as Thomas and James (2006) argue, it does not take into account preconceptions, something which Glaser and Strauss argue as necessary to eliminate and so consequently, their method does not align with the ontology of this study. But, the principles outlined by Glaser and Strauss (1967, p.105), were utilised: compare incidents (in this study transcript extracts), integrate categories (in this study grouping under Funnel headings), delimiting the theory (in this study reducing the themes within individual Funnel aspects to core trends), and finally writing the theory (in this study generating a personal Funnels of Influence for each teacher). As a result of this process, a personal Funnels of Influence was created for each individual teacher, as seen in the example in Figure 3.24.
Figure 3.24: Example of a Personal Funnels of Influence for Case 2

Roots Lens 1: Comparison to others (e.g. High attaining siblings creating low self confidence)
Lens 2: High intrinsic desire to please people – particularly adults seen to be in enabling roles (e.g. parents / teachers)

Growth Theme 1: Consolidation opportunities actively sought out in order to build confidence.
Theme 2: Pro-actively seeking out those who can enable opportunities

Constitutive Order

Arena Theme 1: Values as driving forces. Theme 2: Social constructivist pedagogy ideals in school ethos. Theme 3: Innovation and empowerment through ICT promoted. Theme 4: Forward momentum within staffing culture

Setting (stable features)
Opportunities Indicator: School values as an adopted directive, Professional freedom and Resources as enablers

Influences from The Substantial Self

Situational Self: 1-Teacher, 2-Leader, 3-Learner

Setting (Situational features)
Possibilities theme: Dual role of leader, teacher and learner teacher across actions. Highly agentive.

Moment of practice

Constructivist pedagogical stance (as described by The Pedagogical Framework)
It should be noted that because the Funnels of Influence Model is about a specific moment of practice, the themes noted for teacher’s personal Funnels of Influence are those which were identified as being present across this dataset – bounded by the discourse and practice in this study. Additional data from further visits, discourse and observations would create and/or adjust themes, so this cannot be conceived as representative of the teacher, but only of the themes which emerged specifically within the bounds and RQ of this study.

The process of responding to RQ3 drew upon analysis from RQ1 and RQ2, alongside analysis of the broader contextual influences that were known to have shaped the individual teacher up to the point of data generation. This allowed for interpretation of both the relationships and what had influenced those relationships. This is set out as a discussion for each case in Chapter 5.

3.9 Summary

The first part of Chapter 3 addressed using case study as a methodology, setting out the role of participants, ethical considerations and detail about methods and procedures. Then the chapter laid out the processes used within data analysis; using examples from across the cases to illustrate what took place and to illustrate how data was interpreted robustly by probing further than literal meaning within the spoken word. Use of the Funnels of Influence Model was introduced both in its role guiding the generation of data, and then in its role as signposting data from different aspects known to influence teacher’s espoused, intended and enacted pedagogical stances. Through foregrounding influences affecting teacher’s espoused, intended and enacted pedagogical stances, more robust interpretations are possible – utilising awareness of what to prioritise within the data, and how to interpret direct and inferred meaning, dialogic overtones and accumulated meaning. As a result of these robust and honest interpretations a more accurate alignment between the teacher’s implicit pedagogical stance and the pedagogical approaches outlined within The Pedagogical Framework could then be made. Finally, this chapter explained how the analysis process provided findings which could then be drawn together to respond to each research question. What now follows, in Chapter 4, are the findings from each case for these research questions.
Chapter 4: Findings

4.1 Introduction

Having completed the analysis as described in Chapter 3, the purpose of Chapter 4 is to present what this study found out. Findings are first organised by school, and then within each school by case and then within each case by research question. As stated in Section 3.4, School A contained Cases 1 and 2, and School B contained Case 3.

In responding to the research questions within each case, findings are presented sequentially working through RQ1a, RQ1b and RQ1c in order to respond to overarching RQ1 and then through RQ2a and RQ2b in order to respond to overarching RQ2. RQ3 draws together findings from RQ1 and RQ2 through the form of a discussion which is addressed in Chapter 5.

Section 3.8 set out the analysis processes used in this study. Within Chapter 4, detailed exemplification within Case 1 illustrates the richness of data involved in these processes.

As set out in Chapter 3, the Funnels of Influence Model was used to inform data generation. Consequently, analysis was able to surface influences (and their relative importance) affecting the teacher. This enabled more credible data interpretation including how the teacher aligned with approaches in The Pedagogical Framework (Table 2.2). Terminology from the Funnels of Influence Model and The Pedagogical Framework (TPF) is used throughout Chapter 4, drawing on the precise definitions set out in Sections 2.4.3 (Funnels Model) and Section 2.3.1 (TPF) respectively.

The Funnels of Influence model highlights the importance of understanding the enduring features of the school Arena (e.g. routines, affordances, expectations) in order to contextualise features surfaced by the individual teacher. As set out in Section 2.4.3 the school Arena frames the Opportunities that are available to the teacher as well as affecting the Identity through which they perceive those Opportunities as Possibilities which they can then take up through practice.

4.2 School A

As introduced in Section 3.2.4, Cases 1 and 2 were established teachers located in School A, a three-form entry primary state school in the south of England. Table 3.1 gave a summary overview of the school and Appendix M contains further details. The headteacher described the school as having ‘Ethos Values’ (innovation, nurture, success, integrity, responsibility, excellence) which were used by staff in ensuring that their school-based decisions and actions were principled (HT1,12:24). These values set the tone for what was expected of staff, and both Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 referred to the values when discussing their practice.
The headteacher explained the intentions of the school as:

“we look at preparing children for the future… that whole rounded approach”

(Extract 1: HT1, 2.03)

This focus on preparing children for the future manifested itself in a number of ways. First, the headteacher talked passionately about a dedication to every child, and the consequent expectations given to staff as:

“they might come to me and say we've done really well we've got 75%… and I might go yeah ok but what about the other 25?” (Extract 2: HT1,13.42)

What was not present in the headteacher interview data were any explicit expectations about exactly how teachers should address the learning needs of the children.

The headteacher also spoke about the ambition to meet the needs of all children as affecting a number of Arena factors, including the budgetary decision that:

“we spend a lot of our funding here on extra teachers, so we have more teachers than we have classes… we can have different groups targeted” (Extract 3: T2-1, 22.11)

The Arena emphasis on increasing teacher capacity in order to target specific groups of children affected both Case 1 and Case 2. As a result of both Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 combining senior leadership roles with teaching, they were assigned intervention groups rather than whole classes for their timetabled teaching practice. Whilst the headteacher placed an emphasis on closing the achievement gaps (HT1,13.42), the teachers could have taken different pedagogical approaches to doing so. For example, each teacher may have seen the nature of an intervention group as being extracted from the year group as addressing the achievement gap in itself. Or, they may have seen the intervention group as the starting point for very targeted differentiation of the different needs within it.

The headteacher explained what they expected of their staff in relation to this:

“they look at the children they’ve got… all I ask is that they provide an education that is going to move the children that they have in that year, in that moment on…”

(Extract 4: HT1, 21.08)

Another influence within data about the school Arena was that the headteacher saw the role of ICT as central to achieving the wider vision for the school in two ways. First was that:

“some of our children struggle with so many different areas… so they use technology to support them…” (Extract 5: HT1, 13.42)

The second was that:  

89
“if you’re at home and you want to find something what do you do? Well I pick up my laptop, my iPad. So why can’t we replicate that here?” (Extract 6: HT1, 2.34)

There are many possible ways that this could have translated into what the Funnels of Influence model refers to as Opportunities and Possibilities for the teachers. For example, using assistive technologies and 1:1 use of devices within classroom activities or an emphasis on technology being used predominantly by children with learning difficulties. The headteacher explained that there was a range of ICT available within the school:

“Teachers have got all these handheld devices, laptops, computers, green screen, digital printing, 3D printing…” (Extract 7: HT1, 1.02)

What was not present in Headteacher 1 data were any explicit expectations about exactly how teachers should use ICT. This aligned with the earlier finding that teachers were expected to scaffold and facilitate reflexively to meet the needs of the specific children that they were teaching at any given time, but they were not explicitly told how to do so.

4.3 Case 1

As set out in Section 3.4, Case 1 centred around an established teacher who combined senior leadership responsibilities with teaching intervention groups. A summary of key information about the teacher was set out in Table 3.2.

As described in Section 3.8.8, a personal Funnels of Influence was identified for each teacher. Figure 4.1 shows a personal Funnels of Influences for Teacher 1, reflecting the notable or recurring themes across the Teacher 1 dataset.
Figure 4.1: Teacher 1 personal Funnels of Influence
To illustrate, on the left of the diagram in mid-blue are Growth themes, one of which being that the teacher ensured that they had a critical understanding of new ideas before adopting them. One of many examples of this is where the teacher spoke about learning to use QR codes, and how they felt their approach was different to their peers:

“I have to go through a learning process myself, which means. I have to commit time to that… I’m the sort of person that has to sort of go away, think about it, read about it, investigate it myself, have a go, and then if I get a sticking point I will then go to someone and say ah I’m really struggling, this won’t work, can you explain why” (Extract 8: T1-1a, 1.02)

Data generated as a result of using the Funnels of Influence aided the interpretation of data generated for each research question. Illustrations are embedded throughout the findings.

4.3.1 Responding to RQ1a

As set out in Section 3.8.1, analysis and interpretation for RQ1a sought to identify the teacher’s espoused pedagogical stance. Data often relates to more than one TPF category, and so findings are not presented by category. However, all TPF categories (Purpose of schooling / educational goals, Views of learner and learning, Views of teachers and teaching and Views of knowledge) are addressed and drawn together at the end of each findings section.

Within interview data, Teacher 1 described their pedagogical views explicitly as:

“that sort of highly facilitative approach to learning… probably in a sense it links to constructivism” (Extract 9: T1-1d, 10.46)

Furthermore, that they saw their role as:

“saying right they haven’t got that bit so what came before, what came before… What point can I pitch it and then brace it back up so that children will understand?” (Extract 10: T1-1b, 9.52)

As described in Section 3.8.1, The Pedagogical Framework (Table 2.2) was used to compare data about teacher’s pedagogical stance to either Behaviourist, Constructivist or Sociocultural beliefs. For this teacher, as illustrated through Extracts 9 and 10, the emphasis was on the teacher scaffolding the learning towards knowledge that the teacher had pre-identified. Comparing Extracts 9 and 10 to TPF descriptors, the teacher’s emphasis on constructing knowledge from the perspective of the subject rather than the learner may rule out Sociocultural alignment. The teacher’s emphasis on scaffolding rather than imparting knowledge suggests alignment with Constructivism is more likely than Behaviourism. However, as set out in Section 3.8.1, isolated extracts risk fragmenting the data, and taking data at face-value risks misinterpreting meaning within it.
The Funnels of Influence Model had been used to generate data which then signposted influences which were at play within the teacher’s espousals.

Data from Teacher 1 pertaining to what the TPF refers to as a View of schooling and educational goals appeared through their reflecting on the role of technology in children’s lives:

“…technology is such a massive part of their lives… and because that’s how they see the world, coming into a classroom where someone is giving you instruction, that’s not really going to do it is it?... in Australia in the outback, they used to have the teacher radio stations didn’t they… I often wonder how much that has evolved over recent years through tablet technology… so they’ll be skyping and someone would be modelling, and then they’ll be practising… you start to wonder in the future what will be the place of the classroom… I’m not sure what place the classroom would have. Other than a social means of engaging with other people on problem solving. Which is an essential ingredient for work” (Extract 11: T1-2a, 20.23)

Comparing descriptions such as this to the TPF, the focus on modelling and practicing as preparation for the workplace suggests sociocultural alignment as unlikely. The focus on social engagement suggests Constructivism rather than Behaviourism. Extract 11 was not specifically addressing the purpose of schooling but revealed Possibilities through the teacher’s reflections about the role of technology. The teacher’s reflection in Extract 11 contrasts with data elsewhere which was more definitive, yet potentially just as revealing.

For example, when talking about approaches to teaching, Teacher 1 said that:

“things like the Key Stage 2 SATS being the measure of progress for a school which is driving schools to teach in a way that is inappropriate… because I don’t care what people say, you know, they will teach to those tests.” (Extract 12: T1-1b, 10.34)

The difficulty with this kind of data is that it consists of conflicting elements. For example, the espoused statement about teachers teaching to the test may align with TPF Behaviourism descriptors - the teacher’s linking of ‘teaching to the test’ with either their own ambitions for those tests, or expectations placed upon them to ensure that the children perform in the tests. However, the statement in Extract 12 is positioned as referring to ‘other’ teachers. Framing theory (as discussed in Section 3.8.1) would suggest that the use of the pronouns in “I don’t care” and “they will” is the teacher attempting to distance themselves from “teach to those tests” - suggesting that Teacher 1 does not align with those views. However, further data challenges this distancing because the teacher immediately connects ‘teaching to the test’ with accountability:
“because that’s how they are going to be determined as a coasting school or whatever it is [witheringly]. You know, it’s… it’s… wrong, so you know there’s that in the way” (Extract 13: T1-1b, 10.34)

In talking about “teaching to the test” (Extract 12) the teacher could have explained their objections in many ways – for example, with reference to the impact on limiting children’s learning Opportunities and experiences or restricting teaching time. However, their focus on accountability reflected their dual role as teacher with senior leadership (SLT) responsibilities. This identity influenced the way in which the teacher spoke about teaching (through dialogic overtones within the data - see Section 3.7.3). This included that the teacher was partly accountable for the overall performance of the school’s teaching and learning - thus whether or not the school would be determined to be ‘coasting’ (Extract 13). The teacher referencing this as being ‘in the way’ is therefore not as removed from their own belief as it would initially appear – their espoused view about not wanting to teach to the test may be informed by one set of influences, but there are conflicting Arena and Identity influences encouraging them to conform to the testing agenda. Comparing this kind of process-oriented view with TPF descriptors suggests that sociocultural alignment is less likely. Furthermore, the friction in the teacher’s espousal described above makes it unlikely that they would align with a Behaviourist view on the purpose of schooling and educational goals.

The teacher’s self-identified alignment with Constructivism therefore required further probing - not necessarily the literal words spoken (which could be interpreted as aligning), but by the dialogic overtones within them. This can be illustrated further by considering the role of the school Arena, the teacher’s leadership identity and how the teacher spoke about meeting the needs of the range of children in their class:

“How are you going to manage diminishing the difference for your children from those middle or vulnerable groups?” (Extract 14: T1-1c, 2.32)

Here, the vocabulary is important to consider as part of interpretation because the terminology – ‘diminishing the difference’ and ‘vulnerable groups’ were specific terms used by national accountability frameworks applicable to this school at the point of data generation (DAISI, 2019; Ofsted, 2019). Use of those terms inferred expectations that originated beyond the school Arena. Consequently, referring to those terms - in conjunction with preceding data that foregrounded the teacher and teacher planning - suggests that Teacher 1 was conforming to expectations rather than espousing implicit views. An alternative framing might have been where the teacher instead spoke about addressing the needs of children who were not already confident and successful learners. Such a framing would still reflect the teacher conforming pragmatically to expectations but would suggest greater alignment with their implicit views. Thus, whilst the narrative from the teacher attempts to distance themselves from prioritising a focus on accountability
measures, it becomes possible that the teacher is framing their responses in an attempt not to be perceived that way, rather than espousing an implicit view.

Data that had been signposted as relevant to RQ1a was probed to further understand the influences affecting espousal elsewhere. For example, the teacher spoke about their pedagogical approach:

“that [reviewing children’s progress from the previous lesson] then enables me to think through how I need to adjust my teaching… I can start thinking about the level of questioning, the types of questioning.” (Extract 15: T1-1b, 4.30)

Furthermore, the teacher spoke about children’s practical uses of working walls (write-on walls) and learning videos (instructional videos pre-recorded by the teacher and available to children to independently access and watch within lessons):

“if they are stuck at any point they can rewind and look at something several times, or they can go to the wall several times and wrangle with things, so it’s much more about your questioning them, rather than the development of the skills.” (Extract 16: T1-2, 6.58)

The grammar within data extracts is important to note in this case because it focuses on the teacher (e.g. “I can start thinking…”, “I need to adjust my teaching…” and the subject “rewind and look at something several times” more than the learner. This grammatical feature is part of what discourse analysis terms generative semantics (Tannen et al., 2015) - by framing beliefs around the teacher rather than the learner, the teacher’s implicit ideology becomes surfaced. This potentially suggests a Constructivist belief where the teacher is the authority within the classroom; scaffolding learning to achieve established knowledge claims. By comparing the teacher’s focus on scaffolding through questioning and dialogue with the TPF descriptors on Views of knowledge it is possible to see that there is greater alignment with Constructivist rather than Behaviourist or Sociocultural views.

The focus on dialogue as part of learning was also found elsewhere, for example the teacher’s description about marking children’s books and then seating children in pairs based on assessments sheds further light on their views on the (social) nature of school (as orchestrated by the teacher). For example:

“They have got to get good at talking because the first thing will be ‘communicate with your partners where you go to yesterday, what you feel your next steps are, and how they can help you.” (Extract 17: T1-3a, 0.00)

Within this description, the teacher was illustrating the importance they placed on the role of social interaction in learning - highlighting socially orientated, constructivist views. Probing deeper, the social opportunities were determined by the teacher’s authority; defining and managing both who and what was considered valuable within classroom
discourse. This illustrates greater alignment with Constructivism within TPF learner descriptors; with learners neither passive recipients (Behaviourism) nor agentive in decisions about who they socially interact with or what that interaction is about (Sociocultural).

In Extract 17, the emphasis on assessment could have been interpreted as a Behaviourist view. However, the focus reflected how the teacher valued dialogue within learning – a trend across their dataset. The emphasis on social interaction as a tool for mediating learning could be interpreted as a Sociocultural view. However, the disciplined way in which the teacher encouraged dialogue to focus on specific subject matter suggested that as unlikely. Furthermore, the teacher’s focus on the importance of peer communication about next steps may have been a form of Behaviourist discipline; training children to undertake a process. But that could be interpreted in a number of ways. That process may have been set up in order to: reduce the burden on the teacher, develop lifelong learning skills, support classroom behaviour management, distance the teacher from the children or allowing the teacher to focus on target children.

It is therefore important to consider the complete dataset and the discourse features within it to draw out meaning rather than fragmented literal interpretation of the spoken word. For example, considering the latter point above about children talking to each other (rather than the teacher) about their assessment feedback, the teacher’s descriptions of independence were not what they first appeared at surface level. Initially, they described their views as:

“if you go into a class and you can’t see the teacher almost, that is ideal really, because you really want the children to own their own learning, rather than be waiting on you to tell them what to do next. You need them to be independent.”

(Extract 18: T1-1d, 6.26)

At surface-level this could be interpreted as the teacher inferring the importance of Agency for learners – suggesting Sociocultural views. However, the ‘independence’ was later described by focusing on physical matters rather than psychological. For example:

“it’s accessibility that enables them to be independent learners” (Extract 19: T1-2a, 20.23)

This was described as:

“the room is geared up towards the children... they can self-resources... they don't have to ask you... the seating arrangements are flexible such that you can move the tables and equally move the children’s spaces depending on where you see their need. That assessment for learning is really enabling you to see who is where and what intervention is needed... specific to a group or individual, such that it moves learning on...” (Extract 20: T1-2, 21.05)
At surface level (Extract 20), the data initially appears to suggest that the teacher prioritised enabling children to be independent learners. This can be interpreted in many ways including; training in processes thus removing burden on the teacher (tending towards Behaviourism), facilitating longer term skills (suggesting Constructivism) or the enabling meaningful agency within learning (suggesting Socioculturalism). It is the other aspects of data (e.g. Extract 17 and 18) that help to clarify the teacher’s underlying intentions. Further intentions become surfaced when also probing what appeared initially to be unrelated aspects of the data. For example, when the teacher talked about their own professional direction - they wanted to lead teaching and learning rather than operational management. Those first appeared unrelated, but actually became highly revealing:

“I don’t care when break time is… I care what’s going on in the classroom. I don’t care what you’re doing outside.” (Extract 21: T1-1b, 33.18)

When talking explicitly about teaching and learning, the teacher framed their responses to suggest that children’s needs were central to their actions. However, in Extract 21 there is a clear boundary within this teacher’s thinking about learning being in-the-classroom and their role not incorporating beyond-the-classroom. This is compounded by an absence of any data for this teacher which discusses children’s wider lives, needs or experiences beyond the classroom, nor any pastoral matters relating to children. This could be due to the nature of the conversations between teacher and researcher. However, the most likely interpretation of this extract – because of the way that the teacher framed discourse across the wider case dataset - is that the teacher sees the classroom as teacher-centric, and that any independence for children is tied to the consequences on the teacher within the classroom (e.g. reducing demand on teacher capacity) rather than beyond it (e.g. lifelong independent learning skills).

The teacher often spoke about the role of formative assessment and the importance of the teacher understanding where each child was in their learning based on marking their previous lesson’s work. Furthermore, that through that process the teacher could plan next steps for groups of children who were at similar stages in their learning, which encouraged children to talk together during the lesson – focusing on supporting each other in that specific subject area. For example:

“Assessment for learning is really enabling you to see who is where and what intervention is needed… specific to a group or individual, such that it moves learning on” (Extract 22: T1-1d, 21.05)

This focus on the teacher’s role and targeted intervention aligns with TPF descriptors for Constructivism relating to Views on teachers and teaching.

Finally, Teacher 1 talked about an ideal professional environment where there would be increased amounts of time for teachers to reflect and plan learning for their children which
at first appears highly child-oriented (T1-1b, 5.45). However, whilst it initially appears that the teacher was focusing on the wider needs of the children in order to plan more effectively for their learning, they are not broadening that lens to examine the implications of doing so; the disruption to children both pedagogically, socially and emotionally. The focus remains on the teacher not on the learner, despite the surface appearance.

In conclusion for RQ1a, this teacher aligned most persuasively with Constructivism both in terms of their deliberate espousal, but also in what they inadvertently espoused through wider narrative – as illustrated above. As outlined above, it also appeared that the teacher’s form of Constructivism was centred around the teacher (rather than the learner).

4.3.2 Responding to RQ1b

RQ1b asks what the teacher’s intended pedagogical stance is, and as such previous findings which align Teacher 1 with espoused Constructivism were used as a form of hypothesis – probing intentions that aligned or differed from that alignment. This was achieved using the processes set out in Section 3.8.2.

Specific intentions within practice were unpacked. For example, Teacher 1 set up QR code linked instructional videos for a class and then children used devices independently to access the videos if and when they found them helpful during a sequence of scaffolded tasks. The intention set out by the teacher was that the children could re-watch a teacher demonstrating how to do a particular mathematical procedure (T1-2a, 11:06). The teacher spoke about their intentions for this practice as encouraging children’s independence within learning. However, whilst the teacher was making learning resources more accessible, there were parameters around that which affect how it is interpreted pedagogically. For example, the resources were identified and made available by the teacher rather than the learner, and the resources were chosen on the basis of the subject not the learner - making Sociocultural alignment unlikely. Elsewhere, related data about this practice highlighted that children could choose when to access the videos (if at all) during the lesson, based upon their progress through a sequence of activities which had been pre-determined by the teacher which suggests a more likely alignment with Constructivism. Each intention was unpacked to reveal its underlying pedagogical alignment and Figure 4.2 sets out a full list of intended practices for Teacher 1, organised by the categories that they were grouped into (described in Section 3.8.2). Each row represents a category. The third column signposts examples from within that category.
For each of the categories of intended practice the original data was considered in context of its dialogic overtones and preceding data – as illustrated in the example above for Category 1. Those intentions were then compared to The Pedagogical Framework in order to identify areas of alignment - summarised in Figure 4.3.
The summary seen in Figure 4.3 reflects how each category of intention aligned with a model of pedagogy (TPF). For Teacher 1 this mirrored the findings of RQ1a as being most aligned with Constructivism. In addition to this, there was also compelling evidence that their Constructivist intentions were framed around the needs of the teacher.

4.3.3 Responding to RQ1c

The purpose of RQ1c was to identify how the teacher’s observed enacted practices aligned with the models of pedagogy set out by The Pedagogical Framework. Data generation and analysis exposed the researcher to the teacher’s espoused and intended pedagogical stance prior to experiencing their enacted practices which affected the lens through which it was viewed. The process for RQ1c made this bias explicit by using the findings of RQ1a and RQ1b as a form of hypothesis – seeking ways in which the teacher’s enacted practices agreed or contradicted the hypothesis that this teacher’s implicit pedagogical stance was aligned with Constructivism. This converted the risk of a bias into a tool for checking the robustness of findings.

Teacher 1 was observed three times teaching different Year 6 intervention groups; for maths, reading and writing. Each observation took place in a classroom used for intervention groups which was set out differently for each lesson observed. Full observation vignettes are set out in Appendix O. Section 3.6.5 set out how observation data was generated, Appendix I contains the observation guide setting out what the focus...
areas were, Section 3.7.4 explains how observation data was processed, and Section 3.8.3 set out how observation data was analysed.

Key pedagogical features were identified from across the observation data. This can be seen in Table 4.2.

**Table 4.2 Key pedagogical features across Teacher 1 observations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus area</th>
<th>Features across observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inputs:</td>
<td>These explained how the observed lesson built upon previous learning, how the new learning could be applied to a range of contexts – drawing on other areas of previous or current learning (e.g. topics), and how it would later be built upon through future learning (Obs.1, 1.6, Obs. 2.1.2, Obs. 3.1.22);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities:</td>
<td>These were varied; combining practical activities requiring the children to move around the classroom, use white-on walls (Obs. 1.1.11), undertake practical application of ideas, opportunities to practice ideas before committing to books or answer sheets (Obs. 1.1.6), and involved resources which enabled children to be more independent (Obs.1, 1.13, Obs. 2.1.2,1.9), or allowed for differentiation within the class (Obs. 3.1.24);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language:</td>
<td>The teacher language was very deliberate; with speech gentle and purposeful (Obs.2, 1.15). The teacher used precise vocabulary to give feedback to children (Obs.1, 1.6, 1.9, Obs. 2.1.8, 1.10), descriptive praise, clear instruction (Obs. 2.1.11), warm encouragement and firm expectations (Obs. 2.1.2, 1.2, Obs.3.1.21);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links:</td>
<td>The teacher adapted explanations and activities very subtly to meet the needs of children during the lessons (Obs.1, 1.6, Obs.2.1.4); and was discreet about interventions so that children appeared to maintain dignity even when struggling with tasks or ideas (Obs.3.1.26);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships:</td>
<td>The teacher used a range of ways to encourage different types of collaboration; through small groups working independently of the teacher (Obs.1, T1-2a, 2.40) and seating children in changing pairs so that discourse focused on learning rather than social (Obs.3).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the first focus area – Inputs – data from Observation 3 can be used to illustrate these common features. For example, the teacher:

- built upon previous learning by starting with a discussion about a recent visit to the theatre, and asking children to recall the issues about friendship surfaced in the show that they watched (Obs.3.1.18)
- explained the link between the show and the writing task being asked of the children – drawing on the show’s friendships stories as emotional hooks to help form ideas (either from the show or triggers from their own experiences), and to help identify relevant vocabulary for their talk and writing (Obs.3,1.22)
- related the discussions about the issues emerging to learning that children were part of in another lesson about philosophical questions (Obs.3,1.23)

Each of these aligns with TPF Constructivist descriptors about teacher’s eliciting prior learning, scaffolding new learning as a result of that, and working towards established knowledge claims – as reflected in the right-hand column.

The features set out in Table 4.2 above were then mapped to The Pedagogical Framework, with TPF descriptors aligning with multiple features as seen in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Mapping of observed features of teacher’s practice with TPF descriptors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus area</th>
<th>Features across observations</th>
<th>Mapping to The Pedagogy Framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inputs</td>
<td>These explained how the observed lesson built upon previous learning, how the new learning could be applied to a range of contexts – drawing on other areas of previous or current learning (e.g. topics), and how it would later be built upon through future learning (Obs. 1, 1.6, Obs. 2, 1.2, Obs. 3, 1.22); “Teachers are the authority in scaffolding learning to achieve established knowledge claims” (Constructivist, Views of teachers and teaching). “Knowledge is constructed it doesn’t represent an objective external reality” (Constructivist, Views of knowledge).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>These were varied: combining practical activities requiring the children to move around the classroom, use write-on walls (Obs. 1, 1.11), undertake practical application of ideas, opportunities to practice ideas before committing to books or answer sheets (Obs. 1, 1.6), and involved resources which enabled children to be more independent (Obs. 1, 1.13, Obs. 2, 1.2, 1.9), or allowed for differentiation within the class (Obs. 3, 1.24); “Younger children need concrete experiences older children can begin to abstract and create models grounded in practical problem-solving activity” (Constructivist, Views on learners and learning)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>The teacher language was very deliberate; with speech gentle and purposeful (Obs. 2, 1.15). The teacher used precise vocabulary to give feedback to children (Obs. 1, 1.6, 1.8, Obs. 2, 1.6, 1.10), descriptive praise, clear instruction (Obs. 2, 1.11), warm encouragement and firm expectations (Obs. 2, 1.2, Obs. 3, 1.21); “Teachers elicit children’s prior knowledge and model learners’ knowledge through process of testing and retesting. They provide contingent guidance moving individual learning towards specified curriculum goals.” (Constructivist, Views of teachers and teaching)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td>The teacher adapted explanations and activities very subtly to meet the needs of children during the lessons (Obs. 1, 1.6, Obs. 2, 1.4); and was discrete about interventions so that children appeared to maintain dignity even when struggling with tasks or ideas (Obs. 3, 1.25); “Learning occurs in dialogue with others in activity. It is through dialogue that meanings emerge between people.” (Constructivist, Views of learner and learning)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships</td>
<td>The teacher used a range of ways to encourage different types of collaboration; through small groups working independently of the teacher (Obs. 1, T1-2a, 2.40) and seating children in changing pairs so that discourse focused on learning rather than social (Obs. 3).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen in the bottom row of Table 4.3, Teacher 1 used a range of ways to encourage different types of collaboration; with one group of 4 higher-attaining children working separately from the teacher and watching a video of group feedback from the previous lesson’s work together before progressing onto assigned work. At the point of directing the group to work together the teacher encouraged those children to talk together about the task and to support each other during the activity (Obs. 1, 1.6). The fluidity with which the children discussed their work suggested that this was familiar practice. This kind of practice was then compared to TPF descriptors – not as an isolated example but as an observed common feature of the teacher’s observed enacted practices. The teacher’s emphasis on dialogue as part of the learning process suggested that Behaviourist alignment was unlikely. The pre-defined parameters of the dialogue (i.e. the teacher directing the children’s conversation to remain focused on the specific task and objective) suggested Sociocultural alignment was also unlikely. Specifically, children’s dialogue was guided towards mutual internalisation (Constructivist) rather than negotiation of meaning (Sociocultural).

This mapping process suggested that the teacher’s observed enacted practices aligned with Constructivism. It was then important then to re-review the data to search for any contradictions. One of these was the teacher’s use of body language. For example, greeting children at the classroom doors and positioning themselves around the classroom during inputs rather than ‘at the front’ – and using wireless technology to
facilitate this. There are different potential interpretations of this. Those behaviours could be symptomatic of the teacher conveying to the children that they co-owned the space – a view supported by the teacher’s explanation that:

“the room is geared up towards the children, so that you feel like the children own the space, they can self-resource, they can access their own tools, at any point” (Extract 23: T1-1d,21.05)

However, the behaviours could alternatively be considered as the teacher wishing to exert dominance and monitor children’s activities. For example, observation notes had been taken about the teacher’s limb positioning; with many occasions of hands on hips or other similar ‘power poses’ (Carney, Cuddy and Yap, 2010) inferring authority and dominance (e.g. Obs.3, 1.19). This suggested that whilst the teacher espoused that they wanted the children to feel secure and focus on learning (T1-1b, 26.14) the body language used within enacted practice suggested that they also wanted the children to be clear about the teacher being the authority figure leading that environment. This was alluded to by the teacher when they said that:

“I still like to have an element of control where I… I like to know who’s where, because my level of questioning will change depending on what’s happening in the room” (Extract 24: T1-2a, 32.04)

Whilst addressed across the case in Section 4.4.4, these findings also illustrate where enacted practice data appeared to conflict with findings from espoused data. These conflicts highlight the role of subconscious actions – whether verbal or non-verbal (Mandal, 2014), thus illustrate the importance of not accepting data about teacher’s practice at face value. The teacher perhaps recognises this themselves:

“you do get some teachers and from the minute they come in everyone wants to learn because they are excited about what is going to happen. But equally you do get teachers that are more… you are going to achieve this, and this is how you are going to do it… the strategies they might use look very similar, but they still are very much, are the ones in control.” (Extract 25: T1-1d, 10.12)

For this teacher, their emphasis was on targeted dialogue within the classroom. This could be seen through their encouraging of children’s dialogue with each other, as well as their own focus on the role of questioning. Viewed cumulatively this suggested that it was more likely that their enacted practices aligned with Constructivism – supporting the findings of RQ1a and RQ1b which also found this teacher to align with Constructivism.

4.3.4 Responding to RQ1

RQ1 asks “what is the teacher’s pedagogical stance?”, and the findings outlined in 4.3.1-4.3.3 suggest that Teacher 1’s espoused, intended and enacted pedagogical stances align with Constructivism. Furthermore, findings also highlight some nuances within the
data - that the teacher frames their pedagogical stance around the teacher and teaching rather than the learner and learning. For example, the teacher described their post-lesson marking of children’s work and how they would begin the next lesson by seating children with the same misconceptions together (T1-3,0:00). Probing deeper, the emphasis was on teacher questioning rather than children’s collaboration or dialogue (T1-3a,1.48). The focus on the benefit to teaching rather than learning is not interpreted as a Behaviourist process benefit (i.e. the teacher as holder of knowledge), nor a Sociocultural one (i.e. encouraging agency between groups of children in their learning), but as an enabler of Constructivism (i.e. capacity redirected towards additional targeted scaffolding). If the teacher had framed this as centering around the learner (rather than teacher) it would have articulated that same action instead as an agentive and self-directed formative assessment process (e.g. teaching children to self-assess through use of metacognitive approaches (i.e. skills which are known to make the greatest difference to children’s progress (Hattie, 2019))).

This distinction – focusing on the teacher rather than the learner – is most visible when the teacher discusses learners’ needs and framing of their independence being short term; within a lesson or sequence of lessons – reinforced by the teacher’s comments about lack of interest in ‘beyond-classroom’ matters (i.e. convincingly ruling out Sociocultural alignment). The long-term interests were instead focused upon the teacher’s own self-improvement (e.g. their high levels of reflection on and in action).

Finally, there were two findings that were surfaced during the process of responding to RQ1 that later become relevant in the discussion of how RQ1 contributes to RQ3:

- Surface level practice can appear to reflect one kind of pedagogy, but deeper probing can reveal that it is enacting another kind of pedagogy
- The way in which a teacher talks about themselves and their role as a teacher can be equally as insightful as the literal word spoken, and sometimes also contradictory

4.3.5 Responding to RQ2

RQ2 asks how the teacher uses ICT in their teaching by considering it in two ways. First their observed enacted practice and what it reveals about their uses of ICT (RQ2a), and then by probing what they say about using ICT in teaching practice (RQ2b).

For Teacher 1 an example from the summary table of their use of ICT in observed teaching practice can be seen in Figure 4.4. The summaries seen in the second column describe actions (e.g. Use of the video app SeeSaw to enable a small group to set off on a task independently from the teacher, T1, Obs. 1.1.7).
Using the process outlined in Section 3.8.2, these uses were described and categorised in order to surface trends about ICT practices. For Teacher 1 the trends were that ICT in observed teaching practice were:

- used to replicate processes and procedures that for this teacher would otherwise be dependent on the teacher’s capacity. For example, repeating instructions (Obs1,1.13,2.2), giving feedback (Obs.1,1.9)
- determined by the teacher; what could be accessed and used, when, and for what purpose. For example, assigned time to review SeeSaw feedback (1,1.7), and QR code linked films within lesson activity time (Obs.1,1.13)
- directly linked to specific curriculum objectives. For example, instruction about how to calculate percentages (Obs.1,1.7), targeted reading at a pace of 55wpm pace (Obs.2,1.4), audio-visual model text showing vocabulary about friendship, (Obs.3,1.24)

RQ2a asks what observation of the teacher’s practice reveals about their uses of ICT. The trends seen above reveal the teacher’s implicit Constructivism. In addition to which the teacher’s uses of ICT were framed around the role of the teacher – being used to increase teacher capacity, with parameters determined by the teacher, and specifically linked to teaching (rather than learning) objectives. This finding was probed as part of RQ2b below and discussed in relation to RQ3 in Chapter 5.

In addressing RQ2b (What did the teacher say about using ICT in their teaching practice?), interview data was probed specific to the findings from RQ2a. For example, the teacher described children using QR codes to enable them to choose to access a teacher-made instructional video hosted on the school YouTube channel:

“let’s say you were really struggling… what you could do as a child, when you think oh no I’ve really not got it and you’ve got your partner and your partner isn’t being
any help you could go over there, you could grab the QR code, we’ve got QR readers on the laptops, they could literally put it against there and then sit and watch whatever it is. It gives them complete independence.” (Extract 26: T1-2a, 11.05)

The teacher focused on ICT enabling children’s independence. Certainly, the description of the preparation of the resources and by the child in their identification and use of these opportunities, initially aligned with this positioning. However, independence is not a binary term, but a relative one (Oxford University Press, 2017). Semantically, independence is from something which ties the idea of independence to someone or something else; in this case the teacher.

Probing this area of the data surfaced the possibility that the teacher was not referring to the child’s independence in terms of managing their own learning or experiences (for which no further data was present – as discussed in RQ1 above), but an independence that removed their demand on the teacher’s capacity. This precision is important as it illustrates an example of the relationship between the teacher’s pedagogical stance and the role of ICT – discussed in Chapter 5. This can be seen in many other areas of the data, for example when the teacher talks about provision for higher attaining children:

“At Greater Depth… I’m going to make a little video, and a QR code so when those children reach that point, they can be independent of me and they can access that.” (Extract 27: T1-2a, 29.07)

Given that the dataset features the teacher’s emphasis on enabling children’s independence, this nuance about the independence being from the teacher becomes very important when considering the impact of their ICT choices. For example, the teacher spoke about a discussion that they had with the children seeking their feedback on the use of the instructional videos:

“they said it’s like having another you in the classroom… it really is… they can’t ask questions of it like they would it if were a human, but if it’s just the explanation that they need” (Extract 28: T1-3a, 9.28)

The focus on enabling children to be more independent from the teacher could be interpreted in two ways; with the teacher wishing to reduce the burden upon them (i.e. a transactional focus on workload reduction), or as means to create additional capacity which can be used for other purposes. It is more likely to be the latter which this teacher was focused upon. This is because the preparation and creation of the ICT resources increased teacher workload, even if they were one-off investments (e.g. videos that could be reused in multiple lessons). The teacher was therefore not trying to reduce their overall workload, but to use the ICT to create additional capacity within class time. That capacity then enabled the teacher to provide targeted intervention to children on the basis of
responsive teaching; adding value by working with children specifically to move them on (T1-2a, 12.57).

The other way in which this teacher spoke about ICT in teaching practice was where the teacher talked about how they engaged with technologies:

“every time we look at a new app it takes me probably a little bit longer than most people just to embrace it and just get to grips with the process behind it” (Extract 29: T1-1a, 1.02)

This teacher explained their context to this view:

“to get to grips with technology… for me it’s been quite a steep learning curve” (Extract 30: T1-1a, 0.20)

This teacher talks about their relationship with ICT through comparisons between their uses and those of others. This illustrates the importance of considering Framing theory (Nelson, Oxley and Clawson, 1997) when interpreting such data. For example:

“If the IT goes down, they are well and truly scuppered because they genuinely panic. They really panic. They don’t know what to do”. (Extract 31: T1-2a, 22.00)

Centering Theory (Walker, Joshi and Prince, 1998) would suggest that Teacher 1 is distancing themselves from the issue by referring to ‘they’ rather than ‘we’. The teacher expands upon this:

“I do think there are two levels of confidence. There’s one [where] teachers who have been teaching a while and feel confident in their abilities to teach, that think yeah, I’m ok with that I can cope with that. And then there’s the people who are very confident with IT.” (Extract 32: T1-2a, 31.18)

At surface level this can be seen as just a comparison about confidence with using IT. But drawing again on the teacher’s use of pronouns, it is possible that this teacher is seeking to distance themselves from ‘the people who are confident with IT’ because of the suggestion that they are not as confident (or capable) in their abilities to teach. The most plausible interpretation is therefore that Teacher 1 recognises that they are less confident with IT but doesn’t see this as an issue because they are more confident with their wider teaching. Furthermore, that to this teacher, IT is seen as a servant to teaching. Ironically, the use of ICT by Teacher 1 was more sophisticated both technologically and pedagogically than many teachers that this researcher has observed professionally, yet the teacher seemed unaware of their ICT expertise.

There was nothing in the data that referred to expectations set out by the headteacher about what ICT teachers were expected to use or how they were expected to use it. However, there were expectations about focusing on the needs of the children in each class (HT1, 13.42). Teacher 1 interpreted this focus on children’s needs as predominantly academic needs (e.g. expressing disinterest in playground activity, T1-1b, 33.18) and
continually referred to Assessment for Learning throughout both interview and observation (e.g. T1-1c,2.32, T1-1d,4.14,13.41). The nature of ICT that the teacher embraced was similarly aligned; instructional videos that were made specifically to provide next step instruction to children (T1-2a,11.06), apps that enabled targeted feedback (T1-2a,3.05), and recordings that enabled the teacher to improve the precision of teaching in light of children’s existing understanding (T1-2a,1.35).

Furthermore, when the teacher was asked about the impact of their instructional films they referred first to classroom use (as detailed in Section 4.3.1, with impact seen as independence from the teacher in class time), but also in a second way; the number of hits – focusing on quantitative consumption (T1-2a,5.39). Whilst the framing of the films by the teacher was at surface level about children’s independence (T1-2a,32.04), the impact was described through consumption of teacher instruction. Notably, there was no reference to whether the instruction was understood and impacted on quality of learning or whether learning about that particular subject matter was improved as a result. The framing was instead about capacity to re-wind the teacher (T1-1d,6.58), access independently (T1-2a,29.07) and instructional consistency (T1-2a,8.59).

4.3.6 Summary

Findings from RQ1 set out that Teacher 1 had a Constructivist pedagogical stance that was centred around the teacher. Furthermore, findings from RQ2 set out that their ICT uses reflected this stance with a specific focus on instruction and assessment. However, there were subtleties within the dataset that suggested something deeper. For example, the framing of the teacher’s talk about ICT being through relative terms (i.e. their comparison with peers) and the focus on using technology to facilitate independence from the teacher. These will be further discussed in Chapter 5.

Findings for Case 1 above are proportionally longer than those set out for other cases in order to illustrate some of the analysis and detailed probing. Shorter findings sections for Cases 2 and 3 now follow.

4.4 Case 2

Case 2 also centred around an established teacher who combined senior leadership responsibilities with teaching intervention groups. Detailed information about Case 2 is provided in Section 3.4 and Table 3.2. Figure 4.5 shows a personal Funnels of Influences for Teacher 2, reflecting the notable or recurring themes across the Teacher 2 dataset.
Figure 4.5: Teacher 2 personal Funnels of Influence
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- **Roots Lens 1:** Comparison to others (e.g., high-attaining siblings creating low self-confidence)
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Growth Theme 1: Consolidation opportunities actively sought out in order to build confidence.
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Constructivist pedagogical stance (as described by The Pedagogical Framework)
For example, on the left of the diagram in mid blue are the Growth themes, one of which being Growth Theme 1 – where consolidation opportunities were actively sought out in order to build confidence:

“I took a year out and did two terms working in schools, and I went from Year R all the way to Year 6 with about 3 weeks in each of them… it gave me a huge boost of self-esteem and confidence going into my degree” (Extract 33: T2-1, 15.04)

Data generated as a result of using the Funnels of Influence aided the interpretation of data generated for each research question and illustrations are embedded throughout the findings.

4.4.1 Responding to RQ1a

Teacher 2 did not state explicitly what they believed their pedagogical stance to be. Therefore, a number of aspects of the data were probed to surface possibilities. These included the use of language, the way in which the teacher described teachers and learners, and the focal points when they discussed teaching and learning. Each of these are set out below.

The use of language and positioning used by Teacher 2 when they described the role of a teacher was revealing about what their pedagogical stance may be:

“so many things, putting it into one succinct sentence is almost impossible… it’s a guide through any sort of journey… whether it’s a particular learning journey or developing their emotional intelligence… supporting learning behaviours… resilience… just being someone that is there for them… you are almost a sort of secondary parental figure for them aren’t you… during the day you are that role model… there to be a listening ear…” (Extract 34: T2-3, 13.30)

The vocabulary was important – with the teacher choosing words and phrases such as ‘role model’ and ‘guide’ with undertones of expertise and leading by example which align with TPF descriptors of Constructivism. Other phrases used included ‘supporting’, ‘there for them’ and ‘listening’ with undertones of responsive action and care. Both suggest a stance where actions and directions are not pre-determined (thus may align with Sociocultural views) but dependent on the specific context and circumstances of the teacher/child interaction which could suggest either Constructivist or Sociocultural alignment.

Teacher 2 provided further insights into what their espoused pedagogical stance might be in their explanation of what they felt were indicators of a good lesson:

“the children are doing the thinking it isn't the teacher - they will scaffold but the children will develop... it's not the teacher doing it all for them... encouraging and refining the children's ideas... actually you are learning from each other's ideas... developing those... if I was going into a lesson I'd want the whole environment to
be used - that the classroom has got working walls that they have got ideas on… I'd like to see children working independently and collaboratively… engaged and motivated… different scaffolds in place for children, so that they can all join in on the same learning… (Extract 35: T2-3, 8.19)

Within Extract 35 above there are some important contradictions within the phrasing. For example, the teacher talks about 'going into a lesson', which might reflect their identity as a school leader observing other teacher’s practice rather than framing their response about their own teaching practice. However, that distancing – where the teacher refers to someone else carrying out the ideal practices rather than themselves, could also suggest the teacher recognised that their espoused view is more ideological than their own enacted practices. This makes it problematic to extract the teacher’s espoused pedagogical stance; distinguishing between their ideological espousal and their self-reflective espousal. Fortunately, further data where the teacher describes a poor lesson helps to shed light on this:

“one with just the teacher talking for the majority of the time… them being at the front of the class… children not being engaged or exciting about their learning which would be sad… and then if children haven’t actually moved on in their learning by the end of the lesson then um and if they haven’t changed from the start, or if they have developed more misconceptions than they had at the start.” (Extract 36: T2-3, 10.10)

The common elements that appear in these extracts and across the dataset for this teacher are the espoused emphases on:

- the teacher moving the children’s learning on through scaffolding – often with the emphasis on the role of dialogue
- children’s ideas and interests being incorporated
- the role of the teacher as supporting children rather than a focus on behaviour and authority.

Comparing these emphases to TPF descriptors, there are some important nuances. For example, whilst children’s ideas and interests are taken into account by the teacher – which could suggest Sociocultural alignment - the learning experiences are not constructed around the learner but around the subject matter. Furthermore, the learning has been pre-determined by the teacher - influenced by a combination of both the school Arena and their own Growth experiences. Both of these align with TPF descriptors for Constructivism.

Throughout this teacher’s dataset there is an emphasis on the role of social interaction between teacher and learner, with the specific needs of the learner being addressed
through dialogue. For example, when the teacher spoke about their approach to interacting with higher attaining children:

“it’s more about… is that the best choice that you could have used at that point… let’s play around with that, let’s evaluate that, and which one is the best example that you can come up with, I’d be getting them to be a lot more evaluative in their thinking so the conversations would be a lot more challenging.” (Extract 37: T2-1, 17.04)

Furthermore, that for this teacher the needs of the learner tend to be beyond short-term lesson or academic needs. For example:

“it’s just learning to learn, learning to get better, learning that you can do it as well… not necessarily one goal, but just generally… improving all the time.”
(Extract 38: T2-1, 13.10)

and

“I think that um as a teacher that's what you want to model all the time for the children that you can be risk taking… you might say I want to try this today; I don't know if it will work or will be… and that's what I do…” (Extract 39: T2-1, 29.56)

Alongside those views, the teacher was explicit about their relationship with learners:

“I really care about them… whether it's to do with their learning or their self-esteem or anything that's going on in their lives, that matters…” (Extract 40: T3-1, 23.40)

Particularly in light of their role as out-of-class leader:

“I'm still working with children all the time and still have those precious bonds with them it’s just a slightly wider field.” (Extract 41: T3-1, 25.32)

As described in Section 3.8.1, pronoun use can be revealing about how the speaker perceives themselves in relation to the subject matter they are speaking about, and for this teacher there is consistency in their use of “I” throughout the dataset. This is important when probing how the teacher talks about specific aspects of pedagogical stance because the use of “I” reflects a commitment to the spoken word; aligning oneself completely with what is being said (Walker, Joshi and Prince, 1998). In other words, it is less about ideology and more about lived experiences – this can be seen in Extracts 39-41 above.

Alongside the extracts above, further espoused data – which initially appears unrelated to drawing out pedagogical stance - can be highly revealing. For example, when the teacher described the school that they were working in:

“[The school value of innovation means] teaching the children to be innovative and come up with new ideas and being creative and thinking outside of the box, and making learning itself innovative… like the wipe board walls which we’ve got – that was a research project I did in my NQT year…” (Extract 42: T2-1, 0.42)
The syntax and pronouns used in Extract 42 were important in extracting meaning. What started as a description about the school became exemplified through an example of the teacher’s own previous practice. That could reflect an egocentric perspective from the teacher; whereby they only see the relevance of the school values if and when they contribute to their own actions. However, other data refutes that idea. Elsewhere in the interviews the teacher spoke about the wipeboard walls project alluded to here, as one where a successful trial in their classroom had been enthusiastically adopted by other teachers and eventually all classrooms had adopted the initiative (T2-3,8.18). Theory around Dialogic Overtones (as introduced in Section 3.7.3), in Extract 42 would suggest therefore that instead of describing ‘the school’ which is how the extract initially appears, the teacher is describing themselves as having something to offer both the children within their own class as well as the wider school community – including other professionals – highlighting their sense of belonging to, and contributing to, the social community. In turn, this illuminates another aspect of the teacher’s pedagogical stance; that they see themselves as facilitator of learning for both children and other adults, but also as a learner themselves within and beyond the school environment. This focus on broader social matters affecting learning suggests alignment with Behaviourism to be unlikely. This was supported by other data where the teacher spoke about their enthusiasm for engaging in professional working groups (T2-1,18.38), finding ideas on Twitter and discussing them with colleagues (T2-1,20.04), their own professional development and career progression so far (T2-1,25.32), and how they interacted with others across the school community (T2-1,20.48). The sentiment within these data highlighted the teacher’s view of knowledge as being socially acquired which could suggest either Constructivist or Sociocultural alignment. However, TPF descriptors make a distinction between knowledge being constructed and a property of the individual to transfer across situations (TPF, View of knowledge, Constructivist), and knowledge being situated and thus emerging and shared by those within situated action (TPF, View of knowledge, Sociocultural). This suggests that Teacher 2 may align more with Constructivism.

Findings above lead to a hypothesis that Teacher 2 aligns most convincingly with TPF descriptors of Constructivism. However, whilst there were no convincing elements of Behaviourism, there were aspects of the teacher’s dataset which suggested possible Sociocultural alignment. For example, when the teacher spoke about their role as a school leader:

“we just had an LLT meeting this morning and [name] who is year 4 leader was just sharing these ideas about how to support children with gaps and coming up with new ideas and everyone was yeah let's have a look and we and [name] are going to meet and explore that further…I like how many people we have got to work on, how are we going to solve this problem… there is such a range of people
to draw on and get ideas and expertise” (Extract 43: T2-1, 18.38). Note: **bold text relates to what now follows, rather than reflecting speaker emphasis.**

The teacher’s description of this situation highlighted the fluidity between how they recognised themselves as a leader within the school, yet their identity as a learner (e.g. “people to draw on and get ideas and expertise”) and as part of a peer community (e.g. “how are we going to solve this problem”) were present.

Furthermore, the framing of the explanation is revealing – whilst Teacher 2 was the senior leader in the example above, they positioned themselves as working alongside the Year 4 teacher rather than supporting a junior colleague. This could reflect a lack of confidence or leadership authority on the part of Teacher 2, but data elsewhere suggests this is unlikely – with Teacher 2 tending to use pronouns that infer collegiality throughout:

> “the idea of responsive teaching… so that we are not planning ahead blindly… we are trying to think of what is the learning specific to this lesson? What potential misconceptions might come up… and then altering your planning going forward from that” (Extract 44: T2-3, 5.01)

Extracts 43 and 44 suggest that the teacher sees dialogue as the way to draw out meaning, and that meaning becomes part of a process that solves a pre-determined problem – supporting earlier findings that suggest a Constructivist (rather than Sociocultural) view on knowledge. Furthermore, Centering Theory suggests that the use of pronouns (we and I, rather than they/their) as seen in the examples above reflects the speakers sense of implicit belief within the dialogue rather than a repeated espoused response (Walker, Joshi and Prince, 1998).

To conclude the findings for Teacher 2 for RQ1a, both the literal and implicit meaning within discourse surface a care and consideration of learner’s holistic needs and that the teacher’s identities of leader, teacher and learner are interwoven. This meant that some aspects of the data could be interpreted as potentially aligning with either Constructivism or Socioculturalism. However, espousal across the dataset reveals that those learner needs are addressed within the parameters of subject-oriented learning opportunities, structured activities and teacher-led scaffolding – through dialogue and practical actions. This is in part due to school Arena influences and practical parameters (which a Sociocultural alignment would allow for), but predominantly because of the way in which the teacher sees themselves as central to the enabling of others through scaffolding, dialogue, encouragement and support. The way in which the support is positioned – with teacher scaffolding at the heart - suggests that the teacher sees learners through a slightly deficit model in terms of contributions which rules out Sociocultural alignment (which would be dependent on mutuality – the learner’s contributions being equally
important as those from the teacher). In terms of their espoused pedagogical stance, Teacher 2 therefore most convincingly aligns with Constructivism.

### 4.4.2 Responding to RQ1b

RQ1b asks what the teacher’s intended pedagogical stance was. Previous findings were used to probe whether the teacher’s intentions aligned or challenged the hypothesis that their implicit pedagogical stance was constructivist. This was achieved using the processes set out in Section 3.8.2.

Within the dataset for Teacher 2, 65 intentions were identified, and these were grouped into 17 summary categories as seen in Figure 4.6.

**Figure 4.6: Summary of Intended practice within Teacher 2 dataset**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Summary of intention</th>
<th>Examples of this intention within dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Considering cultural, social or emotional aspects of children’s experiences</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-2, 2.22, 11.12, 5.30, T2-3, 12.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Considering cultural aspects of children’s experiences and the role of technology within these</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-2, 0.19, 1.38, 6.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Enabling more socially oriented teaching and learning interactions, with and without technology</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-1, 6.59, T2-2, 3.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Nurturing others</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-1, 1.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Considering children’s individual needs</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-2, 7.44, T2-3, 8.19, 13.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Reacting to childhood experiences of teachers by providing child-centred planning, interactions and relationship nurturing</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-1, 14.21, 20.04, 23.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>To adjust interactions, planning, vocabulary and guidance to ensure working just beyond what children could do independently, <em>paraphrasing in their zone of proximal development</em></td>
<td>(e.g. T2-2, 7.05, 8.52, T2-3, 0.26, 5.55, 6.01, 7.22, 17.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Replicating childhood experiences by providing support and encouragement</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-1, 11.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Access to more knowledgeable others</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-1, 18.38, 19.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Self-improvement and aspirations for improving practice</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-1, 1.57, 6.59, 13.10, 16.23, 24.58, 26.32, 26.03, 29.01, 29.56, T2-3, 15.26, 18.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>To please others – to be told well done, or to avoid upsetting people</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-1, 10.08, 11.11, 20.48, T2-3, 14.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Embracing the school ethos values</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-1, 0.17, 4.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Innovation through practice, with and without technology</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-1, 0.42, T2-3, 21.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Making learning purposeful and exciting – for others</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-1, 2.13, 3.45, 4.47, 5.56, 8.08, 13.10, 17.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Making learning purposeful and exciting – for self</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-1, 9.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Pre-empting disruptions in order to avoid losing learning time</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-2, 2.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Technology use to increase teacher capacity or manage logistics</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-2, 2.04, 4.26)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intentions within practice were unpacked in order to understand the teacher’s intentions. For example, Teacher 2 spoke about a child that they were working with who they perceived as being dependent upon the teacher directing each stage of their learning (T2-
The teacher talked about providing scaffolds in order that the child would gradually become more confident in taking ownership for their own learning. This kind of intention could initially be interpreted as centered around the needs of the learner – suggesting possible sociocultural alignment. However, the teacher was doing so in such a way as to scaffold the child towards pre-determined actions and outcomes which means that sociocultural alignment is unlikely. The teacher’s focus was on the learner’s zone of proximal development – a strong indicator of Constructivism. Figure 4.7 reflects how this example has been mapped to the TPF descriptors. The top two rows set out data highlighting the Intention on the left, and a summary of that intention on the right. The lower three rows draw out key features from the example (e.g. The teacher is modelling), on the left, and the TPF descriptors these most align with on the right.

**Figure 4.7: Mapping of RQ1b intended practice group to TPF descriptors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of this Intention within dataset</th>
<th>Summary of Intention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(e.g. T2-3, 0.26); “I had [child’s name] last week and I was very much into structuring - you know at the start I modelled a sentence and I got them to do it, and I was doing that almost the whole way through the paragraph, all the way through constantly... so they are beginning to apply the skills more independently now... I’m trying to get them to take that ownership for reading back to read through their work checking for themselves”</td>
<td>To adjust interactions, planning, vocabulary and guidance to ensure working just beyond what children could do independently; <em>paraphrasing in their zone of proximal development</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How it maps</th>
<th>Mapped to the TPF descriptors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The teacher is modelling; reflecting authority, in order to scaffold learning towards an established ‘right’.</td>
<td>“Teachers are the authority in scaffolding learning to achieve established knowledge claims”.* (Views of the teacher and teaching, Constructivism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The teacher is directing the child/ren to undertake their writing in specific and pre-determined ways, and is scaffolding children in working towards being stand-alone competence/independence in doing so for themselves.</td>
<td>Teachers do not guide but actively direct experience through scaffolding and the dialogue between children until they achieve stand-alone competence in conceptual understanding and subject specific problem solving or ways of doing. Teachers direct learning through the zone of proximal development. * (Views of the teacher and teaching, Constructivism)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This unpacking took place for each of the intentions which meant that the 17 categories of intentions could then be mapped to The Pedagogical Framework (see example in Figure 4.8). This was not about mapping individual extracts but about ensuring that when reviewing the categories, detail within the data that had led to those categories was borne in mind; surfacing the dialogic overtones.
For Teacher 2 all of the intentions aligned convincingly with Constructivism. Probing into specific examples drew out key emphases which affected the interpretation. For example, the teacher often talked about scaffolding (e.g. T2-3,8.19, T2-3,17.04). Whilst this term is associated with Constructivism, caution must be exercised when assuming shared meaning by its use. At surface level the frequent reference to scaffolding could be interpreted as the teacher providing pre-determined differentiation, activity styles or tasks that enable children with different learning needs to access the same learning intentions; moving them on specific to their individual needs. However, this is also an example of how probing data elsewhere, both explicitly and through dialogic overtones, surfaces greater meaning. For example, when they explained the meaning behind their use of the word scaffolding in the context of a writing task:

"is that the best choice that you could have used at that point... which one is the best example that you can come up with... how does it affect the reader... getting them to be a lot more evaluative in their thinking" (Extract 45: T2-1, 17.04)

This teacher looked beyond scaffolds as a means to access learning and saw scaffolding as taking place through exchange of ideas and evaluation skills.
The data set out above reflects how each category of intention aligned with a model of pedagogy from The Pedagogical Framework. For Teacher 2 this mirrored the findings of RQ1a as being most aligned with Constructivism. As illustrated above, there was also compelling evidence that their Constructivist intentions were framed around the needs of learners rather than the teacher.

4.4.3 Responding to RQ1c

The purpose of RQ1c was to identify how the teacher’s observed enacted practices aligned with the models of pedagogy set out by The Pedagogical Framework.

Teacher 2 was observed on two occasions, each with Year 6 intervention groups taking place in one of two intervention classrooms which the children were familiar with (T2-2, 10.58). The first observation was a structured writing lesson and the second was a maths lesson. Section 3.6.5 set out how observation data was generated, Appendix I contains the observation guide setting out what the focus areas were, Section 3.7.4 explains how observation data was processed, Appendix P contains vignettes for each lesson observed and Section 3.8.3 set out how observation data was analysed.

Key pedagogical features were identified from across the observation data.

Table 4.3: Mapping of observed features of teacher’s practice, with TPF descriptors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus area</th>
<th>Features across observations</th>
<th>Mapping to The Pedagogy Framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inputs</td>
<td>these set out the intentions for the lesson, how the lesson related to previous attainment or output and what the purpose of the learning was (Obs.1, 1.13, 1.31, 1.32, Obs. 2, 2.8, 2.9)</td>
<td>“Teachers are the authority in scaffolding learning to achieve established knowledge claims” (Constructivist, Views of teachers and teaching). “Knowledge is constructed it doesn’t represent an objective external reality” (Constructivist, Views of knowledge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>these were designed to meet the needs of specific children, with some in a focus group with the teacher, and some working independently of the group, based upon previous attainment and projected needs (Obs.1, 1.22, 1.25). Children were provided with access to resources which would aid their activities dependent on assessment of their existing capabilities (Obs.1, 1.26).</td>
<td>“Teachers elicit children’s prior knowledge and model learners’ knowledge through process of testing and retesting. They provide contingent guidance moving individual learning towards specified curriculum goals.” (Constructivist, Views of teachers and teaching)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>the teacher language was gentle and encouraging (Obs.) and took into account children's ideas and contributions (Obs.1, 1.33). The teacher framed questions and feedback to infer collaborative learning using phrases such as &quot;when we use... the effect it creates is...&quot; (Obs.1.35) and &quot;what do we know and what do we do first&quot; (Obs.2, 2.17). Similarly, &quot;why don’t you try it, and see if you get an answer that you think is realistic?&quot; (Obs. 2, 2.27). Children were praised for their contributions and also for their perseverance and effort (Obs.1, 1.33).</td>
<td>“Learning occurs in dialogue with others in activity. It is through dialogue that meanings emerge between people.” (Constructivist, Views of learner and learning)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships</td>
<td>the teacher appeared to utilise knowledge about of how different tasks and challenges would affect the emotional mindset of different children in the class, such as &quot;I'm just going to show off for [child's name] here [read work aloud] and used...&quot; which had a noticeable effect of motivating a nearby child who then asked if they could share their work (Obs.1, 1.34), and when a child asked 'can you help me' the teacher replied &quot;How can I help you, or How can you help yourself?&quot; (Obs.1, 1.35). Similarly &quot;what might the person looking at that work think that you meant?&quot; (Obs. 2, 2.26)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These can be seen in Table 4.3 above (Note: RQ2 below discusses the uses of ICT within observations in detail, so those are not addressed explicitly here). Using the first focus area – Inputs – data from Observation 2 can be used to illustrate these common features.

For example, the teacher:

- set out the intentions for the lesson as being to close some gaps in maths learning (Obs.2,2.8)
- explained how children’s prior work had been used to identify specific areas that individual children were finding tricky – resulting in a personal list for each child of specific skills to practice (Obs.2,2.9)

Each of these aligns with TPF Constructivist descriptors about teacher’s eliciting prior learning, scaffolding new learning as a result of that, and working towards established knowledge claims – as reflected in the right-hand column.

Language used by the teacher within their enacted practices appeared to be intentionally chosen to convey specific messages to the children. For example, the predominance of the pronoun ‘we’ used by the teacher when addressing misconceptions with children inferred a shared sense of ownership on the issue (e.g. “we just need to change…” (T2, Obs.1,1.35)). This contrasted with the use of individual names or ‘you’ when praising successes where the teacher very precisely described the achievement. Centering Theory (Walker, Joshi and Prince, 1998), suggests that the use of ‘we’ when discussing misconceptions – by the teacher - conveys a sense of shared responsibility. This is likely to be an enacted reflection of the teacher’s empathy with the emotional aspects of learning, and the role that the teacher plays within that (as discussed in RQ1a). This belief had been surfaced when the teacher spoke about their own formative years for the impact it had on the teacher both short and longer term:

“I remember just feeling overwhelmed by it, I couldn’t do it… my teacher didn’t she didn’t tell me off or anything she just came and asked me what’s going on and she said right we will go through it one to one… I started going to see her more regularly outside of my lesson times and she just put in that extra bit of effort for me… that’s really what I want to do for the children in return when they think they can’t do it, just spend some time with them… so that they have that same kind of realisation that I did…” (Extract 46: T2-1a, 11.59)

Evidence from the teacher’s enacted practices aligned with Constructivism; where the teacher held an authoritative role rather than one of mutuality, and where learning took place through collaborative dialogue rather than communities of practice. For example, Teacher 2 was seen to encourage and enable children to draw meaning out from peer dialogue (Obs.2,2.20) and collective problem solving (Obs.2,2.15). In both of those examples the teacher had noticed children identifying a problem and then encouraged their negotiating its resolution between them.
Similarly, within their observed Enacted practices, the teacher had framed much of the dialogue through the use of collective pronouns. Framing theory (Nelson, Oxley and Clawson, 1997) suggests that the nature of their language in encouraging children to explore, probe, challenge and debate ideas suggests a more equitable dynamic between teacher and children than the observed classroom environment would otherwise suggest.

4.4.4 Responding to RQ1

RQ1 asks what the teacher’s pedagogical stance is, and the findings outlined above in 4.4.1-4.4.3 suggest that Teacher 2 aligned convincingly with Constructivism. However, findings drawn from espoused, intended and enacted data also highlight some nuances within the data. For example, that the teacher frames their pedagogical stance around the learner rather than the teacher. This is discussed further in Chapter 5.

4.4.5 Responding to RQ2

RQ2 asks how the teacher uses ICT in their teaching by considering it in two ways. First, their observed enacted practice and what it reveals about their uses of ICT (RQ2a), and then by probing what they say about using ICT in teaching practice (RQ2b).

For Teacher 2 an example from the summary table of their use of ICT in observed teaching practice can be seen in Figure 4.9. As categorised in the third column, and detailed in the fourth, this example reflected two intentions for the use of ICT. The first intention was to provide support for a targeted group of children to enable them to work independently whilst the teacher focused on another group. The second intention was to scaffold underperforming children in being more experimental with their use of language in their writing work (T2, Obs.1,1.24).

Figure 4.9: Extract from list of signposts to the uses of ICT in observed teaching practices of Case 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obs. Ref.</th>
<th>Enacted use of ICT</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Related interview data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obs. 1, 1.24</td>
<td>Use of Clicker 7 software with vocabulary wordbanks, ability to draft &amp; improve sentence construction and to review these by listening rather than reading.</td>
<td>Technology reducing children’s dependence on teacher availability</td>
<td>“the other group I’m going to be modelling along with them so... um... I’ll be writing, modelling, discussing the sentence structures and the impact that has on the reader, then I’ll get them to use the same wordbank that’s on the Clicker 7, and they can use their own ideas... it’s just a little bit more structured for them because I think they need a little bit more structure from me... um... I will have some Chromebooks cut so if they want to look up some words if they don’t want to use the word big for example... they will be in hand so they can use it but I’m not going to focus on that with them... it’s there if they need it, not there to use for every word, so hopefully they won’t get too involved.” (T3-2, 8:39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology empowering children to draft and improve work, and to review this aurally</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the process outlined in Section 3.8.2, the full list of enacted instances of ICT (RQ2a) were described and categorised in order to surface trends about ICT practices. For Teacher 2 these trends were that ICT in observed teaching practice was:
• Designed to enable children to pace their own learning and access instruction as and when they needed it. For example, a pair of children solving BODMAS problems deciding to watch a QR linked YouTube instructional video to remind them how (Obs.2,2.2)

• Used as a tool or prompt to encourage specific learning behaviours seen as desirable by the teacher. For example, stimulating vocabulary rich descriptions through use of film (Obs.1,1.32), vocabulary focused re-reading and re-drafting (Obs.1,1.24), or group problem solving (Obs.2,2.15)

• Used to allow the teacher flexibility in where they located themselves in the classroom during the lesson – particularly during inputs and whole class discussions. For example, the teacher sitting amongst the children during a whole class input and using an IWB, wireless keyboard and mouse to enable them (Obs.1,1.32)

It was notable that the teacher’s uses of ICT were framed around the role of the learner:

• Learners actively constructed knowledge together (e.g.Obs.2,1.15)

• Uses encouraged dialogue between learners and/or learner with teacher (e.g.Obs.2,2.2)

• Uses communicated meaning about what it means to learn and who was part of that learning (e.g.Obs.1,1.32)

RQ2a asks what observation of the teacher’s practice reveals about their uses of ICT, and the trends seen above reveal the teacher’s implicit constructivist pedagogical stance. In particular there was very strong alignment between the last bullet list above and TPF descriptors concerned with View on learner and learning, surfacing a particular emphasis on this teacher’s focus on the learner rather than the focus being on the teacher. These findings were then probed as part of RQ2b. Figure 4.10 shows a extract of the summary of interview data where there was any mention of ICT.
Following processes set out in 3.8.6, this data was categorised (seen in the far-right column in Figure 4.10). These are summarised below, separating out those which relate to pedagogical stance and in italics those which do not directly do so:

- ICT bringing purpose to, increasing engagement with, or encouraging, learning
- The importance of planning effectively for ICT use
- Innovation requiring risk taking
- Perception of children’s expectations for ICT use
- Relationship of ICT with the culture within the classroom
- Social media use accessing ideas and inspiration
- ICT enabling access to things that were not otherwise possible
- ICT reducing children’s dependence on the teacher’s availability
- Infrastructure available
- Their partner and parents being average ICT users
- Personal use of smartphone, tablet and desktop for social and cultural interactions
There were contradictions within this data. For example, whilst the teacher described themselves as ‘an average’ technology user (T2-3,20.53), they had a fluidity in their narrative around ICT that inferred a level of familiarity. This can be illustrated by the way that the teacher spoke about using social media to learn about ICT use within other schools:

“if you are on social media, there are loads of… ‘ICT with Mr P’ will come up on my News Feed and I think oh look at how they are exploring the digestive system using augmented reality that’s really exciting” (Extract 47: T2-3, 21.30)

There are many ways to interpret this kind of narrative. For example, ICT – particularly when introduced through social media channels – is known to provoke very strong yet surface-level interest in recipients, inducing ‘Fear of Missing Out’ (Alt, 2015). One possible interpretation is that this teacher was seeking to maintain a level of awareness matching that of their peers. Given that the teacher knew this study to be focusing on ICT, their framing of excitement about ICT may be an attempt to align with the study and researcher’s interests.

However, another interpretation is that the teacher is pro-actively seeking out ideas for improving their teaching practice and that they see social media as an efficient mechanism to doing this. This is alluded to by the reference made to the ways in which ICT ‘opens the doors’ (T2-3,21.30). Probing this further it is helpful to see the ‘opening doors’ reference in the context of other statements about ICT uses, because it is not initially clear ‘who’ the doors are being opened for (i.e. the teacher themselves, children, colleagues). The ambiguity about who the focus is on appears elsewhere in the data. For example:

“I love using technology because I think it has a lot of potential to encourage…”
(Extract 48: T2-2, 0.19)

The phrasing of this view was important because of two specific words chosen. First, the use of the word ‘potential’ - inferring a set of decisions that would determine whether that turned into a reality. Second, the word ‘encourage’, which was not specifically defined, but from what followed inferred nurturing and support, and the absence of the attachment to a particular learner (e.g. lower attainers). This interpretation aligned with the two overarching themes which emerged from the teacher’s ICT dataset.

First, the framing of the teacher’s discussion about ICT, and the ways that it was used in practice were centred around the role of the ICT making an impact on social, emotional or cultural aspects of learning. For example, the teacher spoke about the ways in which ICT was being used to support specific children with emotional aspects of their learning:
“I find that some children who are a bit reluctant to write it’s often a little bit less scary doing it on a computer because you can delete things, change things, edit things.” (Extract 49: T2-2, 8.52)

Similarly, the teacher spoke about using ICT to provide experiences that children might not otherwise be able to access or draw upon:

“If I’m trying to get them to write about Iceland, then why not use what technology has to bring them to Iceland? They can put on [VR] headsets and they can look around… it’s playing, it’s make believe… or having a huge interactive whiteboard showing a video of going up through the…” (Extract 50: T2-2, 0.19)

At first the subject of this example appeared to be the VR headsets and the teacher’s explanation about how they could be used. However, when expanding the example, rather than giving additional examples of VR headset use, the teacher instead described other ways of achieving their intention for the use - the engagement and stimulus – with the IWB. This frames the teacher’s narrative around the intended benefit of use rather than the ICT equipment itself. This surfaces the teacher’s centering around learner engagement. The teacher also spoke about using technology to provide targeted and efficient feedback or instructional input using the same framing:

‘you can take a photo of the child’s learning and then you can annotate it and voice over… they can go back and get that individualised personal feedback, and having it recorded… in a lesson they can go back and watch it again, and again, and they can go back at the end of the lesson and think have I understood.’

(Extract 51: T2-2, 4.26)

The narrative here again initially appears to be an illustration of ICT use, but the focal point for this teacher is on the child’s self-analysis and the ICT is seen as servant to that.

The second theme was a pragmatic and practical view on the challenges that using technology invokes, but importantly, not seeing these as a barrier to using it. For example:

“you know technology goes wrong… the laptop runs out of battery… disconnection from the internet… you’re only going to get used to doing it and taking that risk by trying it” (Extract 52: T2-2, 2.56)

4.4.6 Summary

To respond to RQ2 which asks how the teacher uses ICT in their teaching, draws upon the observations discussed (RQ2a) and the teacher’s wider narrative (RQ2b). As outlined above there are many possible interpretations but the most credible draws upon the dialogic overtones throughout the data; that the teacher sees ICT as an enabler, subservient to the needs of the learner. But the kind of enabling that this teacher describes is more than about engagement, excitement and motivation. They talk of using ICT to provide meaningful stimulus (e.g.T2-3,0.20), to connect to an authentic audience
(e.g. T2-1,3.45), to remove known barriers (e.g. T2-2,7.44), to equip children with scaffolds such that tasks become more achievable (e.g. T2-2,8.52) and to seek out ideas and inspiration for continual improvement of practice (e.g. T2-3,21.30). All of the narrative surrounding ICT use within teaching practice was, for this teacher, focused on the learners and their learning. Furthermore, the ways in which ICT were used illustrated the teacher’s focus on enabling, exciting, enthusing and encouraging children holistically; reaching further than an individual task, lesson or phase of schooling.

4.5 School B

As introduced in Section 3.2.4, Case 3 centres around an established teacher and was located in a fee-paying independent preparatory school for children aged 3-13 (School B). Appendix N contains a detailed overview of the school. The headteacher spoke about the way that fee-paying parents influenced the school’s prioritisation of preparing children for their next school:

“there are assessments in order to get into the next school… we have to blend our own objectives which might be idealistic… with those things that have to be practical…” (Extract 53: HT2, 0.22)

The focus on preparing children for assessments manifest itself in a number of ways. For example, when asked about the expectations of teachers working within this environment, the headteacher explained that:

“what you are looking at is outcomes… there are so many factors that can affect that child, on that day, in that room, in that subject, with that teacher, sitting next to that other child, that… I’m expecting the teachers to adapt.” (Extract 54: HT2, 33.31)

One interpretation was that the data appeared to infer the unique social, emotional, pastoral and cultural needs of each child and that teachers would be expected to be highly skilled in responding. However, the exemplification that followed by the headteacher illustrated a different perspective:

“it’s actually made very easy because we use a database, for our school information management system, and if you have got a coloured star then the child is a boarder, or the child has English as an additional language, or an educational disability.” (Extract 55: HT2, 33.31)

This explanation suggested that the headteacher had a less detailed and possibly less socially oriented lens than the initial interpretation implied. This more traditional, information processing perspective was supported by their consequent explanation that:

“They need to understand where they are heading… today we will get from A to B as part of a week when we will get from A to E” (Extract 56: HT2, 35.15)
Probing this possible interpretation - that learning was seen as an organised process - it was helpful to reflect upon the headteacher’s explanation of the role that leaders played:

“I observe, we do work scrutiny… one subject in one year group every week – all the marking… whether the work that is set is appropriate to the age of the children and the standards that they are working at, whether everything is marked… I think those things are all going towards making a lesson as it should be.” (Extract 57: HT2, 37.01)

The predominance of authority was also demonstrated when the headteacher spoke about how school improvement strategies were identified and implemented:

“we’ve largely decided we are going to do it, but we are going to say here’s how we are going to do it, it’s going to have some impact on you, we need to have some input and feedback from you.” (Extract 58: HT2, 15.21)

The extract above also surfaced another consideration; that the needs and nuances of individuals were only present in the dataset as an acknowledgement rather than as a contributing factor. The headteacher talked at length about how teachers should not bring their personal beliefs into the classroom; summarising as:

“there is a need for people to leave certain things in the changing room… I don’t think it changes how a professional person does the job… I think they… you’re playing a role… teachers are mostly actors…” (Extract 59: HT2, 40.29)

4.6 Case 3

As set out in Section 3.4 and Table 3.2, Case 3 centred around an established teacher who combined senior leadership responsibilities with classroom teaching. The 5 interviews and 3 observations spanned 3 months, and prior to this study the teacher and researcher were not known to each other.

Teacher 3 had previously taught in two state secondary schools: one for seven years; from being an NQT to becoming a senior leader responsible for school behaviour and pastoral matters. The teacher then taught in another secondary school as an Assistant Headteacher for two years before leaving due to high stress and difficult working dynamics, finally moving to School B as a middle leader. The data generation for this study took place in their second year at School B. Framing Theory (Nelson et al., 1997) suggests that the teacher appeared to distance themselves from their previous schools and practices through the way that they talked about them. Examples of this are illustrated within the findings in Sections 4.6.1-4.6.5.

Figure 4.11 shows a personal Funnels of Influences for Teacher 3, reflecting the notable or recurring themes across the case dataset.
Figure 4.11: Teacher 3 personal Funnels of Influence
As noted in Section 3.8.8 the personal Funnels are bounded and framed by the discourse and practice in this study. To illustrate, on the left of the diagram in mid blue are the Growth themes, one of which being Growth Theme 1 – a reactionary nature to experiences of childhood teachers. One of many examples of this is where the teacher spoke about a particular childhood teacher:

“I didn’t like some of the things he said to people in the classroom… he’d go around saying “you’re really thick” … condescending, derogatory language like that… I would never do that… I’m very careful about what I say” (Extract 60: T3-3, 11.50)

Data generated as a result of using the Funnels of Influence, aided the interpretation of data generated for each research question and illustrations are embedded throughout the findings.

4.6.1 Responding to RQ1a

Teacher 3 did not state explicitly what their pedagogical stance was. As set out in Section 3.8.1, the analysis and interpretation for RQ1a sought to identify the teacher’s espoused pedagogical stance by probing the data beyond face-value. The Funnels of Influence Model (see Section 2.4.3) was used to identify the influences affecting what the teacher espoused, as well as how they espoused it. For Teacher 3 these largely revolved around how the teacher described teachers and learners, the framing of views in comparison to their prior professional experiences, and the recurring foci when they discussed teaching and learning.

Teacher 3 was explicit about their view of teachers and teaching:

“I believe in teachers being respected and being the… you know… the authority figure… there seems to be a fear of saying they’re the authority figure… well no… they are… you are the authority figure” (Extract 61: T3-3, 5.03)

The emphasis on behaviour and the teacher as the authority figure was consistent and frequent throughout the case dataset. TPF descriptors about the view of the teacher and teaching suggested that this created potential alignment with either Constructivism or Behaviourism (but suggested Sociocultural alignment to be unlikely).

For example, where the teacher spoke about the nature of the role of teacher:

“I believe in some traditional elements of teaching… in my expectations of behaviour… you know, that some people say you earn the right to be respected… I don’t. You should start with respect” (Extract 62: T3-3, 0.28)

The teacher explained that they:

“expect them to be able to do some written work or I talk to them about a rule a grammar rule and that sort of thing” (Extract 63: T3-3, 1.28)
During this part of the interview the teacher was showing the researcher children’s exercise books in order to demonstrate the work that had been recently completed by a class. Each child’s exercise book had the same learning objective, success criteria and materially the same content. Similar examples of information processing and ‘drill and practice’ activities were present throughout the dataset and suggested possible alignment with Behaviourism.

However, the teacher referenced different kinds of practice that required further probing:

“some of the teaching now I do is quite interactive… and you know… it’s sort of flashcard based, or they come up…” (Extract 64: T3-3, 1.28)

The teacher’s description illustrates a number of difficulties when interpreting data concerned with this case. First, the subjective use of terminology. For example, in Extract 64 above, the word “interactive” was used which the researcher interpreted as children actively interchanging ideas with each other or participating in interchanges with the teacher. However, the example referred to by the teacher in Extract 64 was the use of ICT to replicate the teacher posing a question to the whole class of children and then picking one child to respond (T3, Obs.1,1.7). This espousal by the teacher suggested that their pedagogical stance may better align with TPF descriptors of Behaviourism rather than the researcher’s initial interpretation.

The grammar of the teacher’s narrative positioned a quiz-style task and flashcard use as a type of interaction within their teaching (T3-3,1.28) which suggested two further possibilities. Either the teacher had a limited awareness of the different ways that children could interact with the teacher and/or each other, or, they were aware but saw those as not applicable within their own teaching. Data where the teacher spoke about influences on their teaching practices were revealing. For example, where they spoke about expectations from their headteacher:

“There is a bit of a push from the head that some lessons need to be a bit more engaging. That perhaps some are a bit didactic, that some could be a little more lively. Erm… [pause] but he’s not telling you how to do that… personally I appreciate that.” (Extract 65: T3-1, 2.59)

The latter part of Extract 65 was important because of the way it connected to other data where the teacher spoke about their previous schools and how teaching methods were monitored. Those experiences had partly influenced Teacher 3 leaving previous schools due to what they saw as headteacher interference. The way that the teacher saw their role became revealing about what their pedagogical stance was. For example, the teacher referred to one of the benefits of being in their current school as:

“I am allowed to carry out my role without too much interference” (Extract 66: T3-1, 4.50)
Furthermore, when asked separately about their professional development needs, Teacher 3 responded that:

“I don’t know… less actually… I probably feel confident in my own way of doing things…” (Extract 67: T3-3, 23.01)

These extracts are representative of two trends across the data for this teacher – that they felt confident in their current practices and did not see a current need for specific professional development. Furthermore, that they saw other teaching colleagues as employees within the same organisation rather than ‘knowledgeable others’ (i.e. suggesting Constructivist alignment to be unlikely). For example, the teacher spoke about their decision not to prioritise actions from recent whole-school training which they saw as more necessary for peers than for them (T3-6, 11.20). The only exception to this trend was where the teacher spoke about attending briefings to update their knowledge on subject specific Common Entrance syllabus coverage. The trend was helpful to be aware of because it suggested focused views about the nature of teaching and learning which when viewed collectively with the way in which they focused on syllabus coverage dissemination and didactic methods suggested the possibility that the teacher’s pedagogical stance was one of dissemination of teacher knowledge (rather than dialogic co-construction) which appeared to align more with Behaviourism than Constructivism.

Another revealing aspect of the teacher’s espoused pedagogical stance was the way in which they viewed the role of the teacher as an authority (which could be interpreted as either Constructivist or Behaviourist). The teacher perhaps encapsulated their view most strongly when they said that:

“I’d always wanted to be a teacher. I was drawn to be that person at the front… [laughs]… the position… responsibility… status…” (Extract 68: T3-6, 2.43)

and

“I think I wanted to be a teacher more than I wanted to teach.” (Extract 69: T3-4, 10.40)

As introduced above, the focus on the identity of the teacher rather than the processes of their teaching was present throughout this case dataset. This revealed the nature of the teacher’s interest in how their teaching affected children or their learning. For example:

“they’ve got to have success criteria stuck in their books, so the idea is we tick, and they tick as well” (Extract 70: T3-5, 24.51)

The ticking of the success criteria itself could be interpreted as part of reflective learning (suggesting Constructivism) or breaking down the curriculum into small steps (suggesting Behaviourism). The teacher’s explanation did not attribute pedagogical benefit to comparing children’s self-assessment with their own assessment, instead focusing on the procedural process which suggests Behaviourist alignment more likely. This was also
seen elsewhere. For example, in a pre-observation interview (T3-5) the teacher spoke about how they assigned tasks to all children in a given class. The teacher was asked about the nature of needs in the class and identified children where English was a second language and children with SEND (T3-5,13.00). Lesson planning was centred on syllabus coverage (taught content) with the emphasis on exposure and coverage (T3-5,7.40). There was no evidence in this dataset of scaffolding children from their prior learning or taking account of specific individual or group needs (which may have suggested Constructivist alignment). This suggested that the teacher saw the children as either already having the necessary knowledge, or that they did not need prior knowledge for the information processing tasks, which would align more with Behaviourism.

The teacher’s espoused pedagogical stance could also be seen where they talked about the purpose of school:

“ultimately school is about preparing for the next stage of life” (Extract 71: T3-5, 2.15)

At first, this description of the purpose of school could be interpreted in many different ways. For example, the focus on the next stage of life could potentially align with Socioculturalism, Constructivism or Behaviourism. Meaning comes by understanding what the teacher means by “prepare”. For example, whether “preparing” is being trained in and then replicating procedures (suggesting Behaviourism), or “preparing” is through an understanding of valued social practices (Constructivism or Socioculturalism). Data from across this teacher’s dataset suggested greater alignment with the former:

“there are times when [a child says] “why do I have to do that?”… I will just say to a child… because I said so… (Extract 72: T3-3, 5.50)

and

" if you're going to disrupt then you're not welcome..." (Extract 73: T3-3, 3.51)

Viewed collectively, espoused positions such as those above suggest that what the teacher means by “the next stage of life” (Extract 70), is not necessarily about the individual children, but the expected pathway that they would all take (i.e. Common Entrance exam). For example, if “the next stage of life” were viewed through a sociocultural or constructivist lens then the teacher would be unlikely to hold the views set out in Extracts 71 and 72 – which locate the child as a participant rather than agentive.

The teacher’s focus elsewhere in the dataset on children learning through repetition of information processing such that they pass their Common Entrance exams suggest that “the next stage of life” focuses on a specific tangible result (which would align with Behaviourism) rather than a broader set of skills (which might suggest Constructivism or Sociocultural).
One of the difficulties with analysis of this case was that Teacher 3 framed most of their responses in comparison with previous experiences drawn from both their own childhood schooling as well as previous leadership roles in other schools. Framing theory would suggest that the teacher is controlling the narrative in order to give the researcher a specific picture (the frame) of something to which the researcher has no other access (Nelson, Oxley and Clawson, 1997). In other words, the teacher sought to portray their current experiences as contrasting from their previous experiences – albeit possibly subconsciously. However, whilst the teacher often framed their current school Arena by means of comparison to previous experiences, they did not do the same thing when describing the aspects of their pedagogical stance. For example, the teacher talked about a childhood teacher’s method for seating children as being “humiliating” (T3-3, 10.52) explaining that:

“He did a test and first in the class was there [indicates one end of the class] and the last one was there [indicates the other end of the class] and every week you changed position and I was always… somewhere in the middle… and you always had the same person at the top… I mean my Dad said to me that’s competition, you know it’s a competitive world, but… it’s demotivational for some.” (Extract 74: T3-3, 11.04)

In this teacher’s own class, they avoided this element of competition by organising seating differently:

“I sit them in pretty much alphabetical… That’s not a school policy that’s just what I’ve always done… Well the first thing that I do when I get a class list is that well are there any that have to be sitting at the front or not next to somebody else?” (Extract 75: T3-5, 10.31)

The latter part of this reflects something the teacher had spoken elsewhere about children with special educational needs sitting at the front close to the teacher desk (conforming to what the teacher said was a school policy requirement) and that this policy was known amongst the children (T3-5, 7.06). This procedural focus suggests that the teacher was avoiding the element of competition, complying with the school policy in regard to students identified with SEN, and making it easier to learn children’s name by having them seated alphabetically (T3-5, 11.24).

The teacher referred to the majority of the children as being of average ability, and also identified children for each class who found lessons particularly easy or difficult (T3-5, 9.42). The framing of this perception suggested Sociocultural alignment was unlikely because the inference was that children have innate ability rather than relational agency (TPF, View of learner and learning, Socioculturalism). Furthermore, the lesson content was based on pre-defined syllabus coverage rather than reflecting prior attainment which suggested Behaviourist rather than Constructivist alignment was more likely.
Cumulatively, the data above suggests that the pedagogical model that the teacher most aligned with based on TPF descriptors was Behaviourism (Table 2.2) due to the focus on:

- teacher as knowledge holder and determiner of classroom activity
- focus on exam preparations
- pre-determined content to be consumed and repeated
- prioritising of behaviour (in disciplinary terms) over learning behaviours
- prior learning and SEND being referenced but not addressed within provision

### 4.6.2 Responding to RQ1b

As with Cases 1 and 2, the findings from RQ1a were used as a starting point for answering RQ1b (what the teacher’s implicit pedagogical stance is). This hypothesised behaviourist stance was probed for intentions that aligned or challenged that view. This was achieved using the processes set out in Section 3.8.2.

Within the dataset for Teacher 3, 71 intentions were identified, and these were grouped into 7 summary categories as seen in Figure 4.12.

**Figure 4.12: Summary of Intended practice within Teacher 3 dataset**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Summary of Intention</th>
<th>Examples of this Intention within dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Being seen to conform to expectations</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-1, 5.32, T2-3 1.08), T2-5, 7.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tight boundaries set around what is considered part of classroom teaching</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-3, 15.30, 18.38, 21.25, T2-5, 1.22, 2.13, 7.40, 17.17, 23.01, T2-6, 5.08, 6.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Providing all children with the same tasks and processes</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-1, 2.00, T2-3, 0.28, 3.51, 4.54, 5.03, 5.44, 5.50, 27.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Direct reaction of childhood experiences of teachers (e.g. “they did… so I won’t…”)</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-3, 6.05, 6.47, 11.50, T2-4, 10.10, 10.40, 11.16, T2-5, 0.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Hesitation to engage with ICT due to prior negative social media experiences</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-4, 0.28, 0.46, 5.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Learning seen as consumption and regurgitation of syllabus information (e.g. quizzes, copying material out)</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-4, 1.53, 2.04, 2.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Decisions made which prioritise the reduction on teacher workload</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-1, 0.33, 3.27, 6.44, 9.31, 11.24, T2-5, 1.02, 6.35, 8.43, 10.31, 10.42, 11.54, 12.27, 20.01, 24.06, 24.51, 25.39, T2-6, 0.02, 1.03, 2.50, 3.21, 7.16, 8.02, 11.20, T2-1, 0.00, T2-2, 3.04, T2-3, 19.30, 20.14, T2-4, 11.58)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The process produced a summary of how each category of intention aligned with model of pedagogy descriptors within the TPF. This can be seen in Figure 4.13.
Figure 4.13: Summary of Teacher 3 intentions and their alignment with pedagogical models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Summary of Intention</th>
<th>Mapping to the The Pedagogical Framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Being seen to conform to expectations</td>
<td>&quot;Motivation is extrinsic, learners react to the environment&quot; (Views of learner and learning, Behaviourism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Providing all children with the same tasks and processes</td>
<td>&quot;Learning is an individual activity&quot; and &quot;Learning is by imitation or acquisition&quot; (Views of learner and learning, Behaviourism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Learning seen as consumption and regurgitation of syllabus information (e.g. quizzes, copying material out)</td>
<td>&quot;Learners are receivers and processors of information and passive in the learning process&quot; and &quot;Learners are viewed as lacking knowledge &quot; (Views of learner and learning, Behaviourism), and syllabus consumption as &quot;Knowledge represents how the world really is, The world is given not constructed&quot; (View of knowledge, Behaviourism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tight boundaries set around what is considered part of classroom</td>
<td>The purpose of schooling / educational goals as &quot;Forming habits, or rules and procedure and associations between them&quot;, and &quot;Teachers are the holders of knowledge - the authority&quot; (View of teachers and teaching), and &quot;Learning is by imitation or acquisition&quot; (Views of learner and learning, Behaviourism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Direct reaction of childhood experiences of teachers (e.g. &quot;they did... so I won't...&quot;)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Hesitation to engage with ICT due to prior negative social media experiences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Decisions made which prioritise the reductuion on teacher workload</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Viewing the intentions for Teacher 3 suggested potential for alignment with TPF descriptors of Behaviourism. However, it was important to search through the dataset for possible contradictions to this hypothesis. Such contradictions were complicated to find for Teacher 3 because of the way that they framed their views. For example, they shared their intention to provide variety in their teaching by setting out that:

"I like to use a combination of flash cards and PowerPoint because the flash cards are great because children can handle them" (Extract 76: T3-6,7.16)

The inference within the teacher’s intentions were twofold. First, the didactic presentation of PowerPoint slides combined with drill and practice use of flashcards. Second, the perceived benefit to children physically interacting with resources. The latter of these suggested the possibility of the teacher intending to teach in a way which gave children greater agency, thus surfacing the potential for Constructivist or Sociocultural alignment. However, probing this example further the teacher later spoke about the ways in which flashcards were used:

“Sometimes it's just flash cards on repeat... it gives them an element of a sort of game or competition in it they particularly enjoy that" (Extract 77: T2-6, 8.02)
The focus of the interactivity being about competition as a form of motivation aligned with TPF Behaviourism descriptors.

This teacher framed their responses around the role of the teacher and teacher-initiated methods for distributing knowledge which could suggest either Behaviourist or Constructivist alignment. Looking holistically at the dataset, other aspects suggest Behaviourist alignment to be most likely – for example, the information processing and recall methods identified above (Extract 64). Each of these framed classroom interactions around the role of the teacher as authority. The way in which information was viewed as consumable was also reflected in how the teacher spoke about wanting to attend professional development priorities focusing on Common Entrance exam syllabus matters (T3-1, 11.24), and their prioritisation of school improvement actions focusing on procedural rather than pedagogical matters (T3-5, 24.51). These areas of focus were captured in the summary of teacher intentions (Table 4.19) as those where the teacher was undertaking actions (including espousal) in order to conform to expectations (from exams, parents, headteacher, peers or researcher). Their focus on extrinsic matters as motivating factors again suggests Behaviourist alignment to be more likely than Sociocultural or Constructivist which are closely linked to intrinsic motivation.

### 4.6.3 Responding to RQ1c

The purpose of RQ1c was to identify how the teacher’s observed enacted practices aligned with the models of pedagogy set out by The Pedagogical Framework. The Behaviourist stance found in relation to RQ1a and RQ1b was taken as a starting point – and evidence to refute or confirm this position was sought. This converted the risk of a bias into a tool for checking the robustness of findings.

Teacher 3 was observed teaching three different classes of twenty children. Each lesson took place in the teacher’s own classroom with the children arriving at the start of the lesson and leaving for another location at the end. On each occasion the teacher greeted the children at the door, and children filed in and were seated alphabetically by name as assigned to them at the beginning of the academic year (T3-5,10.31). Seating was organised as four rows of six tables all facing the front of the classroom where the Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) was located, with the teacher’s desk to its side, facing the children. As with previous cases, Section 3.6.5 set out how observation data was generated, Appendix I contains the observation guide setting out what the focus areas were, Appendix Q contains full observation vignettes for this case, Section 3.7.4 explains how observation data was processed, and Section 3.8.3 set out how observation data was analysed.
Key pedagogical features were identified from across the observation data. These can be seen in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Mapping of observed features of teacher’s practice with TPF descriptors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus area</th>
<th>Features across observations</th>
<th>Mapping to The Pedagogical Framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inputs</td>
<td>These consisted of an activity which recalled knowledge from the previous lesson, followed by a presentation or task explanation (Obs. 1, 1.0, 1.7, 1.9, Obs. 2, 1.5, 1.7)</td>
<td>“The teacher limits the information to be processed (stepwise pedagogy).” (Behaviourism, Views of teachers and teaching)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>These were either whole class (e.g. group quizzes with children chosen in turn to answer questions), or independent written work where all children were working independently of each other but on the same task (Obs. 2, 1.14).</td>
<td>“Teaching is by drill and practice”, “Teachers use pace and competition often to maintain motivation” (Behaviourism, Views of teachers and teaching)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>The teacher language was largely instructional and task oriented (Obs. 3, 1.3, 1.9). They praised children for correct responses and when children gave incorrect responses the teacher used phrasing such as “what we need to do here is...” (Obs. 1, 1.11, Obs. 2, 1.13)</td>
<td>“The teacher limits the information to be processed (stepwise pedagogy).” (Behaviourism, Views of teachers and teaching)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships</td>
<td>The teacher positioned themselves at the front of the class behind a desk for all of the input and closing parts of each observation (Obs. 1, 1.2, 1.6). During children’s independent work the teacher moved along the rows of seating, stopping to check and correct children’s work methodically. Children raised their hands to ask for help (Obs. 1, 1.13 ).</td>
<td>“Teachers are the holders of knowledge – the authority.”, “Metaphors for the teacher – lion tamer, sculptor or petrol pump attendant”. (Behaviourism, Views of teachers and teaching)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note: RQ2 below discusses the uses of ICT within observations in detail, so those are not addressed explicitly here).

Using the first focus area – Inputs – data from Observation 1 can be used to illustrate these common features. For example, the teacher explained that the lesson would begin with knowledge recall about names of illnesses from the previous lesson, and then showed images using BoardWorks software on the IWB – asking children to raise their hands if they could name the associated illness. Children with raised hands were chosen, shared their answer, and if correct walked to the front of the classroom to press a button on the IWB in order to progress to the next image (Obs.1,1.9). This reflects TPF descriptors about Behaviourism highlighting information recall and pre-determined information to be processed – as reflected in the right-hand column.

In observation 2, when the teacher gave feedback to children about their written work, they mostly used the pronoun ‘we’ rather than ‘you’ (e.g. ‘what we need to do here is...’). This appeared to contrast with earlier espoused Behaviourist views, and instead suggested the possibility of Constructivist alignment whereby the teacher was co-constructing with the learner. However, this pronoun use was specific to feedback given by the teacher during children’s written work and not consistent with language used during
inputs or other classroom interaction. It has been treated as a learned discourse tool rather than representative of pedagogical values and beliefs.

Key features from TPF Behaviourism descriptors can be seen clearly within the observation data; children as processors of information, responding to teacher instruction, with task completion being for the purposes of assessment. Specific patterns drawn from the data can be used to illustrate this. For example, the majority of activities had right / wrong outcomes which required the children to recall words rather than for example, to apply these words in a range of contexts or extend their vocabulary (which would have suggested possible Constructivist alignment). Additionally, the teacher’s focus within lessons was on the sequence of activities; moving through the pre-prepared resources and activities as planned so that all of the pre-determined material was covered (Obs.2,1.14, Obs.3,1.13).

For this teacher their enacted pedagogical stance within the data from observed practices appeared to align with TPF descriptors of Behaviourism, as illustrated above through examples of:

- The teacher as knowledge holder and determiner of classroom activity
- Lesson content as pre-determined knowledge to be consumed and recalled
- Children undertaking individual activities and all children undertaking the same tasks
- Extrinsic motivation (e.g. quiz and recall of information)
- Dialogue and teacher language focusing on task processes
- The focus on exam preparations

4.6.4 Responding to RQ1

In conclusion for RQ1, the evidence suggests that Teacher 3 has an implicit Behaviourist pedagogical stance. There are also two other enduring features which permeate the data:

1) The teacher’s pedagogical focus was framed around the teacher’s actions and capacity
2) The teacher’s very negative previous experiences of social media appear to have a strong influence on their Growth and consequent situational Identity when teaching.

4.6.5 Responding to RQ2

RQ2 asks how the teacher uses ICT in their teaching by considering it in two ways. First, their observed enacted practice and what it reveals about their uses of ICT (RQ2a), and then by probing what they say about using ICT in teaching practice (RQ2b). For Teacher 3 there were three types of uses of ICT within their observed teaching practices. A summary of these can be seen in Figure 4.14.
Figure 4:14: Summary of ICT uses within observations of Teacher 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of ICT in teaching practice</th>
<th>Purpose of ICT use (category)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taking the register, displaying the date or task instructions (e.g., Obs. 3, 1.2)</td>
<td>ICT used for administration purposes by the teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Whiteboard used to display presentation materials (e.g., Obs. 1, 1.9), or to display a quiz</td>
<td>ICT to present prepared materials to the whole class - teacher led activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where children are chosen to go to the IWB to press the answer (Obs. 2, 1.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children used Chromebooks to access Google Map Street View to remind themselves of a place they were asked to write about (Obs 2, 1.5)</td>
<td>ICT used by children to find information - child initiated activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Teacher 3 used ICT largely for practical purposes; accessing student data, taking the register or fulfilling utility purposes. In terms of RQ2a this reflects the teacher’s uses of ICT as a procedural tool rather than as a pedagogical tool. Other uses of ICT were pedagogical – for example using the IWB to display material so that all the class could see it, such as for the quiz described in Section 4.6.3. This enabled all children to visually compare the answers they had thought of to the correct ones displayed as well as hearing them when the teacher said them out loud.

The second type of ICT use was more complex because it was where ICT was being used by children (rather than the teacher) within their classroom. For example, during one observation children were asked to write descriptively about a specific location. One child initially asked the teacher if they could use a Google Chromebook to look up Google Street View to remind them about the location which would aid them with their description (Obs. 2, 1.15-1.20). The child had gained familiarity with using ICT in this way (in other lessons with another teacher). The teacher granted permission for the child to do this, and then five additional children requested the same permission. The teacher appeared reluctant but gave permission, and the children then worked independently on the Chromebooks (Obs. 2, 1.20). The teacher was not observed engaging with the children who were using the Chromebooks. This could have been the teacher encouraging independence within the learning task. However, that interpretation is unlikely because as the teacher moved around the classroom during the activity to check children’s work, they engaged with all of the other children who were not using Chromebooks. This apparent distancing themselves from ICT use within the classroom aligns with a finding within RQ2b which is explored below.

RQ2b asks what the teacher says about using ICT in their teaching practice. For Teacher 3 the data for this was extensive but related nearly exclusively to a particular issue – pastoral and behavioural issues arising through social media use in their previous school - as can be seen in Figure 4.15.
This teacher had held senior pastoral leadership roles in two other schools prior to joining School B. In those roles they had experienced a number of incidents whereby children had used social media with negative repercussions that had created behavioural and pastoral issues both within and beyond school. The teacher explained their perspective on this as:

“I can’t police what you do at 11 o clock in the evening. They come [mimicking children complaining] look such and such sent me this last night… [returns to normal voice] well it’s midnight… you know! [laughs exasperated and shrugs] – what do you want me to do about it [rhetorically]…” (Extract 79: T3-3, 15.00)

The teacher was interpreted at first as being somewhat indifferent to the difficulties that the children were reporting, due to their narrative containing descriptions such as:

“I remember one of them just standing there and saying… [with stroppy teenager voice] ‘What are you going to do about it?’ and I remember saying ‘right you want
me to go into [town name] and stand on the rooftops with a loudspeaker and announce that do you?” and she stormed out” (Extract 80: T3-3, 18.38)

However, data elsewhere suggested that the teacher’s perspective was not indifference:

“I prefer to work with lines… so I used to just say that… if it happens out of school after school hours then we are not going to sanction for things that have happened there...” (Extract 81: T3-3, 15.30)

Accordingly, when the data concerning ICT for this teacher was probed and trends found, they fell into two broad groups:

- Concerns and behaviours relating to historical negative social media experiences
- Functional uses of ICT in everyday life

This can be seen summarised in Figure 4.16.

**Figure 4.16: Trends in ICT occurrences within non-observation data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Description of technologies in functional terms</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-4, 2.52, 3.58, T2-4, 4.10, 6.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Resistant to utilising new aspects of technology</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-4, 5.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Concerns with own children using social media</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-4, 5.30, 6.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Does not use social media because of negative professional experiences</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-4, 0.28, 0.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Children's use of mobile phones in [previous] school – teacher perceptions of the impact as;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a)</td>
<td>adding to teacher workload</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-3, 12.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b)</td>
<td>policy to allow children access during the school day</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-3, 13.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c)</td>
<td>changing the power dynamics between children, parents and teachers</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-3, 14.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d)</td>
<td>enabling issues to continue outside of school hours</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-3, 15.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e)</td>
<td>blurring lines about what teachers should get involved with</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-3, 15.30, 16.12, 16.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f)</td>
<td>encourages anti-social behaviour by encouraging greater interaction</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-3, 16.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g)</td>
<td>brings out behaviours that would not have otherwise been displayed</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-3, 16.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h)</td>
<td>makes people braver (T2-3, 17.15), and increases misinterpretation</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-3, 7.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i)</td>
<td>consequences of children using social media made teacher’s role more stressful</td>
<td>(e.g. T2-3, 18.20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through the interview data it had been clear that this teacher had been heavily affected by the pastoral issues that they believed stemmed from social media use by students in their previous school (T3-2, 18.20, T3-4, 0.28, 0.46). The teacher described themselves as resistant to use ICT as a result, and in particular social media and portable technologies (T3-4, 5.24, 5.30). It is logical therefore that the teacher did not enact or orate many ICT uses in their practices. They used procedural ICT (e.g. register, timetable, projecting
prepared resources) partly because it was expected of them by their headteacher (T2-4,6.52,7.02) and partly because it made their operational activities more efficient (T3-4,5.24). It is useful to recall that Teacher 3 was noted as being focused on the idea of teachers being symbols of authority; stemming from extensive childhood experiences (T3-3,6.05), compounded by professional training (T3-5,1.43) and their own professional practice (T3-1,12.45). This stance could be seen mirrored in their uses of ICT; for example, all observed practices where ICT was used positioned the teacher in the role of authority; either as gatekeeper (IWB quiz, Obs.2,1.7) or presenter (Word being presented on the IWB for children to copy, Obs.3,1.15).

With this in mind, it was interesting that the teacher allowed children independently and unprompted by the teacher, to use the Chromebooks within their lesson. If the teacher had allowed or encouraged that independent use and then engaged in dialogue with the child/ren about the task (rather than the technology) it could be that the teacher was wishing to encourage children’s agency (suggesting Sociocultural alignment). To interpret the data that way would have required some evidence of the teacher probing the children’s thinking during the task in order to reify or extend their learning. It could have been that the children were permitted to use the Chromebooks in that lesson because of the presence of the researcher (who the teacher knew was interested in ICT practices), and this is possible given that the children seemed excited by the ICT use and explained to the researcher that they did not often use them in this class, but often did so in other classes (Obs.1,1.20). However, it would be a coincidence that the children chose to ask in the very lesson that was being observed given that the researcher had not been introduced to the children by the teacher (i.e. there was no explicit prompt within the lesson for the children rather than the teacher to think about ICT). That aspect of data was inconclusive. However, probing the teacher’s behaviour once the Chromebooks had been allowed out, the teacher appeared to want to distance themselves rather than the children from ICT uses. Again, this could be about the teacher recognising their own limitations but still wanting to encourage agency on the part of the children. When considered in light of the teacher’s earlier comments about the bounds that they set around the teacher’s role in relation to ICT again seems very unlikely.

What appears most likely is that the teacher’s actions relating to ICT were framed around the impact that such use has on them personally (rather than on the children, an activity itself, or the other people who are part of the activity).

4.6.6 Summary

Findings from RQ1 set out that Teacher 3 had a Behaviourist pedagogical stance that was centred around the teacher as an authority figure and an expectation on children to conform to that authority. The teacher appeared to bound the role of teacher to what was
deliverable by that teacher. Furthermore, findings from RQ2 set out that their ICT uses reflected that pedagogical stance; with a focus on procedural aspects of teaching, using the IWB to display content, and sometimes allowing, but not actively engaging with, other ICT use in their lessons. However, there were subtleties within the dataset that suggested something deeper. First, the Behaviourist way in which the teacher saw ICT in the first place – as a procedural tool dependent on an authority to control it. Second, the cumulative impact of their negative professional experiences; creating a cyclical effect whereby the teacher saw problems occurring when children were operating outside of teacher-controlled parameters. The more this happened, the more the teacher described distancing themselves from it.

Chapter 4 has presented the findings for each case, organised within each case by research question – addressing RQ1 and RQ2. Findings for RQ1 and RQ2 are cumulative within each case and have led to a summary of findings for each case (see Sections 4.3.6, 4.4.6 and 4.5.6). In each case matters have been surfaced which reflect the relationships between teacher’s pedagogical stance and the use of ICT in their teaching practices. Those summary sections have also surfaced notable features which go beyond a surface level relationship between pedagogical stance and ICT, suggesting deeper rooted influences.

RQ3 (what are the influences affecting the relationship between the teacher’s pedagogical stance and ICT use in their teaching practice?) draws upon the summary of findings within each case, along with features which invite further consideration. These are addressed across all three cases in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5: A discussion-based response to RQ3

5.1 Introduction

The purpose of this study is to undertake an exploration of the relationship between teacher’s pedagogical stance and use of ICT in their teaching practice. In Chapter 4 findings were set out for each of three cases. These findings identified a teacher’s implicit pedagogical stance by probing their espoused, intended and enacted practices (RQ1). That process used the Funnels of Influence model to generate relevant data and then signpost what may be influencing the teacher. It also used The Pedagogical Framework to describe their pedagogical stance. Chapter 4 then considered how the teacher used ICT in their teaching (RQ2); probing what teachers espoused and enacted in order to surface notable features and influences. A high-level summary by case, taken from Sections 4.3.6, 4.4.6 and 4.6.4 can be seen in below.

Table 5.1: High level summary of RQ1 and RQ2 for each case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>What was the teacher’s pedagogical stance? (RQ1)</th>
<th>How did the teacher use ICT in their teaching practices? (RQ2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Constructivist (centred around the teacher)</td>
<td>ICT use centred around the teacher, with a focus on instruction and assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Constructivist (centred around the learners)</td>
<td>ICT as an enabler, focused on learners and learning short and longer term.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Behaviourist (centred around the teacher as authority)</td>
<td>ICT used for tasks where teacher is the authority. Other ICT kept at arms-length.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final research question, RQ3, asks ‘What is the relationship between the teacher’s pedagogical stance and ICT use in their teaching practice?’ At first, based on the findings in Chapter 4, the relationship appears to be a simple one – that teacher’s use of ICT in teaching practice reflects and amplifies an existing pedagogical stance.

For example, Teacher 1 - whose pedagogical stance aligned with Constructivism - used ICT which facilitated children’s next steps based on assessment of prior knowledge (e.g. video feedback targeted at groups assessed as being at the same stage, pre-identified instructional videos as part of sequential activities – Section 4.8.3). Similarly, Teacher 3, whose pedagogical stance aligned with Behaviourism used ICT which supported teacher knowledge dissemination (e.g. PowerPoint presentation) and drill and practice (e.g. IWB quiz – Section 4.6.5). Furthermore, the nature of choices about ICT also reflected the teacher’s pedagogical stance. For example, Teacher 3 chose ICT uses which supported the administration and dissemination of information - reflecting the way in which the teacher saw their role as the holder of knowledge and authority within learning – features aligning with TPF descriptors of Behaviourism (Table 2.2).
As a surface level response to RQ3, this study found that ICT use reflected the teacher’s existing pedagogical stance - as set out in Sections 4.3.5, 4.4.5 and 4.6.5. This finding aligns with existing literature discussed in Section 2.2 (e.g. Maher and Twining, 2017; Luckin, 2018; Selwyn, 2020).

However, as set out in Section 2.4, relationships of any kind are rarely a simple mapping of two things (in this case pedagogical stance and ICT uses), but a broader tapestry of influences coming together. This study went beyond surface-level in order to probe the relationships. Consequently, addressing RQ3 surfaced influences from each teacher’s personal funnels of influence (see Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.6) and how those influences impacted upon the relationship between the teacher’s pedagogical stance and the uses of ICT in their teaching practices.

Data analysis for RQ3 identified that whilst the three cases were unique with very different teachers and practices, there were five permeating themes that ran across them. Consequently, Chapter 5 presents RQ3 findings across all three cases rather than individually. Furthermore, Chapter 5 presents and discusses these five themes in relation to the literature.

5.2 The importance of probing deeper when considering ICT in teaching practices

The choices that teachers within this study made about which ICT to use were revealing about their beliefs and practices. For example, Teacher 3 whose emphasis on the teacher’s authority as gatekeeper of knowledge and their teaching being through step-by-step information processing contributed to their alignment with Behaviourism (Section 4.6.4). Teacher 3 reflected those beliefs with the parameters that they set around uses of ICT in their classroom (Section 4.6.5). The finding that teacher’s choices about ICT uses aligns with their beliefs was therefore consistent with the findings from Taimalu and Luik, (2019), Tondeur et al., (2017), and Ertmer and Ottenbreit Leftwich,(2010).

Within that literature, Tondeur et al., (2017), specifically noted that not all teachers within the same school held the same pedagogical beliefs and recommended that future research considered this aspect in particular. In this study, it was the specific choices about exactly how the ICT was used, and the intentions embedded within that use which were most illuminating. Through the use of the Funnels of Influence model, data had been generated which revealed specific subtleties and influences within the nature of teachers’ pedagogical stance and this enabled a focus on detail within observations which may not otherwise have been identified. For example, the distinctions made through teacher’s specific language choices using what discourse analysis terms Framing theory (Nelson, Oxley and Clawson, 1997). Framing theory suggests that how something is presented to
the audience (called ‘the frame’) influences the choices people make about how to process that information. Three examples from across the cases illustrate this.

First, Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 who were both located within the same school, also both aligned with Constructivism. However, there was an important difference between them. Whilst neither stated it explicitly, Teacher 1 framed their Constructivism around the teacher (Section 4.3.4), and Teacher 2 framed their Constructivism around the learner (Section 4.4.4). This manifest itself in how surface-level similar practices were implemented by each teacher and consequently how they were experienced by others. For example, both teachers chose to use QR code linked instructional films within class teaching (Section 4.3.5 and 4.4.5). The teachers both made the films, uploaded them to the school YouTube channel, assigned a QR code to the film and added that QR code to a sheet that Year 6 children then used in class to access the films during their working time. The methodologies used in other studies, if applied to these two uses, would have categorised these ICT uses as the same (e.g. ICF, 2015; EC, 2013). However, as set out in Section 4.3.5 and 4.4.5, the ICT use had a different relationship with each teacher’s pedagogical stance. For Teacher 1, whose films were tightly assigned to specific tasks, the films reduced the children’s dependence upon the teacher (Section 4.3.5). This created additional teacher capacity to provide targeted intervention to children within the lesson. Targeted teacher intervention - focused on specific children’s zones of proximal development - was a key feature of this teacher’s pedagogical stance (Section 4.3.4). Consequently, as set out in Section 4.3.3 dialogue between the teacher and children was centred around addressing content-specific progression (e.g. pre-defined questions, addressing misconceptions, differentiatated challenge).

For Teacher 2, children accessing instructional films within a lesson enabled learners to self-pace and self-organise (Section 4.4.5). The teacher’s intentions and enacted practices encouraged dialogue between children and collaborative problem solving. The teacher contributed by extending children and focusing on their broader (not necessarily content-specific) needs – all key features of their pedagogical stance (Section 4.4.3). Consequently, as set out in Section 4.4.3 dialogue between the teacher and children was centred around responsive approaches to individual or group holistic needs – which although bounded by the situation went beyond the lesson content. Thus, whilst the ICT practice itself at surface level appeared the same, the relationship between the ICT use and the teacher was different. It is likely therefore that the children would have experienced the ICT use differently. The teaching practices are therefore not consistent or similar in the way that a surface level interpretation might suggest.

At the heart of this example is a key finding; that underlying motivations and subtle differences in implementation are critical to a meaningful understanding about what is taking place within ICT practices. Whilst previous studies have highlighted the importance
of the implementation of ICT use, these have tended to focus on what is strategically important to the school or operational delivery (e.g. Weatherby and Clark-Wilson, 2019; Passey, 2011). It is not just how ICT is used within teaching and learning that matters, but very precisely and specifically how, and why those choices are being made. This aligns with the findings of Beckman et al (2019) who found that student’s experiences of ICT (within teaching practices), were shaped by, and inextricably linked to the contexts in which they occurred. Critically, Maher and Twining (2017) concluded that the nature of ICT use in teaching practices fundamentally changed the characteristics of the student learning experience. As the motivation behind most research concerned with ICT in teaching practices is either directly or indirectly tied to an interest in improving student experiences, this point is absolutely vital.

Similar points have been made by Hammond (2020), when arguing the case for an ecological approach to understanding ICT take-up, and by Beckman et al., (2018), who argued the case for a sociological approach to conceptualising technology practice. This study aligns with those arguments because whilst the main body of literature in Section 2.2.2 does talk about the critical nature of how ICT is being used, there remains a lack of refinement in the definition of what is meant by ‘how’. This study shows that probing needs to go beyond what can be observed or self-reported, in order to identify the subtleties of use that reflect specifically why ICT is being used in that way – and thus a more transparent and precise ‘how’.

In another illustration, Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 both had a very different approach to ICT use in solving a practical classroom problem. One of the observations of Teacher 3 was a lesson where children were asked to write about a specific location (Section 4.6.5). One child was unable to recall detail about the location and asked if they could use a Chromebook to view Google Street View in order to access the information. The teacher paused before granting permission and then did not engage with that child for the rest of the lesson until after the Chromebook had been put away – distancing themselves from the ICT use and the child. In contrast, as set out in Section 4.4.5, during an observation of Teacher 2, children were asked to access QR code linked resources. There were not enough iPads available so one child asked if they could use a laptop. The teacher and child then entered a dialogue about whether that particular laptop had a QR code reader and the teacher prompted the child (and another child who joined into the conversation) to investigate and find a solution. The children discussed the possible solutions (e.g. searching Google for a downloadable QR code reader), tried them and collaboratively solved the problem. The teacher used language which scaffolded children in discussing the problem themselves and identify for themselves what a solution could be (rather than give them a solution or lead a teacher-to-child dialogue). The practical problem thus
became a life-skill learning opportunity which appeared to be intentional on the part of the teacher - and which was consistent with RQ1a (espoused) and RQ1b (intention) findings.

Therefore, whilst these two examples of ICT use are at surface level very similar – children independently accessing and using a device to access material in a lesson - due to the teacher’s pedagogical stance the enacted pedagogy was very different. For Teacher 2 the use of ICT prompted a separation and less communication between the teacher and child. For Teacher 3 the use of ICT prompted wider learning about problem solving. There are all kinds of possible implications and subtle messages within this. For example, drawing upon literature that childhood experiences of teachers contribute heavily to the formation of beliefs about what it means to be a learner (Chang-Kredl and Kingsley, 2014). For one child they became isolated within their learning (Case 3). For the other child they became part of a social dialogue; a small community of practice (Case 2).

Examples such as those above illustrate what Orlikowski and Scott (2008), argue as the bidirectional relationship between a person’s beliefs (in this case the teacher’s pedagogical stance) and their uses of ICT (in this case in teaching practices). In both cases - at surface level - the child’s subject specific learning appeared to be supported by the use of the software in a way that would not have been possible without the ICT.

Examples such as these are often cited as good practice in school facing literature (e.g. Jewitt et al., 2010; Higgins, Xiao and Katsipataki, 2012; Puhtedura, 2013; Vanderlinde, Aesaert and Van Braak, 2014; Kompa, 2018). However, it is the very specifically how and why ICT is being used that is vitally important to note – to avoid diverting attention back onto ‘what’ ICT is being used. Whilst in Case 2 the use of ICT prompted additional teacher-child interaction, in the example drawn from Case 3 it is possible that the gains made through the child’s use of subject specific software use (use of Google Maps), was then negated by the teacher distancing themselves from the child as a result of them using ICT. This key point is generally not addressed by school facing literature which invites teachers to consider ICT familiarisation phases as cumulatively introducing additional ICT – assuming associated cumulative benefits (e.g. Heppell et al., 2010; Passey, 2011; Clark and Luckin, 2013; NAACE, 2018; EC, 2019; Promethean, 2020).

Generally, the literature does not yet invite teachers to critically consider how children will experience the teacher’s use of ICT within their teaching practices. For example, the closest relating material (e.g. Mishra and Koehler, 2006; Luckin et al., 2012; Puhtedura, 2013; Coe et al., 2020), simply asks teachers to consider how children could experience the ICT (i.e. the teacher’s intentions), and even then the focus is still on what the teacher or child does (in terms of practical actions) rather than the inference – explicitly or otherwise. However, as set out in Section 2.2, there is a shift in direction with studies beginning to consider both the intended pedagogy as well as the influences which shape how that translates into practice and experience (e.g. Twining, Browne, et al., 2017;
Beckman et al., 2018; Beckman, Bennett and Lockyer, 2019; Selwyn et al., 2019). It is this body of literature that this study contributes towards.

A final example of the importance of probing deeper when considering ICT in teaching practices is drawn from a comparison of Teachers 1 and 2. Whilst on different dates and with different groups of children, one of the observations for each of these two teachers happened to take place in the same physical classroom, using the same technology – a portable IWB, wireless mouse and wireless keyboard, and both happened to be with Year 6 intervention groups (Sections 4.3.3. and 4.4.3). During the input that each teacher enacted, both chose to utilise the flexibility of portable ICT in order to be somewhere other than the front of the classroom. Teacher 1 carried the wireless mouse and keyboard as they moved every few minutes to different positions within the room throughout (the children were stationary throughout). Notably, the teacher chose dominant positions (Mandal, 2014) – perching or leaning on children's tables (see vignette in Appendix O). This suggested the potential for either a discomfort with the portability, or an intention to convey authority and monitor children’s behaviours as they talked through the input. This contrasted with Teacher 2 who sat amongst the children throughout (see Appendix P).

Thus, at surface level both teachers were using wireless technologies to be flexible in their location during their teaching but probing deeper this reflected very different pedagogical strategies. Teacher 2 had used the flexibility to locate themselves amongst the children – enabling better eye contact, discussion and conveying a sense of collaboration (Niederhauser and Stoddart, 2001; Tondeur et al., 2017). Teacher 1 had used the flexibility to move beyond the teacher’s desk, but maintained a sense of authority and dominance (Carney, Cuddy and Yap, 2010), that is typically associated with teacher’s positioning themselves at the front of a classroom (i.e. if wireless ICT was not available). This reinforces the point that it is not just how ICT is used within teaching and learning that matters, but very specifically how, and why those choices are being made. This aligns with literature elsewhere. For example, when setting out principles of sociomateriality, Orlikowski (2010), argued that influences within what is said and done will manifest themselves through the vocabulary used (in this case by the teacher), how those involved react and interact (in this case with children), and the consequent implications on how [learners] perceive [teacher] actions.

Deep analysis of Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 found that they both aligned with Constructivism and yet their practices were notably different. Teacher 1 centred around the teacher and Teacher 2 centred around the learners. This finding and exemplification of it in practice as set out above reflects the importance of probing deeper than identification of ICT practices and pedagogical model alignment. Furthermore, even though Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 were both part of the senior leadership team in the same school, over the same time period, teaching the same year group, in the same classrooms, and both
working with intervention groups, there were important differences in their practices as well as their pedagogical alignment. Reflecting on this in light of the Funnels of Influence model (Section 2.4.3) this suggests that the enduring features of the school Arena, and stable aspects of the Setting, are not as great an influence on the teacher as the lens through which they view them. Specific to ICT, both Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 had access to the same ICT resources and support (Section 4.2), described the expectations from their headteacher in a very similar way (Sections 4.3.1 and 4.4.1), used largely the same physical hardware and software (Sections 4.3.3 and 4.4.3), and yet did so with very different emphases (Sections 4.3.6 and 4.4.6). This point that enduring features – such as access to ICT - make little difference to the nature of teaching, aligns with findings from other studies. For example, a large scale quantitative study across 13 countries by Light and Pierson (2012) found that where teachers have access to an ICT infrastructure above a minimal level, that access made insignificant difference to the nature and frequency of ICT use within teaching. This qualitative study complements those quantitative findings and suggests that influences from the teacher (as identified through the Funnels of influence from The Self – Section 2.4.3) have far greater effect on the nature of ICT use than influences from the school Arena (e.g. Funnels of Influence from The Context – Section 2.4.3).

There is another aspect to the consideration of influences from The Context (Funnels of Influence – Section 2.4.3) and that is the role of the headteacher’s expectations on the teacher. In this study, headteachers for both schools espoused similar intentions about how they wished for ICT to be used as one of a number of tools available to children, and both spoke about children having immediate access to devices to enable this (Sections 4.2 and 4.5). Given the similarity of headteachers’ espoused views and infrastructure in both schools (HT1, 24.23 and HT2, 23.34), one might expect there to have been similar practices across the cases. However, it was striking that each teacher had a very different relationship with ICT (see Sections 4.3.6, 4.4.6 and 4.6.4). This suggested that the influence from the headteacher, and school Arena (e.g. the infrastructure in place), was of less influence than the influence from within the individual teachers themselves (The Funnel of Influence from The Self – Section 2.4.3). Lave (1988), in setting out her theory of situated learning, saw the Arena as mediating what then becomes possible for those interacting within it. In school centred studies, the headteacher – alongside others - has often been central to data generation identifying features of the Arena (Twining, Browne, et al., 2017). Yet, building on the possibility outlined above that the influences from the Arena may not be as great as the lens through which the teacher views that Arena, raises another possibility. That the headteachers in terms of their presence in the Arena may not be as much of an influence as the role that they play in direct experiences with the teacher (i.e. enacted practices involving both teacher and headteacher which then contribute to
the teacher’s Growth – see Section 2.4.3). This is in alignment with a key finding from Twining, Browne, et al., (2017), that whilst the school Arena is important, individual teacher’s identities and pedagogical stance may be more important determinants of their practice related to ICT use.

5.3 The importance of framing within a pedagogical stance

Building on discussion which exposed the importance of probing deeper into teacher’s practices, it is helpful to consider the subtleties within teacher’s pedagogical stance and how these affected data within their case. As introduced in Chapter 4, Framing theory (Nelson, Oxley and Clawson, 1997) would suggest that the ways in which teachers spoke about their practices and beliefs was as revealing about their implicit pedagogical stance as the content of the espousal itself. Findings from this study suggest that relationships are not necessarily what originally appears through espousal or observation. Teacher 1’s espoused beliefs pivoted around encouraging children’s independence (Section 4.3.1). Enacted practices using ICT pivoted around the needs of the teacher (Section 4.3.5). As set out in Section 4.3.3, additional analysis revealed that the undercurrent to the teacher’s practices was for children to be independent from the teacher in specific tasks (e.g. children re-watching films or re-winding audio materials rather than asking the teacher to repeat demonstrations or orations). As identified in Section 4.3.4, this created teacher capacity which the teacher then repurposed elsewhere in their teaching practice. The children still benefitted but the pivot point was the teacher (and their repurposing of capacity) rather than the child (and the development of their self-regulating learning skills).

There are three important parts to this. First is that the finding was dependent on researcher reflexivity; challenging data and being open to possibilities that contradict previous findings and interpretations (Berger, 2015). Within that reflexivity it is important for the researcher to consider the role of Framing theory (Nelson, Oxley and Clawson, 1997) and how it affects what emerges from the teacher, as well as the way in which the researcher receives and interprets it. Second, that only by probing the data deeper than surface-level practices was the nuance about the nature of independence surfaced (building on Section 5.2 above). As argued by Selwyn (2020) existing literature tends to depend upon quantitative studies, self-reporting and surface level observations (see Section 2.2.2). Such studies are unlikely to identify the nuances and therefore the important impact that framing has on what teachers say and do, and therefore what children experience. Finally, and most importantly, the framing by Teacher 1 of the video use as encouraging children’s independence [from the teacher in that task] combined with the teacher repurposing their capacity surfaced what the teacher did with that additional capacity. The choices about how that additional capacity was utilised revealed detail about the teacher’s pedagogical stance. This aligns with findings in other studies about the choices that teachers make about ICT practices being revealing about their beliefs.
(e.g. Taimalu and Luik, 2019; Karaseva et al., 2015; Ertmer and Ottenbreit Leftwich, 2010). For example, as set out in Section 4.3.3, Teacher 1 chose to use the additional capacity to provide 1:1 intervention; questioning, extending and correcting misconceptions – aligning further with TPF descriptors of Constructivism (Table 2.2). This further evidenced the finding about the teacher’s form of Constructivism pivoting around themselves.

The role of framing is largely absent from literature concerned ICT in teaching practices. For example, most models assume there to be consistency in how a single intention for teaching and learning is framed (e.g. NAACE, 2018; Puentedura, 2013; Whyley et al., 2010; Mishra and Koehler, 2006). It is possible that the creation of such frameworks (Section 2.2.4) recognised the potential for multiple perspectives and frames within individual actions and opted to exclude them from the models for the purposes of widespread ease of use. However, there is nothing within the related literature itself to suggest that this is the case. It is more likely that such models - which in the field are not unusual in their approach to this matter – have instead been built upon a now disputable assumption. That incorrect assumption is that teachers using ‘the same' ICT in their practice will be aligned in their pedagogy. This study supports a growing body of literature to suggest that there is sufficient evidence to argue that this is not necessarily the case (e.g. Selwyn, 2018; Beckman, Bennett and Lockyer, 2019).

In this study, the Funnels of Influence model (Section 2.4.3) was used to generate data which surfaced influences which had specifically impacted upon the teacher’s current espoused, intended and enacted practices. Those influences accumulated from previous experiences to contribute to what Esteban-Guitart and Moll (2014) and Moll et al., (1992) referred to as the teacher’s Funds of knowledge and Identity. These Funds shaped the lens through which the teacher viewed each Moment of practice and how they then framed what followed. Across all three cases, the influence of the teacher’s own childhood teachers was present and appeared to be an important factor in how the teacher framed their own pedagogical stance, aligning with other studies which found this to be a consistent influence across teacher studies (e.g. Chang-Kredl and Kingsley, 2014).

As Chapter 5 is a discussion-based response to RQ3, the unusual step of including data extracts is used here to illustrate a key point. Section 5.3 is setting out the importance of considering framing within the relationship between teacher’s pedagogical stance and ICT in their teaching practices. What now follows are illustrations from this study about how teacher’s childhood teachers affected the frame through which the participants of this study viewed teaching and learning.

For example, Teacher 1 had spoken extensively about the expectations placed upon them by their school:
“we were ability set… [pause] what was drummed into me all the time – you have to be at the top because if you’re not you’ve had it… it was always a struggle… and I never quite felt good enough.” (Extract 82: T1-1b, 20.50)

Whilst the data available is insufficient to draw conclusions from, the origins of the teacher’s continual strive for improving their practice as a child creates a striking parallel to their focus on improving their teaching practice through the data within this study (i.e. framing their Constructivist stance around themselves – formatively as the learner and in the current day as the teacher).

Discourse distance markers (Schiffrin, 1987), suggest that the framing created by the use of “you” in Extract 82 reflects the teacher’s sense of the struggle being one they faced on their own – with minimal support from their childhood teachers. Thus, the teacher-centric (or perhaps more accurately described as self-centric when in the role of teacher) nature of Constructivism for Teacher 1 appeared to be in place from their formative years - well before they became a teacher. This raises questions about when and where someone’s pedagogical stance begins to be formed.

Similar childhood parallels can be found within the data generated with Teacher 2, who spoke about the huge influence that a teacher had on them as a child. As set out in Section 4.4.1, this teacher had experienced a childhood teacher who had spent substantial amounts of time and energy coaching them through specific difficulties in their learning. Again, whilst there was insufficient evidence to draw solid conclusions, it appeared possible that for Teacher 2, their relationship with a childhood teacher set out their view of what a teacher is – someone who “puts in that extra bit of effort for me” (T2-1, 11.59) – notably, beyond lessons. It’s possible then to see parallels with how Teacher 2 framed their own role as teacher; as a facilitator for children beyond the bounds of lessons or learning objectives (as set out in Section 4.4.4).

The same parallel can also be seen for Teacher 3, who saw childhood teachers as authority of all around them, and notably, in a school where as a child they felt disempowered (T3-3, 6.05). The permeating presence of references to authority and behaviour throughout the Teacher 3 dataset (see Section 4.6.4), reflected that childhood lens on their professional practice.

These examples are set out to illustrate how childhood teachers appear to be an important influence in the formation of teacher’s pedagogical stance. This aligns closely with a study by Chang-Kredl and Kingsley (2014), who found that teachers either replicated or reacted to specific childhood experiences of teachers, but were rarely unaffected by them. This raises the possibility that teacher’s pedagogical stance, and the framing within their pedagogical stance, both begin to be formed in childhood – certainly well before a decision is made to become a teacher, or teacher training undertaken.
Section 5.2 set out why probing deeper into data concerned with ICT in teaching practice surfaces important findings about pedagogical stance and how it can make profound differences to ICT practice. As Section 5.3 has set out, the framing within this pedagogical stance becomes absolutely vital in meaningfully understanding ICT practices. It appears that to align a teacher with a model of pedagogy (e.g. through the use of The Pedagogical Framework, Table 2.2) can go some way, but not all the way, towards forming a description of a pedagogical stance. But, that to understand the framing within that pedagogical stance a deeper sociological understanding is necessary, and that the Funnels of Influence model (Section 2.4.3) is a useful tool for generating the data required to do so. This becomes important when considered in light of studies such as one by John (2005), who found that teachers tend to choose ICT designed to serve the teacher’s needs. Therefore, those individual needs (as surfaced through pedagogical stance and as framed by their personal funnels of influence), need to be understood more comprehensively than at surface level in order to enable any kind of understanding or support of meeting them.

Building on the findings from John (2005), this study found that what an individual teacher perceives as a need depends on both their pedagogical stance and the influences that have affected how that stance is framed. This is now illustrated by returning to how each teacher responded to the children within the lessons observed in this study.

As set out in Section 4.4.3, for Teacher 2, one of the most noticeable ways that ICT was used was to meet the specific needs of individual children (e.g. Clicker for children who struggled with reading and writing). The notable feature was that Teacher 2 took into account the child’s emotional relationship with what was being asked of them. When one child wanted to use a laptop to write their story rather than write in their exercise book, the teacher took the time to unpick the child’s reasoning which surfaced that it was about the child wanting to be able to draft and edit without committing to paper. The child was concerned with the editing process itself rather than the tool used to do so. The teacher utilised that knowledge to enable the child to work more effectively on the lesson objectives (i.e. the teacher focused on the drafting and editing process with them). This example surfaced a difference between Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 (despite their working in the same school, with access to the same ICT, and both aligning with Constructivism). As set out in Section 4.3.3, Teacher 1 provided consistent provision to the class (i.e. instruction videos, staged worksheets, tasks) and then individualised teaching through their targeted intervention and scaffolded children’s self-pacing (e.g. re-watching videos, progressing to the next worksheet, re-winding audio recording). Teacher 2 however, kept the overarching objective consistent for all children (e.g. use of vocabulary in story writing) but differentiated access to that task and components within it (e.g. in the writing task
having one group use Clicker and another handwriting, alongside their targeted intervention).

Whilst Teacher 1 pivoted decisions around themselves as the teacher, their self-improvements were still intended to provide better learning experiences for the children. Similarly, whilst Teacher 3 was distancing themselves from the children using ICT independently, the children were still able to do so. All three teachers would be considered high performing in terms of their class’ assessment data. A critic might ask why these differences therefore matter. This is best illustrated through the dialogue between teachers and children; the nature of their language and the bounds of the children's learning that the teacher engages with. Teacher 1 and 3 were both focused explicitly on the short-term, lesson or sequence of lesson objectives, and Teacher 2 was focused on long-term life skill development as well as the lesson objectives. This is an important point to be aware of when considering how best to support teachers in their uses of ICT.

5.4 The underlying role of values as a lens on ICT

As set out in Section 2.4, a teacher’s underlying values act as deep foundations upon which they build their lives (Halstead and Taylor, 2000). These values came into existence in their very formative years and well before they had any sense of pedagogy (Nias, 1993; Rogers and Scott, 2008; Beltman et al., 2015). What emerged from the cases within this study is that the teachers’ values became a lens through which experiences – including those with ICT - were viewed. That lens then determined how a teacher engaged with ideas and practices, and that in turn then looped back into the teacher’s store of what the Funnels of Influence terms Growth experiences; refining that lens for future experiences. This aligns with findings by Nykvist and Mukherjee (2016), who found that perceptions of ICT cause teachers to think in relative terms about themselves and others. The most notable example was the way in which Teacher 3 explicitly minimised their engagement with ICT as a result of their previous negative social media experiences (as detailed in Section 4.6.5.). The impact of this was that in observed lessons, children using ICT consequently received less attention from the teacher than their peers. However, at the same time, the use of ICT (i.e. independent accessing of a device and then using Google Street View to source information) made it possible for the children to do something that they could not otherwise have done (i.e. on-demand visuals of a specific place of their choosing). Through a lens focused on ICT, the use could be conceived as beneficial using frameworks such as those identified in Section 2.2.4 (Puentedura, 2013; Kompa, 2018). However, through a lens focused on pedagogy, the use could arguably be seen as detrimental in this specific case, because the teacher avoided engaging with the child because of the ICT being used. Furthermore, building on the way in which Esteban-Guitart and Moll (2014), set out that Funds of knowledge and Identity are formed, there is a possibility that where the teacher experiences this kind of ICT use (i.e. child uses ICT
and completes their work without teacher intervention), their intention to keep ICT at arm's length becomes reinforced or justified.

All three teachers were aware of expectations to use ICT based on children using it in their wider lives (see Sections 4.3.5, 4.4.5, 4.6.5). Each teacher responded to those expectations differently. Framing theory (Nelson, Oxley and Clawson, 1997) would suggest that teachers' personal relationship with ICT was surfaced by the way in which they espoused the role of ICT in society. For example, Teacher 1 explained that:

“technology is such a massive part of their lives... because that's how they see the world, coming into a classroom where someone is giving you instruction, that's not really going to do it is it?” (Extract 83: T1-2a, 20.23)

Notably, making a direct link between children’s uses of ICT, and the teacher’s instruction (which at the point of the interview was not the focus).

As set out in Section 4.4.5, Teacher 2 referred to ICT as enabling opportunities for all children, connecting it back to their childhood teacher giving them greater opportunities. As set out in Section 4.6.5, for Teacher 3, their relationship with ICT centred around fears – stemming from their own negative professional experiences with social media and young people. For each teacher, the links between their knowledge of how ICT was used (positively and/or negatively) by others affected the way in which they now related to ICT – aligning with how Esteban-Guitart and Moll (2014) set out that Funds of Identity become formed.

The vital part of this is that the interpretation by the teacher of those previous experiences about how others related to ICT, was through their own values lens which framed how they saw and interpreted those experiences. For example, data for each teacher reflected where ICT had influenced their actions and thinking; Teacher 1 centering this by comparing themselves (including ICT use) with others (Section 4.3.5), Teacher 2 talking about gathering ideas from others (including Twitter) to improve opportunities for children (Section 4.4.5), and Teacher 3 reflecting on negative (including social media) experiences (Section 4.6.5). What was notable for each teacher was that their underlying values – incorporated within the Roots and Growth of their personal Funnels of Influence - determined the lens through which they viewed each occurrence of ICT thereafter. This can be exemplified through Teacher 1 utilising ICT giving them greater capacity for improving their own understanding and teaching skills (Section 4.3.3); Teacher 2 using ICT to open up previously assumed inaccessible opportunities for children (Section 4.4.3); and finally, Teacher 3 using ICT to maintain authoritative control whilst distancing themselves from social media (Section 4.5.3). This suggests that the relationship did not begin with teacher’s pedagogical stance and ICT, but that teachers’ underlying values act as a lens through which ICT was then viewed. The presence of ICT – directly, culturally
and environmentally - created more situations where they were experiencing it (not just through teaching or school), which dependent on those experiences served to compound their views. This aligns with how Bourdieu (1977) set out theories of Habitus and Capital as introduced in Section 2.4. There becomes a cyclical process through which experience of ICT – whether positive or negative – has the potential to reinforce existing views by simple nature of the existing lens that the teacher has. This finding is in friction with recommendations in other studies (e.g. EC, 2013; Vanderlinde, Aesaert and Van Braak, 2014), which argue that exposing teachers to ICT practices will play a role in causing them to engage in ICT use. It is possible that for some teachers (such as Teacher 2 in this study), the opposite may happen.

5.5 The importance of language

Each teacher in this study espoused their overarching pedagogical stance (RQ1) by articulating their ideas about what good teaching and learning looked like. Personal vocabulary choices are value laden and sometimes infer messages that the speaker is not necessarily consciously aware that they are conveying (Tannen et al., 2015). This study has used aspects of discourse analysis to go beyond surface level interpretations. Within a discussion-based response to RQ3 it is therefore helpful to consider the relationship between the discourse features and ICT practices.

Detail within Chapter 4 described the important roles that Framing theory (Nelson, Oxley and Clawson, 1997) and Centering theory (Walker, Joshi and Prince, 1998), played in surfacing teachers implicit views. For example, teachers in this study framed their responses around either the teacher or the children (Sections 4.3.1, 4.4.1, and 4.6.1). Furthermore, the three teachers all compared their uses with colleagues as part of their responses. For example, with Teacher 1 using what discourse analysis calls Oppositional Positioning (Tannen et al., 2015) – described in Section 4.3.1. This surfaced inferences about how Teacher 1 framed their use in comparison to what they thought possible or appropriate – in other words, reflecting their ideological view on the role of ICT as well as surfacing their own enacted practice. For example, Teacher 1 felt that their use of ICT was basic compared to other teachers despite enacted practice featuring the broadest range of ICT of any of the observations (Section 4.3.5). Teacher 2 felt that ICT enabled them to access more-expert others as a source of knowledge about ICT practices which could be later adopted, despite being able to articulate and enact a range of unusual and innovative ideas themselves (Section 4.4.5). Teacher 3 espoused very negative views about what should be used or not used within school and referenced differences between colleagues to illustrate that (Section 4.6.5). Discourse around ICT was arguably more relational than other subject matter. For example, none of the teachers spoke about how peers responded to other subject matters when they were framing discourse about writing, marking, curriculum subjects, and so forth. It is possible that this is because of the focus
of this study and that the teachers wanted to generate relevant data. However, other ways in which the teachers spoke about ICT suggest that to be unlikely.

For example, when talking about their espoused views on teaching and learning, and about ICT, none of the teachers spoke about ICT specific expectations placed upon them by their headteachers. There are a few possible reasons for this. Perhaps the vision about the use of ICT was so embedded within school life that it became an assumption and therefore not explicitly addressed. This is possible, and each teacher mentioned other leadership expectations (e.g. Teacher 3 talking about marking policies (Section 4.6.1) and Teacher 1 talking about team-planning (Section 4.3.1) but none mentioned leadership expectations about ICT despite them being aware that it was the focus of this study. Or, perhaps the teachers, knowing that the researcher had interviewed the headteacher, assumed the researcher’s familiarity with the school vision and expectations and consciously omitted discussion of it as a result. Again, this is possible, yet none of the teachers referred to any shared understanding of such expectations which suggests that this was not the case. Another interpretation could be that rather than seeing ICT as a tool, policy or classroom strategy (i.e. how one might describe the other things discussed), they saw it instead as a bigger, social, cultural phenomenon of which school only played a part. Thus, instead of referring to ICT as an object or resource (i.e. maths, feedback, exercise books), each teacher referred to its use as a culturally or socially formed construct (e.g. independence, control, enabler, threat). Data generated suggests that the latter interpretation is the most likely. This finding is in alignment with Hammond’s (2014) note of caution against studies which frame ICT as having objective qualities rather than recognising them as being socially constructed.

With the embedded nature of ICT being consistently referred to as a construct rather than object, conversation about ICT becomes value laden; much as they do in similar fields such as writing, where culturally formed concepts are the focal point (e.g. Chamberlain, 2015). This value-laden nature of discussion about ICT aligns with three arguments set out in Section 2.2. The first being that as Beckman et al. (2019) argued, ICT use does not take place separately from the values of the person using it. Second, that in recognising the complexity of the relationships between teachers and ICT, the findings of this study also align with the argument made by Selwyn (2018), for rebalancing the literature. As set out in Section 2.2.3, Selwyn argues against the over reliance on quantitative data and its limitations; constraining perspectives and distracting or preventing researchers from focusing on what does happen (as opposed to what could happen). The Funnels of Influence in this study (see Section 2.4.3), locate that difference as focusing on Possibilities rather than Enacted practices (see Figure 2.6). The important distinction is the role that the Funnels of Influence from The Self plays in filtering the potential of Possibilities into lived-out Enacted Practices.
5.6 The relational nature of ICT discourse

As set out above, the way in which the teachers viewed ICT - and their relationship with it – was through a pre-existing lens. In terms of the aim of this study, there is then a specific aspect of this which becomes problematic.

Frank et al. (2014) talk about how immersion in multi-sensory experiences through everyday ICT uses creates a kind of halo around us - affecting the way that we then perceive and interact with the world. Furthermore, that this frames our perception and interpretation of both ICT itself, and features which relate to ICT indirectly. An example of this in practice might be how a person views the necessity of handwriting when they see others record through typing, speech or video. In contrast, that same person might not notice the lack of staff operated tills in a shop because they are so used to the self-service checkouts. In other words, exposure and immersion in ICT through everyday lives thus affects perceptions of ICT even when a person is not directly using or interacting with it.

When a teacher views an aspect of ICT (e.g. a device), they are doing so through a lens formed by what the Funnels of Influence model calls Influences from The Self (Figure 2.6). That lens will shape how that ICT is conceptualised; whether it is seen as an asset or a threat, and what actions it offers, and to whom. That same lens will also shape how that teacher (person) sees their role in relation to that device. As Frank, Roehrig and Pring (2014) argue therefore, before the device is even switched on or introduced, there is a relationship between the person and the device. The findings above would suggest that the relationship is irrespective of the school environment or expectations that the teacher is existing within. Only once the device is surfaced (e.g. switched on or mentioned) within the context of a specific Arena, do the possibilities offered by the device become shaped by Arena specific expectations and how they compare to what the Arena is able to accommodate (e.g. connectivity) and the specific expectations for its use by those leading that Arena (e.g. homework tasks posted on a school portal, IWB used during teacher inputs, email for internal communications).

In the literature review material was drawn upon which laid out how our espoused and implicit values and beliefs come to exist (e.g. Wenger, 2010; Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992), and the findings above suggests that ICT cannot be conceptualised separately from the values through which they are viewed. This point is important, and it goes further than the trend across existing literature that ICT should be considered in conjunction with effective pedagogy (e.g. Stringer et al., 2019; Higgins et al., 2012). This builds upon the discussion in Section 5.5 and suggests that the role of a teacher’s lens in framing how they are first introduced to an ICT construct suggests that a values-based relationship with that ICT will exist even without the ICT being used in the teacher’s practices. This closely
aligns with Beckman's (2019) argument that ICT practices do not exist without the individuals who use them.

In parallel to this Selwyn (2016) argued that ICT tends to be considered as relative good rather than absolute good because of the value-laden differences in how we each interpret 'good'. This study goes one step further and argues that the concept of ICT itself is so value laden that it cannot (and should not) be considered as a separate entity from the values it emerges from, and that it will always be relational. Data in this study surfaced how different experiences can be even when ICT practices appear to be the same at surface level and in contexts which appear the same at surface level. It is the specific framing of those experiences which determines how they are received and experienced by both the teacher and others they are working with. In other words, the impact of ICT in teaching practice is best seen by looking beyond pedagogy and action; digging into the framing of the experience and the implications that has on those involved. This affects how we think and talk about ICT in teaching practices.

We need to find a new way of discussing ICT within teaching and learning that surfaces, and takes into account pedagogical models, but more specifically, different ways of framing ideas within those models. Literature generally refers to ICT in education as: tools (e.g. EC, 2019; ICF, 2015), habits or practices (e.g. Falloon, 2015; Gudmundsdóttir et al., 2014; Gurung and Rutledge, 2014; Johnson, 2010; Rowlands et al., 2008), or enablers and socialisers (e.g. Taimalu and Luik, 2019; Luckin et al., 2016; Rashid and Asghar, 2016; Rehm and Notten, 2016; Frank et al., 2014; Segev, 2010b). Furthermore, the same body of literature generally positions a particular pedagogical stance as desired. The difficulties then come when approaches highlighted by that literature suggest ICT practices are transferrable as means to enact or spread a desired pedagogical stance. As data and findings from this study show, the surface level actions in practice can appear to be transferrable across teachers - but the impact on learning can be greatly affected by the framing within the pedagogical stance of individual teachers. Perhaps therefore, the ‘what works’ model of innovation that is prevalent in education technology is fundamentally flawed.

As Selwyn (2011) argues, much of the justification for ICT use is as a form of pedagogic corrective – a means to get certain forms of learning into formal educational settings that are otherwise seen to be lacking. The friction between intentions to cascade particular types of pedagogy and practice, and the different framing of those pedagogies by the receiving teachers, may explain something about why endeavours to cascade successful ICT practice across what appear to be similar contexts has not been more fruitful (see Section 2.2.1). The literature review of this study set out that there is not complete agreement about what great teaching and learning looks like (see Section 2.2.2) and the findings of this study suggest that even if that agreement was reached, the practices and
subtleties when enacted by individual teachers would likely still perpetuate very different experiences for the children being taught. Furthermore, it is not sufficient to be content with replicating successful practices across teachers – so called ‘sharing best practice’ or ‘cascading successful strategies’ because these may be enacted very differently even by teachers sharing what appears to be pedagogical alignment.

5.7 Summary

This discussion chapter has sought to draw together key findings from each case and across the cases in order to illustrate overarching findings specific to this study. These include that:

1) This study aligns with existing literature in finding that teacher’s use of ICT in teaching practice reflects and amplifies an existing pedagogical stance
2) That sometimes this is explicit, and sometimes this is not immediately obvious
3) Probing the use of ICT in teaching practices beyond surface level can reveal very different pedagogical intentions
4) Teachers working within the same school, supporting the same vision and ethos, and using the same classroom resources can have different pedagogical stances
5) Even when teachers appear to align with the same pedagogical stance (as set out in The Pedagogical Framework – Table 2.2), their framing of that pedagogical stance may be different (i.e. framed around the teacher or framed around the leaner)
6) Teachers using what appears to be the same ICT in their teaching practices can be enacting very different pedagogical approaches
7) Due to teachers enacting different pedagogical approaches, or framing their pedagogical stance differently, learners will experience learning differently even when engaging with ‘the same’ ICT processes or resources
8) ICT use in teaching practices can act as a catalyst for teacher’s supporting children’s wider learning needs, but that this stems from the teacher’s pedagogical stance, not the ICT
9) ICT use in teaching practices can trigger teachers to behave in different ways, but that this stems from the teacher’s prior experiences, not the ICT,
10) An understanding of the individual teacher’s unique set of influences acting upon them at the moment of practice is vital in order to unpack that practice meaningfully
11) There is a lack of refinement in existing definitions of ‘how’ ICT is being used which is inadvertently deviating attention back onto ‘what’
12) Influences from the teacher (as identified through the Funnels of Influence from The Self) have far greater impact on the nature of ICT use than influences from the school Arena, yet ‘the school’ (rather than ‘the teacher’) remains the focus of much of the literature relating to ICT in teaching practices
13) The notion of ICT supporting learner independence is a subjective concept – with independence sometimes being conceived as ‘from the teacher during class time’ as well as ‘in order to self-regulate learning as a life skill’,
14) Teachers relationship with ICT in teaching practices exists even when ICT is not being used within practice
15) Teacher’s own childhood teachers play an important role in how they conceive the idea of what it means to be a teacher or a learner
16) Teachers choose to use or not use ICT that aligns with what they perceive their needs to be. These perceptions are shaped by many influences as set out through the Funnels of Influence model
17) Teachers experiences of using ICT in teaching practices contribute to their Funds of Knowledge and Funds of Identity and thus affect future espoused, intended and enacted practices
18) There may be a cyclical process whereby teachers’ experiences of ICT – whether positive or negative – have the potential to reinforce existing views by the simple nature of the existing lens that they had when experiencing it
19) Teachers espousing explicit awareness of the importance of ICT in children’s lives does not necessarily mean that they will then incorporate ICT into their teaching practices
20) Language and dialogic undertones play an important role in how teachers frame discourse concerned with ICT in teaching practices
21) ICT in teaching practices should not be thought of as having objective qualities – what the Funnels of Influence refers to as Possibilities
22) The prevalent ‘what works’ model of innovation within educational technology focuses on Possibilities (point 21 above) which is not the same as practice
23) ICT in teaching practices when viewed instead as socially constructed recognises the role of values and influences which directly impact enacted practice.

Chapter 5 was introduced as a discussion-based response to RQ3 (What is the relationship between a teacher’s pedagogical stance and the use of ICT in their teaching practices?). The chapter set out findings from across the cases, organised by themes (Sections 5.2-5.6). The summary above (Section 5.7) draws out the key points from across those themes. A number of the key points above refer to the Funnels of Influence model; the role it plays in locating an influence and the relationship between different influences. In light of the findings above, some minor amendments were made to the original Funnels of Influence model (Figure 2.6), and these are presented in Chapter 6 as part of setting out one of the contributions that this study makes to the field. Chapter 6 will also set out the limitations of this study and implications for future research, policy and practice.
Chapter 6: Conclusions

Chapter 6 draws together the final outcomes of this study by first outlining the contribution offered to the field of ICT in teaching practices. The chapter then sets out the limitations of this study, before surfacing implications for professional practice and policy, and finally, what could be addressed in future research.

6.1 Contribution to the field

As set out in Chapter 5, this study has surfaced the importance of probing deeper than surface level when considering the use of ICT in teachers’ practices. Chapter 4 provided illustrations of how individual teachers espoused or enacted a particular pedagogical stance only for data elsewhere to surface friction within their own words and actions. Chapter 5 discussed examples where teachers appeared to be enacting the same ICT in their teaching practices, and yet through deep probing, important differences were found which would almost certainly affect the way in which children experienced that practice. Therefore, whilst the literature review extensively set out that ICT must be used in a way that is informed by effective pedagogy (Section 2.2.3), this study proposes that to just look at the pedagogical stance is not enough. To see the connections between ICT in teaching practices and the impact that it makes on children’s learning, it is the individual teacher’s framing of their pedagogical stance that should be the focal point, and the influences that are at play in shaping that.

Literature also set out the role of teacher beliefs in their decisions about using ICT in teaching practices (Section 2.3). This study proposes that a teacher’s underlying values – the Roots that are established during their childhood years and upon which beliefs are built – shape not just what ICT they use and how they use it, but importantly, how the teacher conceives that ICT contributes to living-out their lives in accordance with those values. The language that the teacher uses and the relational nature of discourse about ICT becomes revealing both about what ICT the teacher uses in their teaching practices, as well as what they choose not to engage with. Ertmer and Ottenbreit-leffwich (2014) argued that core beliefs are functionally connected to other beliefs and because of those connections with other beliefs are the most difficult to change. This is an important point for those seeking to influence changes to ICT practices to consider given that this study aligns with others which have argued such belief systems influence how teachers use ICT in teaching practices (Section 2.3). Further research should be undertaken to better understand the friction between the tools used to attempt to change teacher’s ICT practices (e.g. frameworks, policies, training), and the likelihood of any tool being successful if it does not align with the individual teacher’s beliefs. As Twining (2002a) argued, studies will benefit from describing practice without applying value-based judgements about the quality and nature of that practice.
The literature in Chapter 2 was synthesised into the Funnels of Influence model (Section 2.4.3) which was used to inform data generation and analysis. In Chapter 5 the discussion-based response to RQ3 foregrounded the way in which the teacher’s Funds of Knowledge and Identity shaped their Growth and thus the lens through which they later espoused, intended and enacted practices. In other words, that the Funnel of Influences from The Self creates a lens through which the Funnels of Influence from The Context are viewed. It is that lens of the Substantial Self which dominates what follows.

Therefore, a revised version of the Funnels of Influence is presented in Figure 6.1 as part of a contribution to those addressing uses of ICT in teaching practices.

*Figure 6.1: Revised Funnels of Influence model*

A summary of each conceptualisation within the Funnels of Influence model (as originally set out in Section 2.4.3), can be found in Appendix R.

It is briefly worth recalling the relationship between teachers and their schools in light of the revised Funnels of Influence model. For example, Teacher 3 had chosen School B because it offered a perceived safe haven from issues experienced in their two previous schools (Section 4.6.1) and Teacher 2 had chosen School A because it offered an
environment which encouraged professional learning (Section 4.4.1). The choice of school itself could therefore be interpreted as an enactment of the teacher’s broad intentions. In other words; they perceived (whether consciously or not), their chosen school as the place where they would be able to enact their implicit beliefs. This supports the reframing of the role of The Context within the Funnels of Influence model; suggesting that access to the enduring features of the school Arena (influences that attracted the teacher to ‘that’ school) are a consequence of teacher’s previous experiences (Growth). The school Arena itself – the enduring features - in being part of the Funnel of Influence from The Context, is therefore only a small influence relative to influences stemming from The Self – influences which result in the lens of the Substantial Self. It is likely that the lens of the Substantial Self results in practices which perpetuate the bidirectional loop between [espoused, intended and enacted] practices and the teacher’s Growth; specific to how they perceive the school on an ongoing basis. This is another important point for those addressing the use of ICT in teaching practices; that the teacher’s choice of school is likely to include a perception by the teacher about how they then live out their teaching practices – with all kinds of inferences within that about Agency, expectations, Opportunities and Possibilities. These may or may not align with changes that later affect the school including steps to address ICT use in teaching practices.

This study has been an exploration into the relationship between teacher’s pedagogical stance and the uses of ICT in their teaching practices. The (revised) Funnels of Influence model, as set out above, offers a useful tool for those seeking to understand ICT in teaching practices meaningfully in future.

Furthermore, in order to understand how and why ICT is being used in teaching practices, it is necessary to understand the teacher, not just their teaching – the ways in which they have internalised previous experiences and the consequences that has on how they perceive today’s experiences. The Funnels of Influence model conceptualises the different influences affecting the teacher’s espoused, intended, enacted and thus implicit pedagogical stance.

In addition, The Pedagogical Framework (Table 2.2) played a central role in this study as a tool for describing teacher’s pedagogical stance. Those supporting teachers with reflective discussion about their teaching may similarly find it beneficial to use The Pedagogical Framework as a tool for prompting, probing and discussing the nature of teaching and learning as part of wider improvement strategies.

Finally, whilst the influences from a teacher’s context – the school they work within - are important, it is the teacher’s perception of those influences that matter. Teachers’ perception of their school and what Opportunities and Agency it affords them may manifest themselves differently even within what appears to be consistent practice. For
those seeking to disseminate ‘good practice’ within and across schools – even when schools and teachers appear aligned or when the physical room and equipment is the same - it is important to recognise that whilst actions and processes may appear similar, the practice itself is unlikely to be the same. Therefore, it is unlikely that teachers will be replicating the same experiences for the children. Consequently, the impact on learning or engagement is also unlikely to be the same. The sharing of ‘good practice’ across the profession may benefit from explicitly aligning practices with specific framing of particular pedagogical models and intended impact on learners.

Each of these points signposts the gap in literature concerned with ICT in teaching practices. As set out by Selwyn (2020) existing literature tends to depend upon quantitative studies, self-reporting and surface level observations (see Section 2.2.2). This leads to an over reliance on quantitative data and its limitations; constraining perspectives and distracting or preventing researchers from focusing on what does happen (as opposed to what could happen). This study calls for future work to probe far deeper into teacher’s practices in order to re-energise the debate about how to realise greater benefits from what ICT can offer to teaching and learning.

This study also makes a methodological contribution to those with an interest in teacher’s practice within and beyond ICT; offering both academic research and professional development a more robust means of analysis. Specifically, by utilising theories drawn from discourse analysis, a more robust unpacking of teacher’s espoused, intended, enacted and implicit pedagogical stances can take place. For example, as exemplified in Chapters 3 and 4, by considering Framing Theory (Nelson, Oxley and Clawson, 1997), Dialogic Undertones (Hodges, 2015) and Centering Theory (Walker, Joshi and Prince, 1998), this study surfaced greater precision about teacher’s espoused and implicit conceptualisations and the friction between them. This forensic approach to data analysis made it possible to distinguish between teacher-centric or learner-centric framing of the teacher’s pedagogical stance. This subtle yet important distinction can profoundly affect the nature of relationships, language, behaviours and decisions by the teacher, and therefore directly impacts children’s experiences of teacher practice – a vital consideration in both theory and professional practice and extending well beyond the field of ICT.

6.2 Limitations of this study

There are some limitations within this study which are now discussed in turn. RQ1 was concerned with surfacing the teacher’s pedagogical stance. However, the teachers themselves were not asked explicitly to identify it, nor were they given sight of The Pedagogical Framework (which was used within the analysis of RQ1), to self-identify themselves. This was intentional. As Beltman et al. (2015) argued, teacher’s identities are not simply who they say they are. Furthermore, in a high accountability stakes culture
(Buchanan, 2015), desirability bias is a known issue amongst teachers (Goe, Bell and Little, 2008; Coe et al., 2014). As such, asking a teacher to align themselves using a document which has left-to-right columns (a format which in schools tends to infer progression), was thought to be likely to bias espoused data. Furthermore, by surfacing specific aspects of models of pedagogy, it was thought that teachers may also change their espoused intentions and their enacted practices in order to be seen to align with particular models.

The scale of this study necessitated limiting the number of cases and volume of data generated. Given the duration of an EdD, and the depth of probing required by the methodology of this study, pragmatic decisions were made. These could be approached differently were this study to be repeated over a longer timeframe or with more researchers involved. For example, future studies could probe all teachers within a given school or all teachers in all schools across a given Trust.

Furthermore, relating to the scale of this study, a huge amount of literature has been drawn upon which surfaces many different issues relating to teachers and teaching, drawing on a number of fields spanning education, technology, discourse, sociology and psychology. There are limitations for any researcher about what was known prior to commencing studies and what can be absorbed, assimilated and synthesised during the course of a professional part time doctorate, balanced with a busy home life. Thus, some lines of enquiry will benefit from further probing – for example, a better understanding of the cultural and social values that teachers are born into and how these influence childhood experiences of teachers and schooling. Those childhood experiences are known to affect how teacher’s form their own pedagogical stance (Chang-Kredl and Kingsley, 2014) and as such are likely to be important considerations when considering how that pedagogical stance and its framing impacts the use of ICT in teaching practices.

6.3 Implications for theory and practice of education

There are a number of stakeholders who would like to see ICT used in ways that make a greater impact on learning (e.g. children, families, teachers and school leaders, policy makers, industry suppliers). Each of these have different interests and are likely to frame their own pedagogical stances differently. This makes it difficult for a teacher to know who to listen to and where to obtain support from.

It may be helpful for teachers, leaders, advisors and suppliers to consider using The Pedagogical Framework in conversations about how ICT is used; as a tool to prompt targeted discussion about pedagogy and practice. This kind of professional dialogue would require scaffolding and so The Pedagogical Framework – specifically designed for the context of understanding ICT in teaching practices within an academic study – may benefit from supporting materials that would facilitate practitioner discussions.
Furthermore, the Funnels of Influence model is offered as means to unpick and unpack what teachers espouse, intend and enact in relation to ICT in teaching practices, and would benefit from supporting materials to bridge the gap between its theoretical origins and methodological use, to becoming a practical tool for use within teacher development.

There are considerations for those leading ICT at scale (e.g. headteachers, trust leaders, advisors, policy makers and ICT product leaders). First, in understanding their own pedagogical stance and how it may impact the way in which experiences are perceived and messages are communicated. Second, in setting out a vision for ICT use in teaching practices, how that pedagogical stance aligns or is in friction with those who are expected to be part of that vision. INSET discussions, policy consultations and think tanks are unlikely to surface sufficient detail about the framing of individual pedagogical stance amongst those present. As seen within this study, it is entirely possible for two teachers to enact the same ICT processes or actions, but for very different reasons and as such creating very different experiences for the learners. For those setting out a vision concerned with ICT, this matter is absolutely vital to address. If the learner’s experience does not match the leadership vision, then the vision is not addressing what it purports to address. Third, for those designing, building, distributing, implementing and supporting ICT through industry, recognising all of the above is critical and important to make transparent both to internal staff as well as to school customers, as it affects what is created, how it is communicated and its likeliness to make an impact on learning. Explanations of the different ways that particular ICT can align with different pedagogical models helps teacher be better informed about how they might use ICT to enhance their desired pedagogical approach. Those explanations are only possible through a detailed understanding of the intricacies of an ICT product.

6.4 Dissemination

Extracts from this study will be submitted to peer-reviewed journals in order to initiate dialogue with other researchers; seeking to combine, compare, contrast and extend findings. In addition, an EdD, as a professional doctorate, takes place in a landscape where the subject matter is also part of the researchers day-to-day working life. Consequently, findings and discussion have been, and will continue to be debated and disseminated through the course of professional dialogue. The recommendations from this thesis will be taken to future meetings with school leaders, policy makers and ICT suppliers through existing and new networks and communication channels. Furthermore, they will be discussed with teachers and students through the course of my own teaching and consulting practices. It is hoped that this study, its contribution to the field and the implications for policy and practice will become enacted through those discussions, networks and channels over the coming months and years.
6.5 Final words

It is right that the study should close with an ethical reflection on the whole study. The teachers in this study gifted their words and actions to this research, and furthermore to the teaching profession through the contribution that this study offers. This study has argued that each individual teacher needs to be recognised and understood for who they are. By understanding the uniqueness of each teacher, the profession is better able to grow as a whole. To use a metaphor, it is through a recognition that a beach is made up from individual grains of sand, the sea and the sky, that the whole seascape becomes understood.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Initial contact to potential cases

[Sent in email format]

Dear [Insert Headteacher name]

I am writing to you to ask if it might be possible for your school / one of your schools [delete as appropriate] to be part of research that I am carrying out for my EdD (Doctor of Education) studies.

The research builds on the arguments that technologies have had a significant influence on human behaviours and interactions, which may then have influenced teacher’s professional behaviours and thus pedagogies. The aim of the research is to explore how technology might be influencing teacher’s espoused pedagogy and therefore their intended practice and enacted practice.

From a practical perspective, taking part in the research would mean my visiting your school to talk to 1-3 of your teachers and to observe them in action teaching. Some of the discussions – approximately 1.5hrs - will need to be during the school day which will necessitate their being out of class, but unfortunately there is no budget for this research and so I am not able to offer any funding to cover supply costs.

I have attached full details of the research for your review and would be very grateful if you would consider taking part. I do however understand the pressures on teacher’s time and workload and will understand entirely if you feel that it is not appropriate at this time.

Warmest wishes,
Fiona
Appendix B: Informed Consent Information Sheets and Forms – School / Headteacher

School Information

Research title: To what extent is digital technology affecting teachers implicit and espoused pedagogical values and beliefs?

This EdD research is being carried out by Fiona-Aubrey Smith.

The research will involve the researcher visiting the school to interview teachers and observe lessons. Before that takes place the researcher and headteacher will need to have a discussion which will include:

• sharing information about the school’s vision and organisation through a headteacher interview;
• reviewing the information about this research and clarifying any matters relating to it, including answering any questions;
• signing an informed consent form on behalf of the school;
• liaising about practicalities of the researcher’s visit, including dates, times, equipment being used, locations for the interviews and observations.

For each teacher involved in the research, there will be a sequence of data collection:

1) an interview with the teacher for approximately 45 minutes;
2) a pre-observation interview of approximately 20 minutes;
3) observation of practice;
4) a post-observational interview of approximately 20 minutes.
5) Steps 2 to 4 will be repeated 3 to 5 times

To aid with data analysis the interviews and observations will be filmed. The recordings will focus on capturing the teacher throughout the observation and their interactions with the children. These recordings will be used solely as part of this research and are necessary to support thorough data analysis. They may be shared with Fiona’s EdD supervisors and examiners for the purposes of analysis support but will not be shared with any other 3rd parties including the teacher’s managers and employers. The recordings will be destroyed 5 years after completion of this research and will be kept securely and confidentially until their destruction. The researcher and her EdD supervisors will be the only people with access to the data including the films and still images, and the data will be kept in a locked cupboard and digital materials password protected.

The findings of the research will be published as an EdD thesis and there may also be further reports or papers published in print and online. Children, Teachers and Schools will be anonymised in any reports, images or recordings that are published as part of this research. Where the school or individuals are referred to it will be through the use of pseudonyms such as School A, Teacher 1, Child X. Where images are used in publications individuals will be pixelated/blurred and specific features which would enable recognition of the school will also be pixelated/blurred. However, due to the small number of participants (5) it may be possible that people who are familiar with the school or who are aware of the school’s participation in the research may be able to deduce who particular participants are.

The research is being carried out under the auspices of the Open University and will comply with the Open University Human Research Ethics Committee requirements. The methodology and ethical considerations have been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committees at The Open University [HREC/2698.Aubrey-Smith]. The research complies with the British Educational Research Association’s guidelines for ethical research which are available from
Participants are encouraged to discuss any concerns with the researcher. Schools who take part in this research and the teachers that are interviewed and observed are free to withdraw from the research at any time without explanation or prejudice by making this known in writing to fionaaubreysmith@googlemail.com before [date]. After that date, data will have been processed (transcribed or started to be analysed). You are able to receive a copy of the research findings by indicating this on the consent form below.

This research is being supervised by Professor Peter Twining, Professor of Education (Futures) at The Open University. If you have any concerns or complaints about this research or the researcher, he can be contacted at peter.twining@open.ac.uk

There is no budget available to cover any costs involved with participation such as supply cover, and neither are there any rewards either financially or in kind to any person or organisation participating in this research.

Data will only be collected and analysed for participants who have given informed consent. Children for whom informed consent has been obtained will be clearly identified by being seated in a specific area of the classroom and/or by wearing a sticker to ensure that the researcher only focuses on them.

Having read this document, if you, as authorised representative of the school are happy to consent to your school participating in the research, please complete and sign ‘School Consent Form’, and return by email to Fiona Aubrey-Smith. Once you have completed this, the next step will be to identify which teachers at your school would like to take part in the research by becoming one of the cases. Please could you provide potential participants with the document ‘Teacher Information’ so that they are able to read exactly what is involved prior to their deciding whether to take part. Please would you ensure that they are aware that their taking part in the research is optional, and that they are under no obligation or expectation to do so. If they are happy to take part, the teacher should confirm this by email to Fiona Aubrey-Smith, and then return the signed ‘Teacher Consent Form’ to Fiona on the day of the first interview. There are also information and consent sheets for the children being observed.

If you have any questions or comments, please contact Fiona Aubrey-Smith, [Retracted phone number] or fionaaubreysmith@googlemail.com
School Informed Consent Form

I consent to my school participating in Fiona Aubrey-Smith’s EdD research and agree that the researcher may use the data collected as described in the information for schools which accompanied this consent form.

By consenting to participate, I acknowledge that:

- I have the authority to provide consent for my school to participate in this research;
- I have been provided with a written statement in plain language, to keep, that explains what taking part in the project will involve (School Information);
- I understand that I am free to withdraw my school from the research at any time without explanation or prejudice and to withdraw any related unprocessed data by contacting Fiona Aubrey-Smith (fionaaubreysmith@googlemail.com) before [date];
- I understand that the data collected is for EdD research, and findings may be published as an EdD thesis as well as in further reports and publications in print and online;
- I understand that the confidentiality of the information collected will be safeguarded, subject to any legal requirements;
- I understand that all data about the school and people within it will be anonymised in any publications arising from the research, including the EdD thesis itself, but that due to the small number of participants it may be possible people who know the school well to identify individual participants;
- I understand that the data generated will be stored securely and will be destroyed after five years;
- I understand that teachers within my school who give their informed consent will be interviewed and observed teaching as part of this research, and that the data generated will be confidential to them and not made available to their managers or employers. I understand that data about them will be anonymised and referred to through the use of pseudonyms;
- I understand that the interviews and observations will be video and audio recorded. Data will only be used for those participants who have given their informed consent (in the case of children this includes informed consent being given by their parents). I also understand that films will not be published or shared or viewed with anyone except the researcher, her supervisors and examiners;
- I understand that all data about the school and people within it will be anonymised in any publications arising from the research, including the EdD thesis itself. I also understand that if any photograph which includes my school is used in publications that they will be pixelated/blurred in such a way that the school and individuals within it are not recognisable. However, I also understand that due to the small number of participants involved in this research, it may be possible for people who know that my school has been involved to identify it, and those involved through the process of deduction;
- I have been informed that a summary copy of the research findings will be forwarded to me, should I request this.

I give my consent for my school to participate in this research: Yes / No
I give my consent for interviews and observations to be filmed and photographed: Yes / No
I wish to receive a copy of the research findings: Yes / No
[please circle Yes or No for each of the above]

Name of School:
Name and role of person with authority to provide consent:
Signature:
Date:
Appendix C: Informed Consent Information Sheets and Forms – Teacher

Teacher Information

**Research title:** To what extent is digital technology affecting teachers implicit and espoused pedagogical values and beliefs?

For each teacher involved in the research, there will be:
1) an interview for approximately 45 minutes discussing your views of teaching and learning;
2) 3-5 lesson or activity observations (your normal class/timetable/planning), and for each of these there will be a pre-observation interview of approximately 20 minutes talking about what you have planned to do, and a post-observational interview of approximately 20 minutes for each of those observations, talking about the lesson/activity. These will take place as close to before and after the observed lesson as possible but determined by what works best around your existing commitments.

All of the above will be undertaken by Fiona Aubrey-Smith as researcher with the purpose of understanding what your views on teaching and learning are and what is influencing those views. There is no ‘right’ response to any of the research.

To aid with data analysis, the interviews and observations will be filmed. In addition, photographs may be taken of the classroom (e.g. layout of the desks, grouping of the children, displays) and of children’s work. The images and films will only be viewed by the researcher and her supervisors as part of data analysis and supervision discussions. They will not be shared with any other 3rd parties including your managers and employers. Films will be kept securely with a secure password, and not accessible to anyone except the researcher and her supervisors, and they will be destroyed five years after the research has been completed. The filming will capture the activities of the teacher and children during the observed lesson, and any conversations between the researcher and teacher/child.

The findings of the research will be published as an EdD thesis and there may also be further reports or papers published in print and online. All participating Children, Teachers and Schools will be anonymised in any reports, images or recordings that are published as part of this research and where referred to will be given pseudonyms. Any still images used to illustrate points in published materials will ensure that each person’s image within it is pixelated/blurred so that it is not possible to recognize any individual person. Video will not be published. However, due to the small number of participants (5) it may be possible for those involved to be recognised by people who are familiar with their school through a process of deduction.

Parental consent will be sought where children are present during observations. Data will only be collected and analysed for participants who have given informed consent. Children for whom informed consent has been obtained will be clearly identified by being seated in a specific area of the classroom and/or by wearing a sticker to ensure that the researcher only focuses on them.

The research is being under the auspices of the Open University and will comply with the Open University Human Research Ethics Committee requirements. The methodology and ethical considerations have been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committees at The Open University [HREC/2698.Aubrey-Smith]. The research complies with the British Educational Research Association’s guidelines for ethical research which are available from https://www.bera.ac.uk/researchers-resources/publications/ethical-guidelines-for-educational-research-2011
Participants are encouraged to discuss any concerns with the researcher, but both schools who take part in this research, and the teachers that are interviewed and observed are free to withdraw from the research at any time without explanation or prejudice by making this known in writing to fionaaubreysmith@googlemail.com [date]. After that date, data will have been processed (transcribed or otherwise started to be analysed). You are able to receive a copy of the research findings by indicating this on the consent form below.

This research is being supervised by Professor Peter Twining, Professor of Education (Futures) at The Open University. If you have any concerns or complaints about this research or the researcher, he can be contacted at peter.twining@open.ac.uk.

Having read this document, if you are happy to consent to participating in the research, please confirm this by email and then complete and sign ‘Teacher Consent Form’, for collection by Fiona Aubrey-Smith on the day of the first interview.

If you have any questions or comments, please contact Fiona Aubrey-Smith, [Retracted phone number] or fionaaubreysmith@googlemail.com.
Teacher Informed Consent Form

I consent to participating in Fiona Aubrey-Smith’s EdD research and agree that the researcher may use the data collected as described in the information for teachers which accompanied this consent form.

By consenting to participate, I acknowledge that:

- I have been provided with a written statement in plain language, to keep, that explains what taking part in the project will involve (Teacher Information);
- I understand that I am free to withdraw myself from the research at any time without explanation or prejudice and to withdraw any related unprocessed data by contacting Fiona Aubrey-Smith (fionaaubreysmith@googlemail.com) before [date];
- I understand that the data collected is for EdD research, and findings may be published as an EdD thesis as well as in further reports and publications in print and online;
- I understand that the confidentiality of the information collected will be safeguarded, subject to any legal requirements;
- I understand that as part of the research I will be filmed during interviews and observations and that photographs may also be taken. I also understand that films will not be published or shared or viewed with anyone except the researcher and her supervisors and that photographs will only be used where individuals and the school are not recognisable;
- I understand that the interviews and observations will be video and audio recorded. Data will only be used for those participants who have given their informed consent (in the case of children this includes informed consent being given by their parents);
- I understand that all data about the school and people within it will be anonymised in any publications arising from the research, including the EdD thesis itself. I also understand that if any photograph which includes me is used in publications that they will be pixelated/blurred in such a way that I am not recognisable. However, I also understand that due to the small number of participants involved in this research, it may be possible for people who know that I have been involved to identify me through the process of deduction;
- I understand that the data generated will be stored securely and will be destroyed after five years;
- I have been informed that a summary copy of the research findings will be forwarded to me, should I request this.

I give my consent to participating in this research: Yes / No
I give my consent for interviews being video and audio recorded: Yes / No
I give my consent for observations to be video and audio recorded: Yes / No
I give my consent for photographs to be taken during the observations: Yes / No
I wish to receive a copy of the research findings: Yes / No

[please circle Yes or No for each of the above]

Name of Teacher:
Signature of Teacher:
Name of School:
Date:
Appendix D: Informed Consent Information Sheets and Forms: Child / Parent

Parent & Child Information

Dear Parent / Carer

You are receiving this information because your child’s teacher has kindly agreed to take part in research which aims to contribute towards a greater understanding of the teaching profession.

The title of the research is “To what extent is digital technology affecting teachers implicit and espoused pedagogical values and beliefs?”. In other words, how does digital technology affect teacher’s views about teaching and learning. The focus of the research is on the teacher, but in order to understand their teaching it is necessary to observe their classroom practice. The researcher, Fiona Aubrey-Smith, will be observing the teacher doing their normal day-job teaching your child’s class during both subject and non-subject time (e.g. assembly, playtime). These observations will be filmed so that the researcher can watch the observations many times after they have taken place as part of the research analysis. Photographs may also be taken, for example of the children’s work. The films will only be viewed by the researcher and her supervisors who will support her with that analysis. Films will be kept securely with a secure password, and not accessible to anyone except the researcher, and they will be destroyed five years after the research has been completed.

When the research findings are published all children, teachers and schools will be anonymised. All participating schools’, teachers’ and children’s names will be changed, and any still images used to illustrate points in published materials will ensure that each person’s image within it is pixelated/blurred so that it is not possible to recognize any individual person. Video will not be published.

During the observations, the researcher would like to talk to children to understand their experiences of the teaching that they receive. This will take place in the classroom during the lesson and will be short conversations about the learning activity that they have been given by their teacher, and the filming will capture the conversation between the researcher and child as the child carries out their normal learning activities. The researcher is a former primary school teacher, has a current DBS check and will not be alone with any child at any time.

The research has been considered by the Human Research Ethics Committees at The Open University and complies with the British Educational Research Associations Guidelines for Ethical Research. This research is being supervised by Professor Peter Twining, Professor of Education (Futures) at The Open University. If you have any concerns or complaints about this research or the researcher, he can be contacted at peter.twining@open.ac.uk

Having read this document, if you are happy to consent to your child participating in the research, please complete and sign ‘Parent Consent Form’, and return to your child’s teacher. You are free to withdraw your consent at any time without explanation or prejudice, in writing, before [date] after which the analysis of the data will have begun and it will not be possible to extract individual’s data. You are able to receive a copy of the research findings by indicating this on the consent form below.

Data will only be collected and analysed for children whose parents have given informed consent. Children for whom informed consent has been obtained will be clearly identified by being seated in a specific area of the classroom and/or by wearing a sticker to ensure that the researcher only focuses on them.
If you have any questions or comments, please contact Fiona Aubrey-Smith, [Retracted phone number] or fionaaubreysmith@googlemail.com

**Explanation for children**

*Please read this to your child and ensure that they understand this and are happy to take part, before you both sign the consent form.*

Your teacher is taking part in a project to help understand what teachers think about their teaching.

As part of this project, Mrs Aubrey-Smith will be coming into your classroom and watching your teacher teach your class. She might ask you some questions during the lesson, to help her understand what is going on. She will be filming some of the lesson so that she can watch it back afterwards to make sure she understands what has happened and she might take photographs of you and your work.

Are you happy to talk to Mrs Aubrey-Smith, in your classroom during your lessons, and for her to record what you say and do during the lesson?
Parent and Child Consent Form

I consent to participating in Fiona Aubrey-Smith's EdD research and agree that the researcher may use the data collected as described in the information for parents and children which accompanied this consent form.

By consenting to participate, I acknowledge that:

- I have been provided with a written statement in plain language, to keep, that explains what taking part in the project will involve (Parent Information);
- I understand that I am free to withdraw my child from the research at any time without explanation or prejudice and to withdraw any related unprocessed data by contacting Fiona Aubrey-Smith (fionaaubreysmith@googlemail.com) before [date];
- I understand that the data collected is for EdD research, and findings may be published as an EdD thesis as well as in further reports and publications in print and online;
- I understand that the confidentiality of the information collected will be safeguarded, subject to any legal requirements;
- I understand that as part of the research my child will be present during observations of teachers, and that these observations will be filmed, and photographs may also be taken. I understand that my child may feature in these. I also understand that films will not be published or shared or viewed with anyone except the researcher and her supervisors;
- I understand that all data about the school and people within it will be anonymised in any publications arising from the research, including the EdD thesis itself. I also understand that if any photograph is used in such publications which includes my child, that they will be pixelated/blurred in such a way that they are not recognisable;
- I understand that the data generated will be stored securely and will be destroyed five years after the EdD has been completed;
- I have been informed that a summary copy of the research findings will be forwarded to me, should I request this.

I am happy to talk to Mrs Aubrey-Smith and be filmed learning with my class: Yes/No
Name of Child:
Signature of Child:

I give consent for my child to participate in this research: Yes / No
I give consent for my child to be filmed talking about their learning: Yes / No
I wish to receive a copy of the research findings: Yes / No
[please circle Yes or No for each of the above]

Name of Parent:
Signature of Parent:

Name of School:
Date:

Please complete this form and return it to [TEACHER NAME] by [INSERT DATE]
Appendix E: Interview Guide - Headteacher

*Italic* text indicates amendments since the OU HREC granted the original favourable opinion and were re-submitted to HREC and accepted onto their record. The organisation aspects are rephrasing, and the Question aspects are additional questions.

**Objective:** To learn about the school arena. (Supporting RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3)

**Participants**
- 1 headteacher
- 1 researcher

**Organisation**
- *The school and headteacher information and consent forms will have been shared with the headteacher, who will confirm that they have understood them by signing the informed consent form;*
- The interview should take place after the school context data has been gathered, but before any other data collection;
- *The location of the interview will be determined by the headteacher; usually taking place in headteacher’s office in school during the working school day;*
- The interview will be filmed on an iPad which will be located in a position which captures both the headteacher and researcher;
- The interview will also be audio recorded, as a backup incase there are problems with the filming.

Before the interview commences, the researcher will:
- **a)** Confirm that the headteacher has read the information sheet, Provide an opportunity for the headteacher to ask any questions and Ensure that the headteacher is happy with their role in the research before they sign the Informed Consent Form;
- **b)** Thank them for taking part in the research;
- **c)** Confirm that the headteacher is happy for the interview to be filmed and audio recorded;
- **d)** Explain that if the headteacher is uncomfortable at any stage they may request that the interview ceases and they may withdraw from the research;

**At the end of the interview, the researcher will;**
- **e)** Offer the headteacher an opportunity to ask any questions;
- **f)** Thank them for taking part.

**Headteacher Interview Questions**

The following are stimulus questions; additional sub-questions will be used to surface more detail in responses as and when necessary:

1) How would you describe the school’s vision and ethos?
2) What does this look like in practice for Teachers? Children? Leaders?
3) What have been the influences to this vision and ethos? How are staff involved in turning that into practice?
4) If a new colleague came to the school what impression would they get of the school?
5) How important do you think those impressions are?
6) What do you consider to be the school’s greatest strengths? What are the current improvement priorities?
7) How would you describe the relationships between staff and children across the school? How does this vary across classes, cohorts, year groups, classrooms/playgrounds/other places?
8) How is the school organised for teaching and learning – thinking about things like groups, resources, time, routines? Why is it this way? How consistent is it over subjects, places and times? How effective are these choices?

9) What support do the different children in the school need? Why do they need these kinds of support? What do influences the range of needs, and how they are responded to?

10) Can you describe what your perfect lesson would look like in this school? Why would those features make it a perfect lesson? What would the teacher be doing? What would the children be doing? What would the room feel like? How would an observer describe it?

11) What would the most awful lesson that you could imagine in this school look like? Why would those features make it so terrible?

12) How would you describe Teacher X [the teacher that this case centres upon]?
   a. How do you think their practice aligns or differs from your vision for the school?
   b. What is their relationship with ICT?
   c. Are they similar or significantly different from the other teachers in your school?

13) Is there anything else you would like to tell me that you think is important?
Appendix F: Interview Guide - Teacher Interview 1

*Italic text indicates amendments since the OU HREC granted the original favourable opinion and were re-submitted to HREC and accepted onto their record. The organisation aspects are rephrasing, and the Question aspects are additional questions.*

**Objective:** To learn about the teacher’s espoused pedagogical values and beliefs (RQ1) and the extent to which these are being shaped by ICT.

**Participants**
- 1 teacher
- 1 researcher

**Organisation**
- The interview should be filmed – one iPad will be located in a position which captures the two participants side-on.
- The interview will also be audio recorded, as a backup incase there are problems with the filming.
- The interview should take place after the school context data has been gathered, but before any other data collection involving the teacher.
- Ensure the necessary information and consent forms have been understood and completed.

**Areas to cover**
- a) Confirm that they are still happy to take part in the research and that informed consent has been obtained;
- b) Thank them for taking part in the research;
- c) Ask if it is possible to audio record and film the interview;
- d) Give the teacher an opportunity to ask about the research to ensure that they understand their role in it;
- e) Explain that if they are uncomfortable at any stage the interview may be stopped and they may withdraw from the research;
- f) Ensure background details completed;
- g) At the end of the interview give the teacher an opportunity to ask any questions and thank them for taking part.

**Teacher Interview 1 Questions**
The following are stimulus questions; additional sub-questions will be used to surface more detail in responses as and when necessary:

14) How would you describe the school’s vision?
15) What does this look like in practice for Teachers? Children? Leaders?
16) What do you think influences that vision?

17) If a new colleague came to the school what impression would they get of the school?
18) How important do you think those impressions are as a teacher?
19) As a teacher working at this school what do you consider to be its greatest strengths? What are the missed opportunities? What do you see as your role in these? What other influences are there to these strengths and opportunities?

20) Why did you want to become a teacher? What influenced that?
   a. *What role do you think your childhood experiences of teachers; good and bad, had on your becoming a teacher? How do those teachers/influences affect what you do these days now that you are a more established teacher?*
21) Where do you see your future in education? What influences that view? What will influence the likelihood of that future taking place in the way that you describe?

22) How would you describe your relationship with the children in your class? How does this change with each cohort that you teach? What does that look like in practice? What influences any changes?

23) How does this compare to the children in other classes that you do not teach? What does that look like in practice?

24) How do you organise your class – thinking about things like groups, resources, time, routines? Why do you do it this way? How consistent is it over subjects, places and times? How effective do you find these choices? How could you improve this?

25) What support do the different children in your class need from you? Why do they need these kinds of support? What do you think influences the range of needs, and how you respond to them?

26) What do you think are your strengths as a teacher? What would your children say about that? Why do you think these are your strengths?

27) To what extent are you the teacher that you want to be?

28) What barriers do you face as a teacher? What would you differently if they were removed?

29) What influences these views?

30) What do your children like most about the way that you teach them? Why do you think that is?

31) Which other teachers do you aspire to learn from? What is it about them that you would like to learn from? What might others want to learn from you?

32) Can you describe what your perfect lesson would look like? Why would those features make it a perfect lesson? What would you be doing? What would the children be doing? What would the room feel like? How would an observer describe it?

33) If you were observing another teacher, what would the most awful lesson that you could imagine look like? Why would those features make it so terrible?

34) In what ways do you currently work with teaching colleagues? How does this affect your thinking and your practice?

35) ICT
   a. What ICT do you use: at home, at school, out and about? Take each of the ICT mentioned in turn and ask the following questions:
      b. How would you describe how you use them?
      c. Why do you think you use these? (who or what might have influenced these choices?)
      d. What do you think the implications are of how you use these?
      e. What differences do you think that ICT such as these, or others, make to the people around you – at home, at school, out and about, nationally, culturally?
      f. Why do you think this is?

36) Is there anything else you would like to tell me that you think is important?
Appendix G: Interview Guide - Teacher Interview 2

Italic text indicates amendments since the OU HREC granted the original favourable opinion and were re-submitted to HREC and accepted onto their record. The organisation aspects are rephrasing, and the Question aspects are additional questions.

Objective: To learn about the teacher’s intended practice for a lesson that will then be observed (RQ2), and any influence that ICT have had on this (RQ3).

Participants
- 1 teacher
- 1 researcher

Organisation
- The interview should be filmed – one iPad will be located in a position which captures the two participants side-on.
- The interview will also be audio recorded, as a backup incase there are problems with the filming.
- The interview should take place after Teacher Interview 1, but before the Lesson Observation, and at a time and place convenient to the teacher.
- After Interview 2 the observation will take place. This cycle (Interview 2, Observation, Interview 3) will be repeated for each of the 3-5 observations undertaken.

Areas to cover
a) Thank them for taking part in the research;
b) Ask if it is possible to audio record and film the interview;
c) Ensure that consent forms have been completed for those being observed, and discuss arrangements for those without consent;
d) Explain that if they are uncomfortable at any stage the observation may be stopped and they may withdraw from the research;
e) At the end of the interview give the teacher an opportunity to ask any questions, and thank them for taking part.
f) Obtain a copy of the lesson plan and/or resources the teacher intends to use.

Interview 2 Questions
The following are stimulus questions; additional sub-questions will be used to surface more detail in responses as and when necessary:

1) What are your intentions for this lesson?
2) How have you planned for these to happen?
3) What documentation supports this – e.g. plans, assessment records, class data.
4) Why do you want these things to happen?
5) Who is involved in this lesson and why? What is their role?
6) Who or what determines what you will be teaching? (leaders, policy, children’s demographics and needs?)
7) How much influence do you have over what this lesson is about, and how it will take place?
8) How does that affect what you do and how you do it?
9) If those influences were removed what would you do differently?
10) How does this lesson relate to prior learning?
11) How does this lesson relate to the children’s lives beyond school?
12) How will the children be organized – locations, groups, timing, activities? Why is this?
13) Are there specific children who will need additional support? Who are they, Why do they need this support and how will it be provided?
14) What equipment and resources will be used and why?
15) Is there anything else you would like to tell me that you think is important?
Appendix H: Interview Guide - Teacher Interview 3

Objective: To learn about the teacher’s views on the lesson that has been observed, how their enacted practice compares to their intended practice (RQ2), and any influence that ICT had on this (RQ3).

Participants
- 1 teacher
- 1 researcher

Organisation
- The interview should be filmed – one iPad will be located in a position which captures the two participants side-on.
- The interview will also be audio recorded, as a backup incase there are problems with the filming.
- The interview should take place after the Observation. This cycle (Interview 2, Observation, Interview 3) will be repeated for each of the 3-5 observations undertaken.

Areas to cover
- Thank them for taking part in the research;
- Explain that if they are uncomfortable at any stage the interview may be stopped and they may withdraw from the research;
- Ask if it is possible to audio record and film the interview;
- At the end of the interview give the teacher an opportunity to ask any questions, and thank them for taking part.

Interview 3 Questions
The following are stimulus questions; additional sub-questions will be used to surface more detail in responses as and when necessary:

Reflections on the observed lesson
1) Thank you for letting me sit in on that lesson. I really enjoyed it when...
2) How do you feel that lesson went?
3) How did that lesson compare to your intentions?
4) Why do you think these things (points raised in responses to questions above) happened?
5) How do you think that you responded to these things?
6) How did different children across the class respond to the lesson? Why do you think that was?
7) Which children did better, or did not do as well, as you expected? Why do you think that was?
8) What do you think about the outcomes of the lesson? How does that compare to your expectations? What are the implications of this?
9) What will happen next?
10) What surprised you about this lesson?
11) What do you think the children would say about this lesson?
12) What would you do differently if you were to do that lesson again?
13) Is there anything else you would like to tell me that you think is important?
Appendix I: Observation Guide

**Objective:** To learn about the teacher’s enacted practices (RQ2), and any influence that ICT had on these (RQ3).

**Participants**
1 teacher, supporting adults/teaching staff as determined by the lesson being observed
children in the corresponding class/activity, researcher

**Organisation**
- The observation should be filmed – one iPad will be located in a position which captures both teacher and children for the input of the lesson/where the class are grouped together and moved to a pivoting position where the lesson changes to smaller group or individual working.
- The observation should take place after Interview 1 and Interview 2 have taken place with the teacher. This cycle (Interview 2, Observation, Interview 3) will be repeated for each of the 3-5 observations undertaken.
- Ensure the necessary information and consent forms have been understood and completed by the teacher and parents/children, and that any limitations regarding capturing children on film, audio or visual are mutually understood.
- Agree how researcher will be introduced to the children and where researcher will be located.
- Researcher will be located somewhere discrete and will move around the classroom discretely and ask questions of specific children as and when necessary to respond to the questions below.
- At the end of the observation give the teacher an opportunity to ask any questions and thank them for taking part.

**Aims**
There should be 3-5 different situations observed, including an English/Maths lesson, a lesson from the broader curriculum, and some non-subject teaching time (e.g. assembly, playtime, transition activities).

**Observation**
1) What is the teacher’s enacted practice?
2) The following are prompts to help capture key features of the practice;
3) How does the lesson begin? Who is engaged/not engaged and how is this apparent?
4) How is the lesson introduced? How are expectations set? (How is the researcher / observation explained?)
5) What kind of pace and tone is the lesson being conducted with?
6) What is the mood of the room? What are the influencing factors?
7) How is the teacher interacting with the children?
8) What variances are there in how the teacher interacts with different individuals and groups?
9) How are the children responding to this?
10) How are the children interacting with each other? And with other adults?
11) What kinds of references are made to prior / future learning or experiences?
12) Are any routines and habitual behaviours appearing?
13) What kind of expectations are there within the lesson – in action – of behaviour, interactions, achievement?
14) What resources are being used, by whom and what for?
15) What do the children seem most engaged with and what appears to be influencing that?
16) To what extent are documents, assessments, planning, class data etc used or referred to during the lesson?
Appendix J: Teacher 1 follow up interview questions

The following additional questions were woven into the discourse with Teacher 1 on follow-up visits, alongside any questions from the planned Interview Guides which had not already been addressed. This ensured coverage of the Interview Guides as well as probing specific areas highlighted by early analysis of interview transcripts from previous visits.

1) How would you describe yourself when you are teaching / how would you describe yourself when you are not teaching?
2) What memories do you have of your own childhood experiences in school?
3) Which teachers do you remember in particular and why do you think that is?
4) Do you think any of those memories or experiences affected your decision to become a teacher or how you teach today?
5) In what ways are your uses of technologies similar or different to those of your colleagues in this school?
6) How would you describe your role in this school?
Appendix K: Teacher 2 follow up interview questions

The following additional questions were woven into the discourse with Teacher 2 on follow-up visits, alongside any questions from the planned Interview Guides which had not already been addressed. This ensured coverage of the Interview Guides as well as probing specific areas highlighted by early analysis of interview transcripts from previous visits.

1) What do you think are your strengths as a teacher? What would your children say about that? Why do you think these are your strengths?
2) To what extent are you the teacher that you want to be?
3) What barriers do you face as a teacher? What would you differently if they were removed? What influences these views?
4) What do your children like most about the way that you teach them? Why do you think that is?
5) Which other teachers do you aspire to learn from? What is it about them that you would like to learn from? What might others want to learn from you?
Appendix L: Teacher 3 follow up interview questions

The following additional questions were woven into the discourse with Teacher 3 on follow-up visits, alongside any questions from the planned Interview Guides which had not already been addressed. This ensured coverage of the Interview Guides as well as probing specific areas highlighted by early analysis of interview transcripts from previous visits.

1) What do you see as the purpose of education? [Attention to Constitutive Order / and direct influence of C.O on Roots & Growth / surface IPF trends]
   a. What is the role of the school (and the teacher) in children’s lives?
   b. Who is responsible for a child’s learning? Why them?
   c. Where does a teachers’ role start and stop?
   d. How does that role relate to a child’s life?
   e. Who shapes a school? What influences how a school is, and how does this influence the teachers working there?

2) How would you describe your style of teaching? [to surface IPF trends]

3) Can you tell me about your teacher training experiences and how they prepared you for teaching? [Growth]

4) To what extent are you the teacher that you want to be? What are the barriers causing these gaps and what would remove those barriers? [Identity]

5) Can you tell me about your experiences growing up and how that did or did not influence your becoming a teacher? [Roots, Growth]
   a. What other role models or influences did you have away from teaching?
   b. What were your parent’s views on teachers and teaching?

6) What are the core / key skills that you think teachers should have? Why? [Setting / Identity]

7) How do you think the changes going on nationally in education affect your own views on teaching and learning, and on your day to day practices? [Constitutive Order]

8) Can you talk me through how you reflect on a lesson / interaction? What processes do you go through? [Identity / Setting / Growth]
   a. How do you think this compares with your peers?
   b. What difference do you think that it makes to your practice?
   c. What difference does it make to what you choose to do/use and not do/use?

9) Can you share with me some of the paperwork associated with lessons? [Variance between intended/espoused and spoken/written, and locus of control within shared plans/collaborative team]
10) Is there another teacher who you feel is similar to you in terms of values, pedagogy etc? How does their perception/use of digital technologies compare?

[‘The Me-ness of Me’ / Identity]

11) Can you think of another tool that is not digital technology related, and talk me through how you have/have not adopted it? [clarifying findings about reluctance - Mindset about tech or general Mindset?]

12) How much do you think the age group that you work with influences how you use technology? [Attention to Arena / Ref Growth and previous schools/findings]

13) We spoke last time about some of the negative uses of technologies. Can you share with me some examples of where you’ve seen it used positively within teaching and learning? What was used and what difference did it make? [Frame of reference for technology]

14) What do you think makes digital technology worth using? What is not worth using and why? What difference does it make in our personal lives? What is the potential of technology in education? What are the opportunities and challenges?

15) How much do you think the sequence of schools and the challenges of each have affected the lens through which you view teaching? What has it shaped? What impact has that had? [Growth]

a. What was the main reason for moving to each role that you have held?

16) What do you think the role of professional development is in teaching and learning? What about the role of research? [Identity]
Appendix M: Summary description of School A (Arena data)

School A was one of four schools that were part of an overarching charitable trust, known as a multi academy trust (MAT). The person that this research describes as the headteacher held the post of executive principal of the Trust. Teacher 1 also held the post of director of teaching and learning across the Trust, and Teacher 2 also held the post of assistant principal of the school.

The school followed policy as determined by the British government, had been judged as consistently Good by Ofsted, and had above average outcomes in relation to national expectations. At the time of data generation there were 35.3% of children receiving free school meals (compared to 24.2% nationally), 1.6% of children for whom English was an additional language (compared to 21.3% nationally), and 12.5% of children receiving support for Special Educational Needs or Disabilities (SEND) (compared to 12.2% nationally). The school estate had three playgrounds and a field and was located with farming fields to one side and a large housing estate to the other. The school day started at 8:30am, with lessons from 8:35am, and finished at 3:10pm for Key Stage 1 (KS1) and 3:25pm for Key Stage 2 (KS2). Morning and after school clubs provided wraparound provision from 8am until 4:15pm. There was a morning breaktime from 10:15-10:30am, and an afternoon break from 2-2:15pm, with a lunch break from 12noon to 12:45pm.

Walking into the school, there was a welcoming environment. Displays illustrated the school values in practice. The school building itself was a 1970s style building which had been well maintained and had tidy communal spaces with light coloured décor and efficiently organised furnishings. The school had a traditional style classroom for each of the classes in the school as well as a number of additional rooms and spaces such as a glass walled radio station and two staffrooms; one of which was used specifically for teachers to undertake planning, preparation, assessment and research. In staff and administrative areas there were frequent reminders about the role and purpose of staff being in the school and the contributions that they made to school improvement. For example, on the back of the toilet door was an extract from the school improvement plan made into a poster labelled ‘How will you contribute to this today?’.
Appendix N: Summary of School B (Arena data)

The school was owned by a standalone charitable trust, with fees being towards the upper end of the spectrum charged by independent schools, and with a small number of children boarding at the school. The ‘good’ school was an independent charity, with most children joining the school above the national average attainment levels, and 13% of children requiring some kind of additional SEND support, although none had statements or EHCPs, and less than 1% spoke English as an additional language. The school was not part of a chain or group of schools but heavily focused on preparing children for fee paying secondary schools and thus the Common Entrance Exam required to gain places at such schools (T3-1, 11.24). The headteacher of the school had been in post for nine years as well as being a part-time independent schools inspector. The school followed statutory requirements as determined by the British government, had been judged as consistently Excellent by the Independent Schools Inspectorate (2017), and had high attainment outcomes including 29% of children winning scholarships to their chosen next school (2017).

The school office, which was located within the original 19th century buildings, was formal and furnished in a period style. Displays demonstrated the school's pride and aspirations for children; combining displays of secondary schools that they may go on to and sporting trophies that had been won. The school estate combined buildings from the 19th century with more modern and purpose-built buildings and were furnished in line with each buildings' age and purpose. The school estate had multiple outside spaces for both curriculum and recreational purposes including playgrounds, and fields, and is located with farming fields to one side, and a main road with neighbouring large private housing the other side. The area surrounding the school was well above average socio-economically and sits on the outskirts of a small city within the south east of England. The school day started at 8:10am, first with registration and chapel, followed by lessons from 8:45am, finishing at 4pm (5:15pm for Years 4 and 5, and 6pm for Year 6 to 8). For non-boarding children there was then a 30-minute break before a further lesson and structured Prep (homework) time, ending at 6pm. For boarders there was then a 30-minute supper break followed by further prep or activities before bedtime. Wednesday afternoons were dedicated to sport and hobbies, and pastoral, club and non-academic time was woven throughout the timetable every day. Children in years 4 to 8 also attended school 8:10am to 12:15 on Saturdays with additional sports matches on Saturday afternoons.

Children moved between classrooms and locations for different lessons once they had reached KS2 (which was the location of the teacher and lessons observed), with their form room/tutor being a base point for registration and prep time. Children were expected to navigate the school campus and line up outside each classroom in time for each lesson.
School B had a reliable infrastructure in place (HT3, 26.53). The school had also invested in providing enough laptops for every child in each class alongside a teacher desktop and interactive whiteboard in every classroom (HT3, 23.34). Four IT support staff were available to support this infrastructure and teaching peers taught children ICT safety lessons (T3-4, 7.48, 8.29). Children were thought by both headteacher and teacher to be very competent with using Google Chromebooks (HT3, 28.35, T3-4, 8.55, T3-6, 7.08). Neither headteacher nor teacher spoke about any innovative uses of ICT, although both mentioned the use of management information software (HT3, 24.36), Microsoft PowerPoint use in presentations and assemblies (T3-4, 6.52).
Appendix O: Observation Vignettes for Case 1

Observation 1

Observation 1 (T1, Obs.1) was an hour-long maths lesson with middle and higher attaining children drawn from across multiple year 6 classes. The classroom had rectangular tables laid out in a horse-shoe shape and the teacher using the IWB at the open end of the horseshoe. The format of the lesson provided children with an input led by the teacher with attention drawn to the IWB and the teacher moving around the room throughout the input using a portable mouse and keyboard to control the IWB images. The children quickly and quietly entered the room and found their assigned seat with the teacher greeting each child by name at the door. Seats had been assigned based on previous lesson assessment such that children who were thought to have similar levels of understanding of the current topic were paired together, with each pair consisting of a boy and a girl. At each desk space was equipment needed for the lesson ahead along with strips of paper indicating the lesson’s learning intentions, with the child’s name at the top ready to be glued into their maths books. Children were calm and well behaved, and this appeared to be the norm. Throughout the observation there were no behavioural issues or interventions, dialogue between teacher and children was entirely focused upon the learning intentions, and dialogue between children was nearly entirely focused on learning intentions. The teaching input was given by the teacher using the interactive whiteboard to show imagery, text and instruction. Children sat at their assigned desk positions and were attentive to this input. The input linked the mathematics learning about percentages to current history learning about ancient Greeks, and to other areas of mathematics such as angles, surface area, volume, pie charts and use of tables and protractors. Once the input was complete, the teacher set a group of four children off on an independent task (which was filmed by an iPad using Iris Connect), and then returned to explain to the rest of the class their task. The management of learning activity and progression was through children undertaking their first task and then once completed checking their answers on a poster on the wall and collecting a piece of paper which explained their second task. There were nine tasks overall, at four increasingly challenging levels (Apprentice, Journeyman, Secure and Master Learners), with each level having a practice activity (on white paper) followed by an Application activity (on yellow paper) – seen in the photograph below.
Children stuck their papers into their books as they progressed through them. Children across the class completed the activities at varying paces, and all were clearly used to moving on to the next part of the learning using this format. Children had the opportunity to use the ‘working walls’ (write-on wall surfaces) so that they could practice their recorded work before committing it to their book. At the end of the lesson the teacher asked the children what they had learnt during the lesson and linked the learning to the next lesson.

There were a number of ways that ICT were used through the teaching and learning that took place. The material shown upon the interactive whiteboard had been prepared on the teacher’s laptop and was projected and viewed on the large screen. During the lesson the children who needed to have the first activity explained to them again after the initial input could choose to pick up and view a 3 minute film prepared by the teacher, either accessing it on a tablet which was available for children to pass amongst themselves, or by taking a laptop to the Learning Wall and using the QR code to access the video if the tablet was already in use elsewhere. Both methods were seen being used; the tablet used by 6 children and the laptop by 2 children. There was also a tablet used by the group of four who had been tasked separately at the outset of the lesson, whereby they watched an explanation relating to the input, and then used this to launch them into their activities. This group, who the teacher had said would not be the main focus of the lesson as they were being extended in their learning, were filmed throughout the lesson by an additional tablet device on a tripod, using Iris, such that the teacher could watch back their interactions after the lesson and use her findings to inform the following days’ work.

Observation 2

Observation 2 (T1, Obs. 2) was of a group of four year 6 children who had been identified as needing intervention for their reading fluency and came to the intervention classroom for this provision for approximately 20 minutes. They were greeted at the door by the
teacher and were instructed to collect a laptop and headphones from the laptop cabinet located by the classroom entrance, and then to sit as two boy/girl pairs. The children were in this intervention group because of a slightly lower vocabulary range and slightly lower reading fluency speed but none had special educational needs or specific learning difficulties. The teacher introduced the short task using the IWB which was to access the teacher’s YouTube channel and play a screencast video of the teacher reading a set text. The video had a recording of the teacher reading the text at approximately 95 words per minute (the targeted reading fluency speed for this group of children), and a copy of the text on screen with a cursor following the words at the same speed as the audio reading of them. The children were instructed to read aloud along with the recording which took about 5 minutes to complete. The teacher had explained that the children were doing this independently using the digital technology in order that they could go at their own pace and that they could stop, rewind, replay and pause as they felt necessary. The teacher explained that group reading, or collective reading would not have allowed for this, and as such the teacher was using the technology in order to facilitate greater independence and personalised experiences for the children, as well as freeing up her own capacity. The teacher oversaw the four children undertaking this task and used their capacity to intervene. After the children had read the text they were asked to complete a set of questions about what they had read.

Observation 3

Observation 3 (T1, Obs. 3) was of a 30-minute writing lesson with four children from across year 6 who needed specific intervention. The teacher provided an input from the IWB with the children sat at rectangular tables forming a horse-shoe shape around it. The teacher moved around the classroom during this input perching on tables or standing to the side of the room. The children watched a short YouTube musical film extract on the IWB about friendship. They were then asked to read through some examples of poems about friendship before highlighting phrases on those paper copies that they particularly liked. Those phrases were then to be used in the next lesson when they wrote their own friendship poems. The teacher responded to children’s needs in a variety of ways. For example, at one stage the teacher noticed that one child was struggling to hold a sheet of paper whilst writing on the write-on wall at the same time. The teacher intervened and picked up the sheet and held it up for him next to his writing; without saying a word, enabling him to continue focusing on the writing and thus making the task more achievable for him. Neither teacher nor child exchanged a word about this action but the pace and quality of the child’s work was immediately impacted. Similarly, the teacher used language very precisely to encourage children who expressed doubts about their abilities. The children responded to the encouragement with an immediately more confident sounding response. Another feature was the way in which the teacher adapted to
unexpected events. For example, a colleague entered the room interrupting the teacher in order to ask a question. The teacher immediately adapted what they had been doing so that the children in the class were able to continue without the teacher for the short duration it took to resolve the issue.
Appendix P: Observation Vignettes for Case 2

Observation 1

The first observation was for 1 ¼ hours following morning playtime, of a Year 6 English writing intervention group of 10 children who were either working towards or not yet securely achieving age related expectations (T2, Obs. 1, 1.1). The observation took place in one of two intervention rooms; the Learning Hub. This room was about double the size of a standard classroom, set out in an L shape. It was used flexibly with easily moveable chairs, 3 clusters of tables, and a portable Interactive Whiteboard. The bright and attractive room had a number of windows with the blinds closed upon arrival (which were not changed throughout). The room housed a 3D printer, and three laptop trolleys (each of which housing either Chromebooks, Windows 10 laptops or Asus ZenPads).

Figure AQ1: Photograph 1/2 showing Teacher 2 classroom

This image shows to the left of the researcher when standing at the corner of the ‘L’ shape room.

Figure AQ2: Photograph 2/2 showing Teacher 2 classroom

This image shows to the right of the researcher when standing at the corner of the ‘L’ shape room.
None of the children in this lesson had special educational needs (T2-2, 10.28). Prior to the lesson the teacher explained that this lesson was part of a sequence of lessons where children would be writing part of a chapter of a story based on Harry Potter. The project had begun with children visiting Harry Potter World as a stimulus and would end with children reading aloud their story in front of a green screen with Harry Potter scenery being added onto it, and those final films would be shown to parents as a ‘black tie screening’ at the end of the term. The teacher described the children as being very motivated and engaged by both the project and the process that their learning was going through. In lessons previous to the one being observed the children had made detailed plans for their stories, created wordbanks and written their first two chapters. This lesson was to focus on using their plans and wordbanks to write the first part of chapter 3 of their story (T2, Obs. 1, 1.6). Prior to the lesson the teacher set up 6 laptops and headphone sets with Clicker 7 (Crick Soft). Some children arrived early to the lesson and the teacher invited them to help set up the laptops and headphones which the children then did independently. The remaining children arrived into the classroom after their morning break and specific individuals were directed to sit on one of two tables (T2, Obs. 1, 1.7) based on their prior learning and needs. Table A had 5 laptops evenly spread around the table (in front of every-other chair), and the 4 girls and 1 boy on it were going to be working independently using Clicker 7 on their laptops to construct their writing. Table B had printed wordbanks, and the 4 boys and 1 girl were going to be working with the teacher modelling and supporting them, writing by hand in their books. (T2, Obs. 1, 1.8-11). Both tables had access to the same wordbank which consisted of vocabulary and phrases that had previously been co-constructed as a whole group in a previous lesson; Table A had this on Clicker 7 (see photo below), and Table B had a printed copy. Both tables also had access to a Topic Wordbank in their books.

*Figure AQ3: A laptop, headphones and Clicker set up for children*
The teacher immediately set off the independent group to start their writing using Clicker 7 (T2, Obs.1, 1.13). Two of the five children had faulty headphones, but the teacher had pre-empted this by putting out spare sets of headphones and a spare laptop, so the children simply exchanged them and continued to work (T2, Obs. 1, 1.14). The combination of features such as this ensured that the lesson did not have any time wasted and that children’s focus was immediately on, and remained on, the learning underway.

Once all children had arrived the teacher introduced the researcher and then explained the lesson intention. The teacher then ensured that the children had all their resources to hand, using phrases such as ‘what do we need…’, inviting children to own the process of checking their resources, before recapping the previous lesson and explaining the intentions for the current lesson (T2, Obs. 1, 1.12). The teacher led group were then taken through a modelled example on the Write-on Wall (a floor to ceiling wall that acted as a wipeboard – seen in the photo below), with the vocabulary being drawn out of the children. The teacher used the portable interactive whiteboard with a wireless keyboard to show extracts of You Tube clips of Harry Potter film – pausing and asking children to describe the sensory experiences that characters may be having at those points in the film (e.g. sights, smells, sounds). These were then used to inform sentence construction and vocabulary choice (T2, Obs. 1, 1.15).

Teacher phrasing was consistently positive; ‘Yes that’s great’, even when correcting misconceptions or suggesting improvements. Phrases included ‘Let’s vary that up a bit, let’s try…’, ‘You could have a …. I think that would work well because…’, ‘Do you know what…’, ‘Just remember that…’, ‘Let’s have a look at… for some inspiration’; all said with a smile and positive tone. Some more complex misconceptions were addressed by phrases such as ‘The reason I’m not using [that word] is because it suggests…’, and, when a child suggested an idea inappropriate for the current context ‘Maybe… but let’s save that one for later’ (T2, Obs. 1. 1.16).

It was noticeable that the teacher gave plenty of encouragement and specific praise to children, using their name and detail of what they had done well. For example, they said ‘I just want to share this amazing learning here… [child's name] has realised that he has all these resources here but he’s also realised he has his whole [exercise] book full of ideas so he has gone back to get ideas of personification and used them to expand and magnify his writing’. This reference to the child ‘realising their whole book was full of ideas’ was a cleverly worded reminder to other children which maintained the child’s dignity. The teacher’s Enacted practice was full of examples such as this which recognised the importance of emotional and social aspects of learning. The teacher also said ‘I’m just going to show off for [child’s name] here.. she’s written… [read work aloud] and used… [read their work aloud]’, and immediately this had an effect of motivating another child who asked if they too could read their work out to the class (T2, Obs.1, 1.17). Similarly,
the teacher also regularly used positive gesture – a reassuring hand on a child’s back or standing behind and slightly to the side of a child so that they were alongside each other when looking at a piece of work (T2, Obs. 1, 1.19). The inference of body language as the teacher being a support rather than a dominance was noticeable and a contrast to many other teachers that this researcher has observed professionally. The teacher spoke in a quiet volume throughout and used a wide range of vocal pitch and body language, with some dramatisation when reading out sentences in order to give ideas to the children. The teacher either sat amongst the children that they were working with, or when presenting did so from amongst or behind the children – using a wireless mouse and keyboard to make that possible (T2, Obs. 1, 1.25).

When children were doing something incorrectly the teacher did not name them publicly in the same way that they had done with praise; instead the teacher spoke to them individually, or as a group, or occasionally as a whole class describing the misconceptions or errors as ‘we just need to change…’, or ‘when we use… the effect it creates is…’, or ‘you’ve already used [grammatical tool], is there another type you could use?’. This use of pronouns was a clever tool which inferred that the learning was considered to be a collective process, and again supported a view that the teacher was conscious of the social and emotional aspects of learning. Examples of this included a child who had written an overly simple sentence with the teacher saying ‘That’s a perfect opportunity for an expanded noun phrase, see if you can fit one in’, and for a child who was going off at a tangent with their plot the teacher said ‘Are you going to come off your story plan, or are you going to keep it simple and stay on the story plan?’. Notably, one child said, ‘Can you help me?’, her reply was ‘How can I help you, or How can you help yourself? How could you work that out for yourself?’ (T2, Obs. 1, 1.18).

The children were on task nearly exclusively throughout the lesson. A few minutes from the end of the lesson the teacher asked the children to read out loud their own work to themselves. During this review period the teacher used phrases such as ‘[child’s name], you’re reading that beautifully and I’m really enjoying listening to it but what you’re not doing is…’ (T2, Obs. 1, 1.21). At the end of the lesson the teacher explained how the work would connect to later work and then thanked the children and asked them to say goodbye to the researcher as they left (T2, Obs. 1, 1.22).

Observation 2

The second observation was of a maths intervention group of five children from Year 6. It took place from 2-2:20pm; mid-way through an English writing lesson in their usual classroom (T2, Obs. 2, 2.1). The room where the observation took place is known as the intervention room which was used for a range of intervention groups for all abilities and academic subjects. The room had a trolley of laptops at the back of the room and a
portable interactive whiteboard at the front of the room (T2, Obs. 2, 2.22). The children entered the room at the allocated time and quickly and quietly chose where they were going to sit. The furniture had been set out in rows by the previous users of the room and as the intervention group was for a short period of time this was not changed by the teacher or children.

The children brought with them Chromebooks that they had been using in their usual classroom, and one child also brought a box containing maths exercise books (T2, Obs. 2, 2.4). The teacher asked the children if they had brought their own headphones and a number of children replied that they were broken, so the teacher said they would use the Chromebooks without headphones as there was only 5 children, and would review if it became too noisy (T2, Obs. 2, 2.5). The teacher introduced the researcher and explained the researcher’s presence as ‘watching what we do’ and that ‘we can show off our maths learning’ (T2, Obs. 2, 2.6). The teacher explained that the children’s usual class teacher had analysed their recent (KS2 national assessments practice) test paper and identified areas which each child had found tricky. The teacher had a list with this information on and read out to the class which areas that child should focus on in this intervention session. These areas included formal multiplication, subtracting fractions, multiplying decimals, BODMAS and percentages. Once this list had been read out the teacher reminded the children that they could have a look at the list at the front of the class if they forgot what they should be focusing on (T2, Obs. 2, 2.7). The teacher explained that each child should choose one or more of the areas they found tricky and take a ‘paper slip’ from the front with 5-6 questions on it relating to that skill. This explanation and provision gave the children a combination of direction whilst also allowing them choice in their priorities, who they worked with, and task management which aligned with a social constructivist view.

Each paper slip (seen in Photo below) also had on it a QR code which the children were to scan using their Chromebooks, and which would take them to a YouTube video of one of their teachers demonstrating how to do this particular skill area.
The videos were hosted on one of a number of YouTube channels and had been created by a number of different teachers at the school (including Teacher 1 and Teacher 2). Some were videos of a teacher in front of their interactive whiteboard as if they are teaching a class. Some are a teacher voiceover whilst demonstrating on an exercise book or with equipment. The children commented that they used this approach (QR code linked videos to support written work) a lot and that they liked it (T2, Obs. 2, 2.8). The use of this approach enabled children to work at a pace which matched their understanding and freed the teacher’s capacity to be able to provide targeted intervention and support which was about addressing misconceptions (utilising their pedagogical content knowledge) rather than repeating demonstrations (imparting subject knowledge).

The children were asked to stick the slips of paper into their books and then record their workings and answers underneath. The children were familiar with this and their books showed that this way of working was regularly used (T2, Obs. 2, 2.9). A child asked if she could do something not on the list as she was finding that area difficulty. The teacher said ‘yes of course’ (T2, Obs, 2, 2.10). This dynamic between the teacher and child whereby the child recognised their own learning needs and felt that they could ask to deviate from the brief, along with the teacher’s positive response suggested a learning environment where both teacher and children had a sense of agency within their work. Another example of this was where four children grouped together informally to see if they could
use the SeeSaw app on their ChromeBooks as a QR reader. They tested this idea and they discovered that they could not. The teacher suggested they went to Google search and searched for the term QR code scanner, which they did, and they then used this to scan their QR codes (T2, Obs. 2, 2.11). There was clearly an established dynamic whereby the children felt agentive and able to explore alternative means of achieving the lesson intentions. When children finished one slip of paper, they were using the Chromebooks calculator to check their answers which again freed teacher capacity to provide targeted support. Children then moved independently on to the next task, maximising the use and impact of the time available (T2, Obs. 2, 2.18).

The teacher initially sat with one child and invited another child to join their conversation (about BODMAS) if they felt that it would be useful. The teacher said “let’s remind ourselves what we know about BODMAS… what do we know and what do we do first.. (referring to the slip of paper with the questions on). The child talked aloud to each other about their understanding and how they would go about the task (T2, Obs. 2, 2.12-13). This kind of discussion dynamic highlighted the social and negotiable way that the teacher was encouraging learning to take place through. The key features were where the children engaged in learning dialogue with each other and the teacher intervened with expert contributions where necessary, but also observed – absorbing an understanding of what the children were doing as part of their own learning about the classroom dynamics. It was not the content that reflected mutuality, but the social interactions. Two girls chose to sit together to work collaboratively on a BODMAS question – they watched the video, tried part of the task, and then re-watched the video or sections of it multiple times, and discussed between them the most effective way to address the questions on their slip of paper (T2, Obs. 2, 2.16). The teacher sat between two girls at the front of the class. The teacher spoke to them about how they went about solving a question, saying; ‘I use…’ and then ‘so if you get stuck that’s a good method to use…’, and then ‘I personally wouldn’t [use that strategy] and the reason I wouldn’t is because…’, and then ‘I see what you are doing, you are muddling… so well spotted… so what is…’ (T2, Obs. 2, 2.19). The teacher later worked with one girl and said “Can I show you a little trick here… the method you have used is great for questions 1, 2, 3 and 4 but not so much for questions 5 and 6, so why is that?”, and then after the child had explained their thinking she said ‘so think carefully about the strategy that you use for each question’ (T2, Obs. 2, 2.20). The nature of the language used by the teacher was again important as it demonstrated a supportive approach and engaged the children in dialogue with the teacher; a highly empathetic dynamic. The teacher encouraged a girl not to use the calculator (on the Chromebook) for a sum saying, “You'll feel so much prouder if you do it yourself” (T2, Obs. 2, 2.22). One of the children asked the teacher “is this right?’ (referring to a question and answer). The teacher said, “So tell me what you’d do”, and the child explained their process, and so the
teacher responded “so why don’t you try it and see if you can get an answer that you think is realistic?” (T2, Obs. 2, 2.23).

The researcher spoke to the children and one boy commented that he found the QR linked videos more helpful than a teacher explaining to him because he could see what was going on at the same time as listening to the instructions. A girl explained that she could watch and re-wind these videos as many times as she needed so that she understood what was being said. Another girl said that she found the mixture of the pencil/paper and Chromebook/QR code/Video more helpful to aid her learning than just using technology or not using it at all (T2, Obs. 2, 2.17).

The teacher then said to the class that if they had a question that hadn’t been completed on their slips then they should complete that before they next worked together (T2, Obs. 2, 2.23). The children grumbled about having to leave the lesson which they verbalised that they had been enjoying, and that they found it far more enjoyable than the writing lesson that they had to go back to (T2, Obs. 2, 2.25). As children packed up their belongings and left, the teacher thanked them for working with her and goodbye to them. They then returned to their classes (T2, Obs. 2, 2.28).
Appendix Q: Observation Vignettes for Case 3

Observation 1
Observation 1 was of a 15-minute activity whereby Year 5 children were revising a specific French wordbank introduced in the previous lesson. An image was shown on the Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) and children were asked to raise their hand if they could name it using the correct vocabulary. The teacher then chose one of the children who had raised their hands who subsequently walked to the front of the class, pressed an ‘answer button’ on the IWB which reflected their response and then returned to their seat and the cycle repeated (T3, Obs. 1, 1.1-1.9). Incorrect answers were corrected by the teacher (T3, Obs. 1, 1.10,1.11), and at the end of the activity children were dismissed with the teacher standing at the door as they filed out.

There were a small number of children in each lesson who were on the school SEN register; one with dyspraxia and two others with minor behaviour difficulties. These children were not observed to respond or behave differently to the rest of their peers during the lessons. The classroom walls had displays around the room sharing subject specific vocabulary and with shelves containing resources - none of these appeared to be referenced or used in any of the observations undertaken.

Observation 2
Observation 2 was of a 45-minute French lesson which was part of a sequence of activities. Year 6 children had been asked to write a draft about a place that they had lived at or knew well as part of their prep (homework). This was then going to be written up in best in their exercise books during the lesson with improvements made during the writing up process (T3, Obs. 2, 1.1-1.2). At the start of the lesson the teacher invited children to volunteer to read to the class an example draft displayed on the IWB, and the teacher then made some suggested comments about how the grammar might be improved. The children were then asked to respond to some true or false statements about what they had just read or heard; a question was displayed on the IWB, children raised their hands and the teacher then chose one to share their answer and then to go to the front of the class and press an image on the IWB. The child then returned to their seat and the next question took place. The teacher then asked children to volunteer to read out their prep drafts and gave verbal feedback to each before the children wrote up their drafts in their exercise books. During the writing up of these drafts 1 child initially, and then a further 5 children, asked if they could get out a Google Chromebook so that they could look up the place they were writing about on Google StreetView in order to remind themselves of key features which they were describing (T3, Obs. 2, 1.15, 17). The teacher appeared reluctant but agreed for children to use the Chromebooks which the children independently fetched from a laptop cabinet, returning to their desk to login and access
Google Maps and StreetView (T3, Obs. 2, 1.18). The children appeared familiar and confident using the Chromebooks and spoke to the researcher about their familiarity using them in other lessons (T3, Obs. 2, 1.19, 1.20). Children completed the written task, with the teacher moving around the classroom to attend to individual requests for help (T3, Obs. 2, 1.22). Children did not appear to ask peers for help or use other resources to help them and so some children waited with their hand up between 5-10 minutes before being given assistance (T3, Obs. 2, 1.22).

The teacher used language such as ‘If you…’, ‘Yes and…’, ‘and then…’, ‘is that…’, ‘let’s have a look…’, ‘what did you…’, ‘what we need to do here is…’, ‘let’s stick to the basics…’, ‘so just use…’, ‘you’ll need to change…’, ‘that says…’, ‘we need to put…’. It was notable that in the lesson only one phrase was heard by the researcher where the teacher expressed to a child that their work was incorrect ‘no – that’s wrong, it should be…’ (T3, Obs. 2, 1.23). At the end of that lesson the teacher asked the children if they needed more time to complete their work and then instructed them to put their things away and proceed to their next classroom.

With only two exceptions, when the teacher gave feedback to children about their work during the independent activity period, they noticeably used the pronoun ‘we’ rather than ‘you’. This was noticeable because it appeared to contrast with the earlier espoused behaviourist views where the teacher is seen as the authority (RQ1), and instead suggested at least at surface level a more co-constructive approach. However, this pronoun use was an isolated example within Enacted practice, and so has been treated as a learned discourse tool rather than representative of pedagogical values and beliefs.

Observation 3

Observation 3 was of a 45-minute French lesson where Year 5 children were shown images on the IWB and then asked to respond to those images using a prepared wordbank of vocabulary that had been learned in the previous lesson. The teacher asked named children to respond to the images in turn and responded with positive encouragement phrases such as ‘very good’, ‘very impressed with’ or ‘excellent’ (T3, Obs. 3, 1.5). The teacher then said they would like to ‘raise a little point about pronunciation’ to the wider class; addressing a common mistake that had been made (T3, Obs. 3, 1.6). The children were then asked to carry out the same task but with written instead of oral responses, with the teacher modelling one handwritten example on a large wipeboard displayed adjacent to the IWB (with the IWB being used to project resources) and the children given worksheets with the images and prompts for their writing (T3, Obs. 3, 1.9). Children largely began the task before the teacher had finished the explanation (T3, Obs. 3, 1.11). The teacher asked children to stop and to listen, and similarly for the children to raise their hands rather than call out, but when those behaviours resumed, they were not
then later addressed (T3, Obs.3, 1.12). Children completed their worksheets, mostly quietly, independently and on-task (T3, Obs. 3, 1.13). About half of the class completed a task on the worksheet, as per previous teacher instruction, that the teacher realised was not relevant to the lesson and asked anyone who had not done this to leave it out (T3, Obs. 3, 1.13). One child rose from their desk during the lesson with the teacher asking where they were going before immediately instructing them to sit down before they had a chance to reply. The child conformed (T3, Obs. 3, 1.13). The correct answers to each point were given at the end of the lesson with the teacher saying that ‘you’ve all done enough for me’ (T3, Obs. 3, 1.14). The teacher then talked through the correct answers and instructed children to tick their own work if it was correct (ibid). At the end of the lesson the teacher introduced the children’s prep task by projecting a Microsoft Word document through the IWB which displayed the date, title and layout instructions for these Year 5 children. The teacher explained the task as drawing named animals, colouring them in and then writing their opinion of the animals next to it, thus using the vocabulary learned in the lesson (T3, Obs.3, 1.15). The teacher then typed, using two fingers, onto the Word document project onto the IWB what the children needed to write in their homework diaries (T3, Obs. 3, 1.15), which children then copied. The teacher and children then tidied up their resources and the teacher said goodbye to each child as they then left the room (T3, Obs. 3, 1.17).
Appendix R: Definitions for the Funnels of Influence Model

AS1: The Revised Funnels of Influence Model

A summary of each conceptualisation within the Funnels of Influence model – defined by the literature and as revised through the findings - can be summarised as:

- Funnel of Influences from the Context at the Moment of Practice
  - **Constitutive Order**: Taken from the work of Lave (1988) and Twining, Browne, et al., (2017), this constitutes the Cultural, Political, Global and National Systems and Permeating Beliefs: What overarching influences are shaping the landscape that this Moment of Practice sits within? (e.g. government and politics, media, law, economics, industry, national cultural beliefs about the nature of childhood/children family, work, education, social interaction, global disruption of digital technology etc.).
  - **Arena**: Drawing on the work of Lave (1988) and Twining, Browne, et al., (2017), this constitutes the enduring (longer term) features of the human and physical space of the many Arena that the teacher moves between (school,
home, clubs, shops etc). In this study attention is on the school Arena that the teacher’s practice – at the Moment of practice - takes place within. Specifically, the enduring features within it (e.g. facilities, routines, expectations).

- Setting (stable features): An adjusted interpretation of ideas originally set out by Lave (1988) and Twining, Browne, et al., (2017), the Stable features of a Setting are the specific combination of human and physical features within which practice takes place (e.g. a classroom) and which are not routinely changed. These consist of the children and adults present, the location, available resources etc. The changeable features of a Setting are treated separately (see below).

- Opportunities (within the Setting): Taken from the work of Twining, Browne, et al., (2017), What are the options available for the teacher to engage with – which could include people (e.g. an available Teaching Assistant), resources (e.g. a trolley of laptops), timetabled capacity (e.g. a one-hour lesson) etc.

- Funnel of Influences from within the Self at the Moment of Practice
  - Roots: Drawing on the work of Abercrombie (1993) and Nias (1993), the Substantial Self as meaning-maker (unique to the teacher and created through formative years). What shaped the lens of the teacher’s formative years? What influenced their sense of self and mission? (e.g. social ideologies, norms, values and belief systems, culture and sub-culture, and culturally informed elements of self – age, gender, health etc).
  - Growth: Drawing on the work of Esteban-Guitart and Moll (2014), and Polman (2010), the Funds of Identity from previous experiences. What experiences and influences shaped the teacher’s transition from child to this Moment of Practice? (e.g. the impact of sequences of experiences within and across personal and cultural influences as well as national policy, rules, facilities, social representations of learning, ICT, significant actors and scripts etc).

- Influences where the two funnels collide
  - Identity (Situational Self): Drawing on the work of Beijaard, Verloop and Vermunt, (1999), Korthagen (2004), Olsen (2008), Beauchamp and Thomas (2009), Pillen, Den Brok and Beijaard (2013), Who does the teacher consider that they are in this moment? What meaning do they conceive that they are making? Why the teacher thinks they are doing/saying the things that they do (the consequent choices made as a result of all the above).
  - Setting (Situational features): Drawing on the work of Twining, Browne, et al., (2017), Consisting of Actors – people; their presence and the multifaceted influence of their presence, and Scripts – non-human factors such as practical resources and digital technology access.
o **Possibilities**: Drawing on the work of Twining, Browne, et al., (2017), Which of the available options does the teacher *perceive* as possible to them personally? This could include how a TA might be deployed or available resources (e.g. a trolley of laptops). This will also include perceived expectations (what the teacher thinks is expected of them by the different actors), and what they perceive they can therefore do (Agency).

o As seen through;
  - **Espoused** practice: What the teacher says
  - **Intended** practice: What the teacher intends to do
  - **Enacted** practice: What the teacher lives out

Each of Espoused, Intended and Enacted practices are effectively treated as a symptom or symbol of output from the Funnels of Influence above them and is bounded within a specific moment. For example, not all espoused practice will be consistent; each moment being shaped by different combinations of aforementioned influences.

As a result of this model pivoting around ‘The Moment of Practice’, as soon as that moment passes, the symbols of practice (Espousal, Intention, Enactment) becomes re-conceived as part of Growth – seen through the upward arrows. This concept works both within practice (e.g. Reflection in Action) as well as consequent to practice (e.g. Reflection on Action), and also will not necessarily be consciously processed.